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. . . pick up, pick up a good book now

M

AYBE IT'S THAT I'M AN ALARMIST. MAYBE IT'S JUST IN

the air these days. Or, maybe it's that I'm the
father of a teenager. But since reading the
National Endowment for the Arts recent report, Reading at
Risk: A Survey of Literary Reading in America, I have been
ready to take up arms. Hear these words and consider the
threat that confronts us (I do not jest!} :
The accelerating declines in literary reading
among all demographic groups of American adults
indicate an imminent cultural crisis. The trends
among younger adults warrant special concern,
suggesting that-unless some effective solution is
found-literary culture, and literacy in general,
will continue to worsen. Indeed, at the current rate
of loss, literary reading as a leisure activity will
virtually disappear in half a century.
Let the nay-sayers have their say-that, for example,
this was not a survey of reading as such, but a survey of only
a rather specialized type of reading, i.e., "literary" reading,
that even if young people aren't reading plays, poetry, short
stories, and novels, they are reading, reading instant
messages, online journals, and cereal boxes, for instance.
Having read a cereal box or two in my day, I do not find this
comforting.
I encourage others to join me in this righteous cause, a
fully justified war against ... against what? Against not
reading when you really don't have anything better to do, I
suppose. And, honestly, how many better things does a
teenage kid have to do? Clean up his room. Practice his
bassoon, perhaps. Engage in stimulating discourse with his
parents. That's about it, I'd say.
I am so strongly convinced of the impending threat that
I was ready to vote for a presidential candidate who could
articulate the justice of the war against non-reading, and
who would lead us into battle. I waited and waited for this
to become a pivotal issue of the race. Suffice it to say that
both presidential candidates did disappoint.
And so, regrettably, there is yet no war for reading. Or,
at least not one you are certain you'd like to join. These days
when you wage a war the assumption seems to be that you
ought to be happy to have any allies you can drum up. But
that is not clearly the case. For example, the New York City
Metropolitan Transportation Administration recently

discovered that the ads they had been displaying on city
buses-a certain hip clothes manufacturer had posed a
scantily clad young woman beside a pile of books-actually
included the double entendre suggestion that the pleasure
of reading might not be exclusively intellectual. Another
piece of confirmation that when private economic interests
are too closely tied to a war, you won't get a good war.
But even if there is no widespread war on not reading,
I'm happy to report that there are frequent skirmishes in
the homeland: ''Are those conversations on I.M. (Instant
Messenger, for those unfamiliar with adolescent life) really
that much more important than reading a book?"-a
subtle, but awesome pre-emptive strike. He shudderswell, o.k., he shrugs-as he logs on to I.M. A moral victory
for me!
I have tried other strategies: mining his room with The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime, The Life ofPi,
and Peace Like a River ... he emerges unscathed, marching
upstairs to resume his apparently vast, but completely ethereal, literary output in an online journal; the ambush at the
breakfast table-"Hey, read this poem and tell me whether
you think it will work with my students" ... a master of
disguise, he feigns boredom; the trap-"Don't tell Mom I
told you this, but there are some pretty racy bits in the
second half of this novel" ... he refuses the bait.
This kid so much like me in almost every way (though
he'd deny it mightily) in at least this way is a mystery to me.
He does not find the book irresistible. He has sometimes
lost himself in books-the Harry Potter books from which,
once submerged, he rarely surfaced before the conclusion.
But, the printed page is for him no constant temptation,
even though he was read to nightly as a child, even though
his parents bought him book after book of striking image
and stirring story. I do not understand this.
Nor do I understand why, when I was his age, I did read.
My parents were not big readers, although both were
educators. And, to be truthful, reading was not my top
priority as a teenager-that would have been Madelyn, or
whoever I was at the moment substituting for her. Or,
basketball. Or rock'n'roll. But I did read, mostly novels,
and since those teenage years I have spent relatively few
days without a novel close at hand.
For this, Mrs. Pat Grice is more than a little responsible. In the small high school of our tiny town she was
called in, mid-semester, as a replacement English literature

teacher for Mr. A. It was Mr. A.'s first semester at our
school, and I do not doubt that Mr. A. had at some time
loved to read, but by the time he joined our school faculty
his love of literature had been displaced by the desire for
drink. This was not without benefit to high-schoolers;
there were some pretty entertaining classes that term. But
there were also some pretty horrible grading practices that
finally caught up with him. He cleaned out his desk (more
bottles than books) and left without notice.
I do not know what qualifications for teaching Pat
Grice possessed other than that she was available. But she
loved to read novels and she loved to talk 'about them. We
weren't many weeks into her tenure when she suggested
that I would enjoy Mackinlay Kantor's Andersonville-all
eight hundred pages of it.

A

NDERSONVILLE IS NOT A NOVEL YOU ENJOY. THE STORY

of a notoriously grim and inhumane prisoner of war
camp operated by the Confederate troops, there was
more than enough gore to interest my adolescent psyche,
but there was little goodness. Oh, there was some-the
native Geogians who, aware of the immense and unrelieved suffering of the Yankee prisoners in Andersonville,
tried their best to get food and clothing to these prisoners.
They understood and cared about the victims of war even
as the Yankee General Sherman burned his way towards
them, devastating everything in his sight. Kantor hid
nothing from the reader. The stench of death, the rigid
bodies of dead soldiers visible to all, the cries of the miserable, we would see what this war was like. Andersonville
was as long as that bloody war, and like the war it was
disturbing in its revelation of what humans can do, and let
be done, to other persons. It was a powerful book, a good
book to read in 1970 and, I dare say, it would be a good
book to read now, fifty years after it was written.
By my mid-teens, then, I had begun to dwell among
words, not an unusual thing then for teenage boys. Like the
boys in Tobias Wolff's prep school in his splendid novella,
Old School, at least at first it was not the grace of the
language, but the winsome toughness of the characters that
most appealed to me. Hemingway, not Fitzgerald or even
Faulkner, was soon a favorite . (Wolff's prep school boys
develop a taste, albeit only for a brief time, for Ayn Rand. I
have never read an Ayn Rand novel. Take that, preppies!)
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Mark Edmundson of the University of Virginia has
argued that reading is "life's grand second chance. "
Individuals read, he believes,
... to remake ourselves ... to be socialized again,
not into the ways of their city or village this time
but into another world with different values. Such
people want to revise, or even to displace, the
influence their parents have had on them. They
want to adopt values they perceive to be higher or
perhaps just better suited to their natures.
The vocation of university faculty is to theorize, but
Edmundson's account of why we value reading strikes me
as .. .implausible, to put it politely. The adolescent years are
years of self-invention, and were he right, we might expect
reading to spike among teenagers, convinced as they are
that their parents' values would fit almost anyone else
better than them. (Or, perhaps, no-one.)
I have no alternative theory of why some of us value
reading, or why all of us should. Although like Edmundson
I do think there may be moral value to reading, I am less
convinced than the National Endowment for the Arts that
there is a direct connect between literary reading and
democracy.
Sometimes when I read I discover that there are others
in the world not much different from me, some of them
terrifically good and others terribly evil. In some sense, that
is good to know. Sometimes when I read I discover others in
this world not at all like me, and that, too, is good to know.
Sometimes when I read I discover that the world is ever so
much sadder and more ugly and unhappy than I usually see
it. And sometimes when I read I discover a world richer,
more complex, more wonderful than ever I could have
imagined. It is good to know these things. It is a good thing
for us to dwell among words.

W

E READ A STORY THIS SEASON, A STORY OF A WORD

who came to dwell among us, came as a helpless
baby, came as the Prince of Peace. This story we
read, not to re-make ourselves, but with the hope of being
re-made by a Word that reads us. Take, and read. 'f
TDK

correspondence
Robert Benne, in his Michaelmas
2004 "The Nation," concludes that
his initial support of the war in Iraq is
still valid. Unfortunately, Benne's
conclusions stem from premises that
ignore fact and defy logic.
In the early 1970s, I enlisted in the
Navy. In my eighteen-year-old patriotic zeal, I wanted to serve on the front
lines, and with the Vietnam War
winding down, I turned my attention
to the Cold War and volunteered to
work with nuclear weapons. After a
year of training, I spent three years on
a destroyer dangling nuclear depth
charges over Soviet submarines. In
light of what I am about to say about
Benne's comments, I thought it
prudent to establish the fact that, as a
pacifist, I have absolutely no credentials.
Although I am no pacifist, my
views of war derive directly from my
Naval service. Many of my shipmates
had seen combat in Vietnam. My first
best friend on the ship was a Purple
Heart recipient, the sole survivor of a
patrol boat that had taken a rocket.
The attitude that I soaked up from
those men was that fighting is often
necessary, but the war must make
sense. From my participation in
America's Cold War nuclear deterrent, I learned that we might have to
shoot first, but we had better have a
really good reason. Those shipborne
sensitivities tell me that the war in Iraq
1swrong.
Benne's first argument depends
upon the idea that we didn't know at
the time that the intelligence about
Iraq's weapons programs was not
accurate. Benne states that the intelligence community's doubts about
Iraq's weapons systems were
"nowhere on the horizon" when the
decision to go to war had to be made.
That is simply not true. In early
February 2003, a few days before
Colin Powell's address to the United
Nations, The New York Times

reported that several highly placed
CIA and FBI officials had gone public
with statements that the administration's case for war was overstated. In
particular, CIA officials said they
doubted Iraq had developed prohibited weapons, and FBI officials said
they couldn't find any link between
Iraq and al-Qaeda. Recently, the
Senate Intelligence Committee's
report confirmed the Times' story,
detailing the frustrated efforts of CIA
analysts to get the more reliable information to the White House. Benne
says that "President Bush did what any
responsible American president
would have done."
Wouldn't a
prudent president, weighing a first
strike, have asked for full information
from the CIA and FBI? Wouldn't a
responsible president have paid at
least some attention to media reports
that stated that those agencies had
additional, perhaps even more reliable, information? If in February
2003, I knew that CIA and FBI officials may have information that called
into question the Bush administration's conclusions, then it's inexcusable for Bush not to have known that
information existed.
Benne's second argument echoes
the Bush administration's post-war
rationale: Saddam Hussein was such
an evil dictator that the United States
acted morally to liberate Iraq "from
this most oppressive regime." Prior to
the war, Bush repeated that Saddam
Hussein could avoid the war by
disarming. Apparently, in February
and March 2003, the president was
willing to let Saddam Hussein's atrocities continue as long as he gave up his
weapons (which Bush should have
known he might not have). If the justification for this war was humanitarian
intervention, why wasn't this justification provided before the war? And
why, apparently, were we willing to
settle for a weakened tyrant?
Benne's third argument is that the
war has given Iraqis the chance to
build a "prosperous and peaceful"
country out of the "cultural decline"
that has beset Arab countries gener-

ally. Perhaps I'm oversimplifying
Benne's argument here, but the idea
that we build peace and prosperity by
waging war strikes me as nothing short
of irrational. A popular anti-war
poster puts it more succinctly:
"Fighting for peace is like ... [copulating] for virginity." True, peace and
prosperity have been built out of the
ruins of war (1950s Western Europe
and Japan), but that was not the reason
we fought, nor does it make much
sense to wage a war on a country so
that we can then make peace with it
and help its people rebuild. If we have
true humanitarian goals, why don'twe
skip the war part and go straight to the
rebuilding? Although the question
before us is whether the United States
had valid reasons to launch this war,
the evils that we have cast upon the
Iraqi people-a recent survey
reported by the British medical
journal The Lancet estimates that
some 100,000 Iraqi civilians may have
died as a result of the war-illustrate
the folly, if not outright immorality, of
initiating war to bring about peace and
prosperity.
When the United States went to
war with Iraq the first time in 1991, I
was highly ambivalent. I thought
Saddam Hussein's aggression against
Kuwait demanded a response, but I
wasn't sure it was America's fight. I
tended to agree with Georgia Senator
Sam Nunn, who argued that Iraq's
actions did not threaten America's
vital interests. I saw no particular
danger from Iraq; after all, Iraq hadn't
been able to defeat a much weakened
Iran in eight years, despite U.S. aid. In
this conflicted state, on the eve of that
war I stayed up all night reading
Thomas Hardy poems ("Mad as
hatters, they do no more for Christ's
sake than you [the dead] who are helpless in such matters").
I never felt the slightest conflict
toward this current war: it has always
struck me as absurd. The war in
Afghanistan makes sense to me, but
the war in Iraq seems a total non
sequitur to the events of September
11. It's almost as if Roosevelt, on

December 8, 1941, had asked
Congress to declare war on Mexico.
On the eve of this war, I stayed up to
watch the Marx Brothers' Duck Soup.
I go back to those sensitivities I
learned from my shipmates at the end
of the Vietnam War. Does it make
sense? No. Iraq was not a participant
in the September 11 attacks and,
having no weapons of mass destruction, could not comply with the baseless demands placed upon it by the
Bush administration. Did we have a
really good reason for shooting first?
No. Iraq was no threat to us, it was an
already defeated country, · and the
inspections process, though problematic, showed concrete evidence of
dismantling and thwarting Iraq's
nascent weapons programs ended by
the 1991 GulfWar.
Were we wrong to go to war in
Iraq? Yes.
Tom Carter
Roanoke College
Salem, VA

Robert Benne replies:
My colleague, Tom Carter, makes
familiar points against my argument
for our invasion of Iraq, and I will
make familiar counterpoints to his.
I'm not sure either of us is going to
persuade the other, or perhaps anyone
else who may be reading this.
Nevertheless, it is important to note
that David Kay, in summarizing the
opinion of the world's intelligence
agencies before the onslaught of the
war, states that all those sources
believed that Saddam possessed
weapons of mass destruction.
No doubt, as Carter argues, there
were other voices that offered
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different claims, but it seems that the
vast majority of intelligence indicated
the presence of weapons. Colin
Powell, generally recognized as an
honorable and cautious man, believed
that intelligence and made the most
compelling argument for intervention. Moreover, Saddam had kicked
out the inspectors and had given false
reports to the United Nations, leaving
much unaccounted for.
The Due/fer Report's summary of
findings highlights the intentions and
efforts of Sad dam to restart his WMD
program as soon as sanctions were
lifted. He was already using money
from the Oil for Food Program to get
them going. In an interview in the
International
Herald
Tribune,
Saddam's top nuclear scientist claims
that he had the plans for nuclear
weapons development hidden, ready
to go at Saddam's behest. If Saddam
was not as big a threat as we thought at
the time of the invasion, it is almost
certain that he would have been in the
near future.
Carter wonders why, if the liberation of Iraq was a justification for the
war, the United States said it would not
have gone to war upon Saddam's
disarming. The reason is that liberation was one among a number of
reasons, not the primary one. The first
one was the primary one, as argued
above.
As to his third objection (that it is
contradictory to go to war to establish
peace and prosperity), one of the six or
seven criteria to justify a war in the just
war tradition is that the intention for
going to war must be to secure a better
peace. The whole tradition of just war
thinking did not come to the conclusion, as Carter does, that establishing a
more just peace was an ill-founded
reason. On the contrary, that tradition

of reasoning holds it as an important,
indeed, necessary, goal of war. It was
one of our reasons for successfully
intervening in World War II and in
bringing the Cold War to a good
conclusion. We have certainly not
succeeded in realizing that goal yet in
Iraq or Afghanistan, but that intention
is real and compelling. Can anyone
doubt that we would have rebuilt Iraq
by now without the insurgency of the
recalcitrant Baathists?
I hope that we succeed in helping
Afghanistan and Iraq build decent and
peaceable countries. They have a far
better chance at that because of our
interventions than they had under the
Tali ban and Saddam.
I am puzzled by people such as
Carter who have no doubts in weighty
matters of foreign policy such as the
war in Iraq. I have many doubts about
our intervention. Carter makes some
excellent points. We have botched the
job in a number of ways. Yet, in spite of
all, I think the weight of the argument
is on the other side, on the side of
intervention. The Kurds and the Shia
are already experiencing a much
better life, with the promise of more to
come. Elections will happen in Iraq as
they have in Afghanistan. We will
continue to support both nascent
governments. If Kerry is elected he
will have to hue pretty much the same
course of action as Bush has.
Carter has a pretty good criterion
for going to war: does the war make
sense? Well, our policy does make
sense and I hope it is vindicated in the
future.
Robert Benne
Roanoke College
Salem, VA

on reproduction and the irreproducible gift:
Christ, conception, and biotechnology
Amy Laura Hall
She was only four months old.... Somewhat doubtfully her mother said we could hold her. ... Since she
was not yet civilized, she made no insistent
demands on her momentary environment, but the
process of holding her was nevertheless vastly
complicated.... There were wriggling feet that had
to be kept under a blanket, a spine that needed
support, and a head that had to rest
somewhere.... Clearly, the problem called for a delicate fusion· of mathematics and physiology.... Of
course, there was also an ethical problem .... She had
little past and knew no future .... For a moment
everything in her life depended on the efficiency
with which we held her. ... -if God continues to be
patient, our momentary lovely burden will hear the
wild, mad, solemn bells ring on New Year's Eve
A.D. 2000 .... Tonight her eyes are unafraid and
clear-staring into eyes that are fearful of the
anguished riddle of the years .... Sleep, my baby,
sleep-there are madmen across the two wide
waters who hold more of your temporal destiny in
their dripping hands than you know.... For a few
more years you will know only tenderness-until
one day you, too, will become aware of the world's
seething cauldron ofhate....And then you, too, will

tions. In these words from his column, "The Pilgrim," in
the November 1937 issue of The Cresset, 0. P. Kretzmann
provokes the choice between these two paths; his words
remain apt today.
Historian of Valparaiso University Richard Baepler
writes of Dr. Kretzmann that he was "active in the
Associated Lutheran Charities with its strong voice for
social responsibility of the church particularly during the
Depression." Dr. Kretzmann also "created and became
editor of the first Lutheran journal aimed at commenting
on cultural and political affairs from the stand-point of the
Christian faith, called The Cresset, sponsored initially by
the Walther League." Baepler adds, "Dr. Kretzmann was
also a leader in the movement for liturgical reform, a movement to reemphasize the presence of the living Christ
through the sacramental life of the church togethermaking Eucharist central and frequent and making baptism
central for Lutheran churches."
These three commitments of 0. P. Kretzmann-social
responsibility, youth, and the sacramental life of the church
tethered by Eucharist and Baptism-coincide, perhaps
providentially, with our topic. How may we think about
procreation-about conceiving life-if formed by the
Christian liturgies oflife? How may we think about procreation in the light of the new creation wrought by birth in

begin to wonder-and you will do one of two

Christ?

things .... You will either putter around in life,
content with building a wall and a web around your
little plans and small hopes and creeping ambitions-or you will, if you believe in God (as I think
you'd better) make your heart a chalice for a few
drops of the world's blood and tears .... And when
you know, finally, that the ultimate Good begins in
Isaiah 53:6 and ends in john 3:16, you will be wise
beyond man's knowing and strong beyond man's
hope....

ducing life-when viewed through the irreproducible gift
through whom we are made new?

M

AKE YOUR HEART A CHALICE FOR A FEW DROPS OF

the world's blood and tears ... and know finally
that the ultimate Good begins in Isaiah 53:6 and
ends in John 3:16. Or, alternatively, build a wall and a web
around your little plans and small hopes and creeping ambi-

How may we evaluate reproduction-repro-

the problem

These questions preoccupy my work, and they have led
me into the dusty archives of Parents Magazine and Ladies'
Home Journal, to the proceedings of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, and to a current website for teenage
mothers. I have slogged here to Valparaiso having been
knee-deep in a research project to think theologically about
biotechnology, and how biotechnology has shaped procreation and parenting in the United States. This work in
archives and on the internet and in the texts of S0ren
Kierkegaard, Karl Barth, and Helmut Thielicke is really
neither fish nor fowl nor frog-in that I am not working in
the field of bioethics as it is usually construed, nor cultural
history as configured by secular historians, nor even

theology as often described by professors of systematics. I
have come to suspect that not one of those conversations
alone, neither bioethics, nor history, nor even systematic
theology-is sufficient to interrogate the present conundrums of scientifically enhanced procreation. Neither
bioethics, nor cultural history, nor even perhaps traditional
systematics may fully shock us awake and evoke the incarnate Hope sufficient to resist the allure of scientifically calibrated families, or the enhanced, supposedly perfected,
child.
Stories of living people from parishes I have served and
with whom I have worshipped echo in my mind as I work.
An infertile couple going desperately into debt, spending
tens of thousands of dollars to bear their own biologically
related child. A single mother of two children diagnosed
with ADHD who cannot afford to cut back on her work
hours, and thus opting by what seems like necessity for the
pharmaceutical solution to the chaos enveloping her
family. A neighbor who confessed as we watched her fiveyear-old, curly-haired daughter canter in the grass that the
little girl's twin sister had been selectively aborted, prenatally detected with Down Syndrome.

seemed not only scared but also, in a way that he could not
immediately interpret, ashamed. Perhaps, he thought, this
had to do somehow with the association of cleft-palate and
being lower-class-a loose association, due to the fact that
only more wealthy families could afford this surgery in
decades past.
This story of understandable fear and delayed baptism
serves as a focal point for me. How might a focus on the
extravagant, re-creating Gift of Christ allow Christians to
view this child, this beautiful and unexpected girl, as a gift?
Are Christians able to see even disability as part of the gift
of new life in baptism? How did some Christians in the
United States come to see some children as accidental, as
mistakes, as sources of shame?
In Karl Barth's Church Dogmatics, there is a short
passage that can, I believe, go some way toward interpreting this story, as well as many of the images of anxious,
class-conscious procreation I dig up in my archival work.

On the contrary, it is one of the consolations of the
coming kingdom and expiring time that this
anxiety about posterity, that the burden of the
postulate that we should and must bear children,
NOTHER STORY HAUNTS ME. A CLOSE FAMILY MEMBER
heirs of our blood and name and honour and
s, like me, a minister. An early experience was
wealth, that the pressure and bitterness and
erving in a smallish town rela- - - - - - - - - - - tension of this question, if not the question
tively isolated from the big city, a town
In mainline
itself, is removed from us all by the fact that
the Son on whose birth alone everything seriwhose social life was still rooted in
tangled memories of wealth newly Protestantism the ously and ultimately depended has now
acquired as well as wealth handed down.
biotechnological become our Brother. No one now has to be
One morning a member of an oldpractices of
conceived and born. Weneednotexpectany
moneyed family called to tell him that an
other than the One of whose coming we are
eagerly anticipated grandchild had been parenting have not certain because He is already come.
born, the first child of a smart young
been so clearly
(emphasis added)
professional and his bright-eyed wife.
marked by grace.
They did not want him to come to the
There are many ways to sort through the
hospital, however, because there was a - - -- - - - - - - biotechnological revolution in procreation and
problem. The baby girl had a cleft-palate. This pastor parenting-some consider the normativity of nature,
explained that, though he did not want to impose, he would thinking with natural law illumined by Revelation on the
like to come and be of whatever pastoral help he could. ways that we are created to bear and care for children. It is
They reluctantly conceded. As he later related this story to also potentially fruitful to think about biotechnology in
me, his voice wavered as he explained that the mother had light of grace, in light of the one irreproducible gift Who
held her daughter close, wrapped up in the little pink may shape the gift of reproduction. No one particularly
hospital blankets. She did not want him to see the child's pre-conceived, hoped-for child must now be born, because
face. Perhaps due to the pastor's patience, perhaps due to the one promised child, foretold long ago, has been born.
grace, the mother eventually unwrapped her child and The command to be fruitful, to multiply strong and reliable
showed her to the pastor. He could find no words other children capable of carrying the promise,is now set within
than "She's beautiful." She was, he explained, beautiful.
a context, is now relative to the particular fruit of a holy
They waited until the baby had gone through the womb. With the birth of this promised one, the pressure
corrective surgery to have her baptized. This was perhaps and bitterness and tension of conceiving and crafting heirs
what troubled this pastor most. He encouraged them to of blood and name and honor and wealth are removed.
bring her to church, to allow the congregation to embrace Perhaps the form of parenting itself should be shaped by the
her and them and to receive the child into the community of form of the one born to empty himself for our sakes. If, to
faith through the re-creation of baptism. But they kept her quote Pastor Kretzmann, "the ultimate Good begins in
hidden until after the surgery. He said that the family Isaiah 53:6 and ends in John 3: 16," should not the good of
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procreation, of bearing and caring for children, be shaped
by that Good? Should not Christian parenting bear the
marks, so to speak, of this same Good?
In mainline Protestantism in the United States, the
biotechnological practices of parenting have not been so
clearly marked by grace. Purveyors of anxious reproduction have found ready Christian participants down through
the centuries A.D. Premonitory parenting is not a unique
invention of the biotechnological West. All languages intersect at the expectant or barren womb, and each generation
of Christians faces a constellation of temptations that may
shape the task of conceiving and raising children. The
desire to craft and manipulate conception in order to graft
power to power, and so to cultivate wealth, was at one time
the domain of royalty and their eager courtiers. Those who
fell drastically below such aspirations sought mere survival.
But in the last one hundred or so years, Christians in North
America (more than elsewhere) have seen a simultaneous
democratization and a technical manipulation of aspiring
parenthood that reflects a parental desire to thrive and
flourish through promised and promising children.
The American dream of remaking each generation
according to human ingenuity is as old as Benjamin
Franklin. Who can argue against bearing and raising promising children? But Christians must ask, "Which promise?"
By which promise are Christians presently shaping our children? I watch the children of privilege at Duke negotiate
daily the route to a promise of wealth, success, independence, and I wonder.... How does the coming of the true
Promised One align our own hopes for promising families?
Are Christian parents content with building a wall around
our neighborhoods and our homes, weaving a web around
little plans and small hopes and creeping ambitions? Or,
are Christian families making their homes a chalice for a
few drops of the world's blood and tears?
suspicions
For many mainline Protestants, the answer to this
question appears to be the former rather than the latter
choice. What began for me as a project morally to evaluate
specific procedures and techniques in contemporary
reproductive and pediatric medicine has become a larger
inquiry into the particularly mainline Protestant flavor of
biotechnological reproduction in the United States.
Digging through magazines and tracts, I routinely came
across the image of the well-managed, orderly, nuclear
Protestant family. As it turns out, mainline Protestantsmy people-have had a particular role in the growth of
commercialized medicine. While more fundamentalist
Protestants and Roman Catholics by and large resisted
various products and practices in the medicalization of
parenting, mainline Protestants duly applied their famous
work ethic to the prevailing spirit of reproduction and
childcare, making diligent use of the tools widely available
through medical science in order to craft children that

would measure up and families that would fit in.
To some extent, the question of family planning, of
using the proper, new tools to time procreation, is an
underlying difference between Roman Catholics and
Protestants in the U.S., but the ways that mainline
Protestants, at least, legitimized the tools of timing
reflected assumptions about the "good of families" and the
"promise" being sought. By way of "modern" infant
formula, atomic science, tomes of expert advice, and the
careful breeding of "fitter families," middle-class
Protestants industriously sought to differentiate their own
families from families that were "unplanned," "accidental," and "irresponsible." As I went digging, I began
more and more to suspect that there was something amiss
here in the pursuit of responsible normalcy, even while that
pursuit might look formally similar to the pursuit of a godly,
ordered life.
First, this pursuit of normalcy traded on the "other"
family by which "good" parents could be distinguished. I
suspect that good middle-class families needed the "questionable" families in order to prove their own legitimacy. I
am not sure yet whether to call this role of the "bad" families and "bad" children a need or a fear. Perhaps it is
somehow both. The marketing of many of the relevant
technologies and "expert advice" seems to have both
created and tapped into the fear that parents had regarding
unsavory, sub-optimal children and families.
United Methodist grandmothers in my hometown
subtly click their tongues and shake their heads when they
see a baby without shoes. Socks do not count. My usual
tactic with this generation of women, to explain to them
that pediatricians now advise against X, Y, or Z, does not
work regarding shoes. By the code of aspiring women in
West Texas, newfangled podiatrists are less trustworthy
than the echoes of old wisdom. "Trashy children" go barefoot. Good mothers put shoes on their babies. Passed down
from depression-era great-grandmothers, the now-ghostly
presence of Appalachian boys and girls, bellies distended
from hookworm, still haunts the Sears and Roebucks in San
Angelo, Texas. Two retired schoolteachers thus exchange
knowing looks as an unshod toddler is wheeled by in an
umbrella stroller. By way of such sense, families with Merle
Haggard roots elbow and nudge their way up toward Pat
Boone.
Isn't this climb, by way of defining one's own children
as children of "distinction," contrary to the form of life
shaped by the Gift of Christ? The coming of the one, irreproducible gift is a thoroughly soteriological event, but it is
also an event that can pattern one's life to receive the gift of
children without the anxious need to justify them. We
mainline Protestants, eager to fit within the bounds of
"Good Housekeeping" culture, have aligned ourselves
with those who similarly fit. The freedom born of being
reborn in Christ may instead allow parents to risk not only
association, but real proximity, to the very families, child-

dren, and neighborhoods "good housekeeping" disposes and that of the overwhelming poor became intertwined in
us to avoid.
the middle-class imagination. Eager to contribute to,
Another related suspicion is that aspiring families have rather than cause a drain on, the variously precarious
legitimized, and then had to try to keep up with, a culture economy of early twentieth century America, many mainthat is deeply inhospitable to incarnate, dependent life. line Protestant leaders became advocates of a responsibly
The modern, medically calibrated family is thus not only planned parenthood.
What about less mainline, mainstream Protestants?
ungracious, but also impossibly inhospitable. Most often in
What
about conservative, white evangelicals in the United
the last century, the "other" family has been the "profliStates?
Christine Rosen has written a ground breaking and,
gate," "inefficient," overly and overtly dependent family.
The family that can function seamlessly in the present for some, a counterintuitive new book on religion and
economy is, more or less, labeled "good." As respectable eugenics in twentieth century America. In her Preaching
parenthood grew in the last century to become synony- Eugenics: Religious Leaders and the American Eugenics
mous with the efficient flow of home economics and civil Movement, she concludes her research thus:
economies, many middle-class families sought to cushion
Religious leaders pursued eugenics precisely when
themselves from all avoidable forms of suffering and physthey moved away from traditional religious tenets.
ical need. As a certain class of children became technologThe liberals and modernists in their respecical products for manipulation, society
tive faiths-those who challenged their
became ever less capable of adapting to the
pace of relatively inefficient time required by Current patterns churches to conform to modern circumstances-became the eugenics movement's
all children. Current patterns of biotechnoof
logical reproduction and childcare are prob- biotechnological most enthusiastic supporters.
lematic in ways that reflect this history; not
only do such patterns dehumanize capable reproduction and According to Rosen's research, it was those religious leaders who overestimated the mastery of
childcare
children as projects for technological manipulation, they also serve to diagnose overtly
dehumanize .... the biological sciences and underestimated the
gratuity of God's creation who were most
dependent children-whether disabled or
susceptible
to the summons to craft particular
poor-as woefully unplanned.
kinds of scientifically enhanced families. More often than
not, more conservative, scripturally based Christians in
forming a more perfect union
The most blatant example in recent history of the America were suspicious of the claim, made monthly in
union of Protestant class politics and reproductive science early issues of Parents Magazine, that "The Nation Marches
occurred during the rise of eugenics in the first half of the Forward on the Feet of Little Children."
twentieth century. Although a growing number of people
This brings us back to 0. P. Kretzmann's circle of influare aware of the patently coercive anti-miscegenation and ence, and to one of his colleagues, Walter A. Maier. Dennis
sterilization laws associated with the eugenics movement Durst, (whose essay on Walter Maier follows this essay),
in the United States, fewer know about the simultaneous writes of Maier, a pastor who served for many years as
effort to shape the imaginations of middle-class Christians editor of the youth-oriented Walther League Messenger and
toward "voluntary" eugenics. This "Fitter Family" move- who became the leading voice of the immensely popular
ment, which flourished in the United States from the turn radio ministry, "The Lutheran Hour":
of the last century until World War II, was engineered by the
The crux of [Maier's] critique was thus,
American Eugenics Society and sought to encourage
"Ultimately, eugenics leaves no room for God. If
"prudent" marriages and to discourage the unfit or
we cannot run the world of today without God,
"tainted" from procreating. Bringing the "science" of
how can we hope to govern the generation of
eugenics into American churches, homes, and county fairs,
tomorrow without divine sanction and superviexhibits across the heartland warned white Americans:
sion?" ... Maier attacked eugenics as an egregious
"Some are born to be a burden on the rest" and explicitly
instance of pride .... For Maier, the eugenics movelinked crime and unemployment to ill-considered concepment, which he derided as "this cult of the
tion. While the vast majority of Roman Catholic and funda superman,"
was guilty of promoting social injusmentalist Christians refused these efforts, many mainline
tice. He found the studies on tenement dwellers by
Protestant leaders took up the charge with gusto, preaching
eugenicists as both condescending and "a startling
sermons and crafting Sunday School curricula consistent
contradiction of Christian ideals." Couching his
with the plan. In the resulting rhetoric, middle-class
criticism
in terms evocative of an ethos both
Protestants sought to separate themselves from dissolutely
biblical and democratic, Maier asserted, "To
reproducing immigrants, "irresponsible" Africanprevent underprivileged individuals from
Americans, and the deviant, accidental children of loweraccepting their inalienable and divinely bestowed
class Anglos. The specters of the diseased or disabled child
10
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pleasures of parenthood is not only a physiological
error, but it is also an act of presumptuous discrimination."
While Maier was not an unambiguous character,
Lutherans may be properly inspired by the role he played
alongside other conservative Protestants when so many
other Christians in the United States were jumping on the
eugenics bandwagon. While Harry Emerson Fosdick and
many other "progressive" mainline Protestants were
preaching eugenics from their pulpits, Maier saw that there
was something unfaithful, prideful, and ungracious, about
determining who is and is not fit to enter into the difficult
but joyful work of bearing children.
How might we Christians of today determine our role
in the midst of the pressure to perform and craft families of
distinction and safety? How are we to counter the almost
overwhelming messages in popular magazines and on the
Lifetime channel, messages of anxious, walled-up, and
webbed-around little hopes and dreams? Allow me to
make this even more real. If we are bound for the promised
land of middle or upper-middle class parenting in the
United States, how are we to resist the allure of the promising family? How are we to resist the call to buy a house in
the best neighborhood, take the best pharmaceuticals, get
all of the prenatal tests, and procure, if necessary, the best
termination in order to produce a child of real promise?
charity

One way to resist the allure is to find stories of resistance, and to recall them daily. There was recently a young
woman at the Kennedy School of Government who took in
foster babies. Single, twenty-seven years old, and a student,
this woman cared for newborns while they went through
the de-tox process and/or waited for the paperwork for
adoption by other waiting parents. The pictures of her on
the Harvard website feature her in the library with a
newborn in a carrier strapped to her chest. When I first
heard about this young woman, I was eager to know more
about her. How did she decide to do this? Why in the world
would she take this on while a student at one of the most
challenging professional schools in the nation? The way to
advance at such an institution is to appear as unencumbered, as independent, shorn of as much embodied responsibility as is possible. How did this young woman summon
up the courage to link her life up with children who so
clearly embody need and dependence?
As she put it, she just wanted to do a bit of something
good. Noting, while a volunteer in a neo-natal unit, that
there were infants who received no visitors, she decided to
try to be of use. When someone asked her whether she has
a difficult time letting go when it is time for the infants to
leave her, she replied, "they deserve someone to cry for
them." Her name, believe it or not, is Charity Bell. Perhaps

her mother had this in mind for her all along. I suspect that
our Heavenly Father has this sort of thing in mind for many
of us.
There is a trajectory of Lutheran thought running
through Kierkegaard, Thielicke, and (most clearly, the
early) Barth, that narrates discipleship as patterned by
openness to the interruption of Christ into the world.
While each of these theologians sounds a counter-note of
responsibility, such responsibility is embedded in the larger
context of receptivity to the unlikely and irreproducible
gift of grace. By way of this strand in the Protestant tradition, the command to multiply is properly seen within the
revelation that life itself is a loan, a gift that never truly
becomes ours for disposal, justification, manipulation, or
definitive control. To envision the gift of reproduction and
parenting as set within the narrative of the irreproducible
Gift that is Christ should, as Barth describes above, shift the
task away from our mastery of the future. The gift of Christ
in Baptism and Eucharist may open our domestic lives up to
be a chalice for a few drops of the world's blood and tears.

D

URING

A SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT, SOMEONE FROM

the audience asked me "What are children for?" As
I struggled to answer, a Mennonite answered,
"Well, our children are born to be martyrs." While I cannot
go there with my Mennonite brother, I believe that justification by faith may infuse the order of creation known as
the Christian family with a willingness to take real risks for
the sake of the Gospel. We may risk the shame of a teenage
pregnancy, if the alternative is abortion. We may risk
adopting children who are themselves "at risk," allowing
our lives to become thereby less secure. We may even have
the courage to bind our lives with foster children, allowing
them to interrupt our lives and receive our love even
knowing they will leave us soon.
The child who occasions the kingdom has already
come, has been born in an inauspicious manger, has lived
with offensive openness to the wounds of the poor and the
just plain sinful, and has died a criminal's death so that our
lives might be made holy. To raise children in the wake of
that life and in the growing tide of that kingdom is a project
that will likely make Christians seem irresponsible and
even profligate to a culture intent on raising heirs of honor
and wealth. I pray that our faith may lead us to refuse the
messages of pressurized, taut parenting, eschewing the
tools of medicalized class-warfare in order to live instead at
the untidy intersection of real bodies, real wounds, and real
need. f
Amy Laura Hall, a minister of the United Methodist
Church, teaches theological ethics at Duke University. This
essay was first presented as the 0. P. Kretzmann Lecture at
Valparaiso University.

Walter A. Maier, Lutheranism, and
(new) eugenic prospects
Dennis L. Durst

I

N THE EARLY TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY CHRISTIAN PUBLIC

intellectuals are deeply involved in American public
policy debates over cutting-edge human reproductive
technology and other bioethical issues. For example, the
President's Council on Bioethics has included evangelicals
(Stephen L. Carter and William Hurlbut) and Catholics
(Mary Ann Glendon and Robert P. George) as well as a
Lutheran, Valparaiso University ethicist Gilbert C.
Meilaender. Beginning with their first publication in July
of 2002, Human Cloning and Human Dignity: An Ethical
Inquiry, and continuing through their October 2003 publication, Beyond Therapy: Biotechnology and the Pursuit of
Happiness, to their most recent publication in March of
2004, Reproduction and Responsibility: The Regulation of
New Biotechnologies, the President's Council has
produced a wealth of material, neither religious nor hostile
towards religious faith, addressing bioethical issues. Much
of this material reflects upon the meaning of procreation,
and upon both the desire for and the wellbeing of children.
Although the Council's concerns are widespread, perhaps
the most chilling of these, identified in their first report, is:
"the prospect of a new eugenics" as a troubling potentiality.
Americans, pragmatic and ever-optimistic about the
power of science, have long been tempted by the promise of
better offspring. (We are, as well, despairing about the
success of stemming the flow of scientific "progress" we
find troubling, or, as Leon Kass has put it, "where we do not
foolishly believe that all innovation is progress, we fatalistically believe that it is inevitable.") Important recent
studies of this temptation include Christine Rosen's
revealing history of liberal/progressive pastoral support
for the eugenics movement in her groundbreaking book
Preaching Eugenics. This work is a reminder of the potency
of Protestant clergy, for good or for ill, as public intellectuals prior to WWII. It may be instructive to take note of
the work of one prominent Lutheran churchman, the
powerful radio preacher Walter A. Maier, as we consider
our own response to "the prospect of a new eugenics."
Walter A. Maier: life and work
Walter A. Maier (1893-1950) was arguably the leading
figure addressing evangelical youth and young adults
during the interwar period. Maier was a pastor, a Harvardtrained Old Testament professor, and later a pioneer in
radio evangelism for the Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
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(LCMS), the church in which he was raised and ordained.
His initial method of reaching a wide audience of youth
was through his assumption in 1920 of the position of executive secretary of the Walther League, the leading youth
organization of the LCMS. For some twenty-five years
Maier edited the League's official organ, The Walther
League Messenger, which tackled numerous theological,
social, and ethical issues germane to youth and young
adults. During his tenure as editor, its circulation went
from 7000 to an impressive 80,000 subscribers. (This
journal, The Cresset, itself began as an organ of the Walther
League, and Maier was an Associate Editor during the first
four years of its existence.)
A graduate of Concordia College, Bronxville, N.Y.,
Maier earned his Ph.D. in Semi tics at Harvard University in
1929, although his teaching career as a professor of Old
Testament at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis had begun
already in the early 1920s. Maier was never a "mere
academic." Early on he realized the potential of radio as a
vehicle to promote the LCMS and a conservative Protestant
theology. He was instrumental in establishing a radio
station, KFUO, in the attic of the seminary. Its 500-watt
transmitter sent forth its first broadcast on 14 December
1924-relatively early in the history of radio. The
Lutheran Laymen's League in 1930 asked Maier to be the
speaker on their nascent radio forum "The Lutheran
Hour," which debuted on 2 October 1930. The program
was placed on hiatus in 1931, but in 1935 Maier became its
established voice, a position he held until his death in 1950.

T

HE "LUTHERAN HOUR" BROADCAST RECEIVED WIDE

publicity in the major print media of the period.
This publicity was occasionally controversial, as
when Maier challenged the monopoly on free radio airtime
held by the Federal Council of Churches, whom both CBS
and NBC radio assumed to represent all Protestantism. But
by 1950, "The Lutheran Hour" had become the world's
largest radio broadcast, garnering 1200 stations, translation into thirty-six languages and broadcast in fifty-five
countries, with an estimated annual audience of two-thirds
billion, and a regular audience of twenty million. Among
those to mourn his passing in 1950 was the young evangelist, Billy Graham, whose evangelistic crusade in Los
Angeles had attracted the national press. Graham
described Maier's "Lutheran Hour" as "a constant bene-

diction and source of strength," something to which
Graham's own "Hour of Decision" would aspire as it
reached the airwaves eleven months after Maier's death.
In a real sense, Maier was a precursor to Billy Graham,
a welcome respite for the thoughtful Christian radio
listener, and a reprieve from other radio extremists in his
day such as the Roman Catholic Father Charles Coughlin
and the Fundamentalist Billy Sunday. A recent biographer
has argued that although theologically Maier was not far
from fundamentalism, "his academic training and irenic
temperament" enabled him to reach a consierably broader
audience.
James D. Bratt has described Protestant immigrant
communities, including the Lutheran Church Missouri
Synod, as "continental in origin, confessionalist in
theology, Restorationist in program, and tribal in culture
and social structure." Walter Maier did not precisely fit this
profile. In 1929 he expressed his frustration with the insularity of his ecclesial brethren in an article entitled ''Away
with Our Splendid Isolation."
One way Maier accomplished this breaking out of the
denominational ghetto was through an active effort to
address cutting-edge issues such as the eugenics movement.
Maier's sometimes hedged criticisms of eugenics are best
seen as a product of his defense of the cultural authority of
Protestant ministers in general, and of Lutheran doctrines
in particular. He asserted this authority based upon a
mixture of biblical prooftexts, anti-Catholicism, an inner
struggle between elitist and populist impulses, and a selective and ambivalent appropriation of secular experts in the
biological and social sciences.
ministerial authority, rival authorities, and eugenics

Many public intellectuals in Maier's day promoted
eugenics in the context of advice to marriageable American
youth. In his radio messages, in his articles in the youthoriented magazine the Walther League Messenger, and in
For Better, Not for Worse, the eventual marriage manual
based on his earlier work, Maier set forth his own views on
a wide range of issues connected to marriage. His articles,
radio messages, and books formed a tacit apologetic for
conservative Biblicism, orthodox Christology, and
Protestant ministerial authority. He critiqued the marriage
advice of various professionals not merely for factual accuracy but for flaws he perceived in the philosophical or theological assumptions driving that advice. Such criticism
then opened the door for Maier's own pastoral directives.
In a "progressive era" wherein social elites placed
much faith in human laws to transform society, Maier
sternly stressed the weakness of any human effort (law) to
produce virtue, and the absolute necessity of Christ's work
to effect moral change (gospel). This distinction, rooted in
the classic tension between law and gospel, enabled him to
criticize non-pastoral advice-givers in American culture as
failing to offer anything but futile legalism. In a 1922

Walther League Messenger article entitled "Personal
Purity," Maier emphasized the authority of the Christian
gospel over that of cultural experts:

Books claiming to show "What a Young Man
Should Know," or to contain "What every Young
Woman Should Realize" often fall far short of their
mark by omitting entirely one thing that is needful
for all young people who would lead more chaste
and godly lives .... And this something else is
nothing other than the power of faith in the Savior
who tells us: "Without me ye can do nothing."
The condemnation of human sinfulness, understood as
innate via original sin, and ever proliferating as a result of
actual sins, was a hallmark of Maier's conservative
Lutheranism. The most damning sin of all was human
pride, which Maier colorfully skewered in a wry essay criticizing a sensational laundry list of nuptial innovations in
the roaring twenties. In his 1927 essay "Here Comes the
Pride!" Maier quipped that: "June brides and grooms must
realize that the sacred ceremony of marriage must not
degenerate into an ostentatious display of clothing, a
depressing orgy of extravagance, or a sensational bid for
notoriety." In light of the current popularity of television
shows such as "Who Wants to Marry a Millionaire," and an
interminable stream of spin-offs such as "The Bachelor"
and the abysmal "My Big Fat Obnoxious Fiance," Maier's
analysis evinces a remarkable freshness.
In the 1930s Maier's published radio messages bore the
marks of an increasing sense of urgency about the status of
the traditional family. Concordia Publishing House regularly published Maier's sermons in annual volumes through
most years of the thirties and beyond. Messages on
marriage, family, and home life were featured at least four
times per broadcast season in these years. In a 19 31 message
entitled "Light on Modern Marriage," Maier exposed the
inadequacies of social scientific solutions to marital difficulties. "We do not believe that uniform divorce laws,
stricter marriage regulations, vacations from married life,
courses in eugenics, trial marriages, blood tests, and similar
suggestions will lead to the desired results." For Maier,
what would help the youth of America "meet the emergencies of the present situation" was only the "revealed Word."
In a 1936 message, "Build the Home with God," Maier
decried the moral decline of the American home, and criticized the burgeoning social sciences as powerless to stem it.
"The physicians, psychologists, psychoanalysts, sociologists and biologists who have been drawn into hurried
consultation have effected no definite improvement,"
Maier lamented, adding, "Their efforts, as beneficial as
many are in a secondary way, cannot meet this emergency."
As an alternative, Maier often cited the wisdom of Psalm
127: "Except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain
that build it." Similar expressions of a kind of ministerial

and populist skepticism toward cultural experts are sprin- at the same time: The Roman Catholic Church. In a theokled throughout Maier's corpus.
logical sense, Maier was still representative of an orthodox,
Maier's critical stance toward secular marriage advice confessional Lutheranism that rarely let pass an opportumanuals and his media savvy style led him to write nity to criticize the Catholic Church. In a sociological
frequently on eugenics in the Walther League Messenger, sense, Maier reached maturity in an immigrant community
usually in pastoral admonitions regarding marriage aimed that had been persecuted only a decade before, during the
at a young adult audience. His 1934 essay "Must Marriage nationalist fervor of the First World War. Along with many
Go Eugenic?" encapsulated the arguments Maier would in the Protestant mainstream, Maier believed Catholicism
later develop in book form. Here Maier noted with special to be a threat to American democracy, a sentiment widely
alarm the "far-reaching and radical platform of marriage expressed in the vitriolic pan-Protestant opposition to
reform" of the early Hitler regime. Maier lambasted the Catholic AI Smith during the American presidential
eugenics movement in its American iteration as well.
campaign of 1928.
Maier had multiple mutually reinforcing motivations
Maier, like many others of his day, recognized eugenics
in both positive and negative forms. On negative eugenic- to focus his criticism on Catholic priests, and he saw
preventing the "unfit" from procreating-Maier was celibacy as an opportune opening, a tender point at which,
cautiously open. Citing a passage of the Jewish law similarly, eugenicists often leveled criticism against the
demanding quarantine for lepers, Maier claimed that the Roman Catholic Church. Against the Catholic position,
church "has never felt itself called upon to protest against Maier contended that celibacy is not a state superior to
state laws which prohibit the marriage of epileptics, feeble- matrimony. Citing biblical texts, he argued that both Old
minded or insane persons." Maier was more critical of and New Testaments promoted marriage, that Paul's
positive eugenics, interventions aimed at
recommendation of celibacy was of a tentative
improving the "fit" or "superior" stock Maier recoiled from and temporal application, and that Paul also
of humans by means of planned procre- applying to humans declared that ''A bishop . . . must be blameless, the
ation. His grounds for concern lay in a the same principle husband of one wife."
variety of philosophical and quasi-reliIn a section lauding the blessings of a
of selective breeding married clergy, Maier pointed to eugenic studies
gious premises that fed what he dubbed
farmers typically that identified the offspring of ministers with the
the "cult" of eugenics. For example,
Maier recoiled from applying to humans
upper echelon of elite culture. Approvingly, he
applied to their
the same principle of selective breeding
quoted from the 1930 address of Dr. Clarence G.
livestock.
Campbell, president of the Eugenics Research
farmers typically applied to their livestock. He saw in this a mockery of the divine initiative and Association: "We know from reliable, factual data that the
role in child-bearing, citing the biblical refrain, "Children best quality of leaders rises, and rises in the greatest
are an inheritance of the Lord." Selective breeding is an frequency, from the progeny of the clergy." Maier
untenable form of biological determinism that unduly proceeded to document a veritable Who's Who of prominent Americans drawn from ministerial stock, including
excludes divine influence.
eight signers of the Declaration of Independence, the
lYE OTHER OBJECTIONS ROUNDED OUT MAIER'S
Wright Brothers, William James, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
contemptuous analysis of the "cult" of positive Henry Clay, Samuel F. B. Morse, and Oliver Wendell
eugenics. First, he disavowed the program as prizing Holmes who, in 1927, had authored the infamous Buck v.
physical characteristics over spiritual virtues. Secondly, Bell Supreme Court opinion legalizing involuntary steriliMaier believed eugenics was built on a premature and zation of the mentally feeble, while asserting that "three
uncertain foundation, noting that "the study of genetics, generations of imbeciles are enough." Drawing upon the
the science of heredity, is still in its formative stages." very sorts of experts he often critiqued, Maier gleaned
Thirdly, he believed that eugenics had the potential to be "a support from prominent eugenicists (and a long lineage of
cruel instrument of tyranny."
Protestant apologists), hyperbolically asserting that clerIn the fourth instance, Maier rejected genetic deter- ical celibacy was not only unbiblical, but also subversive of
minism and refused to privilege heredity over environ- society:
ment. And finally, Maier used withering sarcasm to
lampoon the "absurd extremes" the eugenic movement
Suppose for a moment that the ideals of celibacy
were carried through to their logical extremes, that
had taken in various transatlantic manifestations. Citing,
among others, Richard Chapman's eugenic novel A Vision
a program of matrimonial anarchism could be
enforced and that in revolt against Bible standards
of the Future, Maier warned of eugenics as a marriageChristian marriage were utterly obliterated. The
destroying force.
resultant picture would be hideous beyond imagiMaier's criticisms of eugenics stood in ambivalent relations to that other major religious voice criticizing eugenics
nation.

F
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represented simply another arrow from Maier's rhetorical
quiver, not the chief line of attack on the birth control
movement. Yet such a strategy created a certain cognitive
dissonance. On the one hand, a self-identification with
social elites (clergy and their children, societal leaders, etc.)
led the Harvard-educated Maier to quote freely from those
eugenicists who were alarmed at the dwindling birthrates
of elites. On the other hand, biblical and populist motifs
rendered the socially conservative Maier quite reluctant to
recommend birth control for the poorer classes. In addition to his biblical arguments against birth control, Maier
If the love that binds husband and wife together
pointed to the environmental conditions of the underclass,
and builds the Christian home as the haven of
not their birthrate, as the central ill in need of a remedy:
earth's highest joys is but the refinement of animal
"Social projects for the help of America's neglected childrut, an evolution from the biology of the beast,
hood will produce much more lasting improvement than
then away with marital law and order! Down with
the sum total of all birth-control agitation." As faculty
decency and purity and constancy! Let conscience
advisor to the Students' Missionary Society at Concordia
perish and conventions crash! Abandon restraint!
Seminary, Maier had been active in work with the disenGive us a perpetual carnival of promiscuity, lifefranchised. With his students, he engaged in neighborhood
long Saturnalia of sin!
canvassing in "Hooverville," an impoverished area near
Still, Maier could cite biological findings approvingly the Mississippi River in St. Louis. He also trained students
when they undergirded an argument he sought to make. in visiting hospitals, sanitariums, and mental as well as
penal institutions. Maier's views were
For instance, in a section criticizing modern birth
control movements, Maier cited one of the most ... there was more tempered by a biblical theology of poverty,
and by a fundamental pastoral consciousprominent biologists in the eugenics movement,
Henry Fairfield Osborn. In the 1930s Osborn had pragmatism than ness. Nevertheless, there was more pragmaserved as director of the American Museum of overt principle in tism than overt principle in his eventual
Natural History in New York City; he himself had Maier's rejection rejection of negative eugenics.
Maier's skepticism toward secular experts
objected to the dysgenic side effects of the birth
of negative
led him to regard statements of certain socicontrol movement. While eugenicists generally
eugentcs.
ologists with misgivings. In his chapter, "The
favored birth control for the so-called "lower" or
"inferior" classes, they realized that the educated
Sociological Nightmare," he offered the
elite classes were far more likely to practice birth control, following double-edged evaluation:
and thus reduce the numbers of their progeny in the popuThe Church has no quarrel with sociology as a
lace. Birth control could be harmful to society if not univerpurely speculative science ... (b)ut when Comte's
sally practiced. Maier quoted approvingly the dire warnterm becomes a cover for atheism, anarchism, or
ings of "race suicide" by eugenicists Ellsworth Huntington
free love; when radical sociology becomes a
of Yale, Leon F. Whitney, executive secretary of the
American Eugenics Society, and Edwin Grant Conklin of
leading factor in the attack on marriage now in
Princeton. He occasionally voiced similar warnings in his
progress, the Church parts company with this sociradio sermons.
ological nightmare.
Paradoxically, elsewhere in his marriage manual Maier
tempered this apparent elitist line of argument with a note
Maier demonstrated such resistance in his evaluation
of populism. He criticized as "misguided" those proposals of sociological proposals of birth control as a panacea for
that "would ultimately restrict parenthood to the wealthy most social ills, including the much-feared proliferation of
and prohibit those unable to support children from repro- the mentally disabled, the infamous "menace of the feebleducing." Labeling this as a "spirit of discrimination," minded" once popularized by H. H. Goddard, Charles
"absurd," "unAmerican," and "unchristian," Maier Davenport, and a host of other eugenicists. Maier's arguoffered a litany of luminaries in American history who ment regarding the so-called "feebleminded" was
came from impoverished families yet achieved great markedly pragmatic rather than explicitly theological, and
success as national leaders.
his rhetoric about genetically suspect persons strikingly
Maier opposed birth control on several grounds, some similar to that of negative eugenics enthusiasts:
of which were shared with those eugenicists who feared
that upwardly mobile Anglo-Saxons were not reproducing
Every intelligent observer should concede that
quickly enough. Arguments borrowed from eugenicists
degenerate, mentally defective men and women,

Maier's reliance on experts in the rising academic
specializations of the early twentieth century was not,
however, unqualified. In his chapter "Marriage from
God-Not from the Gorilla," Maier decried those biologists who stressed a "brute beginning" for the institution of
marriage. He perceived such a tenet as morally disastrous
in its implications for, if true, "then we must ultimately be
ruled by animal regulations and governed by brute
impulses." With blistering scorn, Maier declaimed:

of whom medical science can definitely state that
their offspring will be similarly deficient, should
not be permitted to propagate. However, the
application of this axiomatic principle may entail
several almost inextricable difficulties. Where
shall the line of elimination be drawn? Hereditary
and eugenic research has shown the futility of
absolute rules .... Eugenics knows many deformities not communicable by heredity. Even if these
border-line parents could be definitely warned
that their progeny would be defective, birth
control would still be dangerous, because its
methods often fail.
The specter of rampantly reproducing "degenerates"
clearly strained the populist side of Maier's worldview.
That "they should not be permitted to propagate" was
granted by him, but only if such a program could succeed.
It was on this point that Maier (and many other experts by
the mid-thirties) was quite skeptical.
The elitism to which Walter Maier may have been
prone was tempered by his respect for the common person.
As a pastor who interacted with all levels of society, who
traveled and spoke widely, and who carried on a popular
radio ministry, a purely elitist mentality was not feasible.
Mter all, his radio ministry, as he noted often in his radio
sermons, was backed by the Lutheran Laymen's League.
But his desire to be counted an expert, a cultural intellectual, and to reinforce cultural authority with scriptural
authority and Protestant hegemony, created what with
hindsight we might today identify as some regrettable
rhetorical flirtations with negative eugenics.
implications for the debate over neo-eugenics today
The current participation of Lutherans in public policy
debates about reproduction indicates that Maier's
yearning for a Lutheran cultural engagement lives on in this
far more complex world. Indeed, whether we notice a Ted
Peters on the left, or a Gilbert C. Meilaender on the right,
the theologian as a public intellectual still plays an important role in shaping bioethics. Maier, a voice crying out in
the wilderness, sought to shape a public Christian heart and
mind; some of today's theologians participate on panels
called together by the President of the United States,
though perhaps only future historians will be able to tell
their real impact on shaping public policy.
In recent years evangelicals and Catholics have experienced a remarkable rapprochement over bioethical issues.
What was perhaps unreachable in the fog of polemics in
Maier's day is today occurring with refreshing frequency.
In organizations like the Center for Bioethics & Human
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Dignity, Catholics and evangelicals are learning from one
another and offering encouragement in the promotion of
life as a divinely bestowed gift. The burgeoning field of
bioethics is a cause both for celebration-more people are
paying attention to the issues-and for caution-bioethicists serving at the pleasure of pharmaceutical CEOs surely
makes the "ethics" component ring hollow. The shrewd
use of the media is an important component of making our
bioethical statements compelling, as Maier in his own
pioneering way foreshadowed. But the potential for wellmeaning denominational spokespersons to be drowned
out by the cacophony of today's media circus is also greatly
increased. Consequently, conservative Christians of all
denominations need to give serious thought to both the
theory and the craft of intellectual argument carried
forward as an exercise in public theology in such a climate.
Maier's cautionary posture and ambivalence toward
eugenic claims, especially those of positive eugenics,
carries an ongoing relevance to Christian critiques of "neoeugenics" efforts such as human cloning. President Bush's
bioethics council, like Maier, has expressed deep concern
about the disturbance to family relations and social ties that
occurs when artificial physiological enhancement becomes
a paramount reproductive value. Warnings about basing
social policy on a science in its infancy (genetics in Maier's
day, genomics today) offer another critical nexus between
the two periods.
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HE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON BIOETHICS IS BUT ONE

indication of the emergence of a necessarily more
nuanced engagement by Christian intellectuals from
within the field of bioethics. Evangelicals, Roman
Catholics, and mainline Protestants who hold a traditional
view of the sanctity and dignity of human life indeed need

to frame carefully articulated responses, relevant to the
public square. That work is best assisted by others who,
following Walter A. Maier's lead, employ contemporary
media to prophetically address these same concerns, in
words and images available to all and informed by fidelity
to the Christian Scriptures. If Maier ~ometimes failed to
distinguish between what a respect for human dignity
genuinely requires, that may be due, at least in part, to the
failure of Christian public theologians to engage him on
these issues that so animated him. If the public impact of
contemporary Christian public theologians committed to
the protection of human life is less than we might expect,
that may be due, at least in part, to the absence of a Walter
A.Maier.f
Dennis L. Durst teaches at Kentucky Christian University.

coming to terms with Lincoln

John Pea
EVENTY-TWO HOURS AGO I PROCTORED THE FINAL EXAM
for my Messiah College history course, "HIS 324: Civil
War America." As one might expect, we spent considerable time during the semester thinking together about the
person of Abraham Lincoln and the ways in which his
vision for America has shaped our society today. Noted
Civil War historian Gabor Boritt, in his introduction to
Lincoln the War President: The Gettysburg Lectures,
reminds his readers that it is important for any student of
American history to "come to terms with Abraham
Lincoln." This provided the moral center for the entire
course. As the culminating exercise of the semester, I asked
my students whether or not the America that Lincoln and
the North secured with the Union victory was "good."
My students did not readily grasp the importance of
Boritt's challenge. Many seemed surprised that anyone in
America today, especially those living in a "Union" state
and attending college thirty miles north of Gettysburg,
would really need to "come to terms" with Abraham
Lincoln. His place as one of America's greatest presidents
seemed indisputable. True enough, Lincoln had many
detractors and few friends during his presidency, but to
reevaluate his legacy today, in light of the Union victory, the
emancipation of slaves, and his redefinition of American
nationalism, at first appeared un-American.
As the semester progressed, I learned what a good
place! was at to do the intellectual work of "coming to
terms" with Lincoln. My history majors were eager to
understand the sixteenth president in all his complexities.
They were also, as Christians, open to the interpretive challenge of using their own faith commitments (which
informed their diverse social and political convictions) to
help them make sense of Lincoln and how his approach to
war and society had influenced their lives. The course
became one of the most stimulating classrooms I have ever
been a part of, either as a teacher or a student. And I believe
this was the case precisely because we were in a classroom
at a Christian college, not in spite of it.
The students who enrolled in my course represented an
amazing cross-section of the Messiah College student body.
Because of Messiah's Brethren roots, there were many
students who were sympathetic to Anabaptist views on
pacifism, social justice, and nationalism. I was teaching at a
school where many believed that war was morally wrong,
especially a war that, according to most historians, served
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to baptize American nationalism with the blood of its casualties. Here, I was forced to raise questions from the historical data that I had not asked students to think about previously when I had taught the class elsewhere.
Another large group of students taking the course came
from conservative evangelical backgrounds. To many of
these students, Messiah's Anabaptist heritage is not only
foreign, but in many ways scandalously unpatriotic. They
arrive on campus with a worldview that links theologically
conservative Protestantism to strong doses of nationalism
and free market economics. These students made me
realize just how deeply Lincoln's civil religion and commitment to "Whig" political and economic principles had
permeated both American culture and American evangelicalism.
I should also add that my students would not be doing
the work of "coming to terms with Abraham Lincoln"
alone. Whether they realized it or not, I also spent much of
the semester engaged in this exercise. I was trained as an
historian of colonial and revolutionary America, a
specialist on the eighteenth, not the nineteenth, century.
Because of my graduate school toils in the specific scholarly
field of colonial America I had not thought deeply about the
connections between my area of expertise and the larger
tapestry of American history. Messiah would also give me
the academic freedom (yes, academic freedom) to explore
these questions from the perspective of my Christian faith.
The history of Lincoln and the Civil War-the defining
president and defining moment of modern American lifewas a wonderful way to test some of my own growing
convictions about American society and my place within it.
Lincoln's legacy

What has been the legacy of Abraham Lincoln's presidency? Why is he so popular? These were some of the questions we asked during the semester. Lincoln had a clear
vision for America that was embodied in the beliefs of the
early nineteenth-century political party called the Whigs.
Whigs advocated an economy that was national (at the
expense of local economies), industrial (as opposed to a
country of yeoman farmers), and sustained through the
construction of turnpikes, canals, and railroads for the
purposes of uniting people and providing them with
opportunities to physically transcend their locales. Whigs
believed that such an economy should be presided over by

a strong federal government that would support industrial- president, was primarily designed to address the political,
ization (largely through tariffs to protect American military, and diplomatic barriers that stood in the way of
industry against foreign competitors), help fund construe- the South's defeat and the ultimate preservation of the
tion of the national infrastructure, and keep the sover- Union. The Proclamation did not free all the slaves (slaves
eignty of the individual states in check. During his tenure in in those states that supported the Union were not set free)
office, Lincoln would become a Commander in Chief, a and did absolutely nothing to address the question of race
statesman, even a public theologian, but his primary ideo- once the slaves were emancipated.
logical commitments and sense of personal identity were
Similarly, Lincoln's "Second Inaugural Address"tied to Whig economic and political thought. (This is the perhaps the greatest religious statement ever made by an
argument of Allen Guelzo in American Lincoln: Redeemer American president-was also deeply rooted in Lincoln's
President.)
Whig nationalism. The war, according to Lincoln, was a
Whigs were the party of progress. Lincoln and many of divine punishment for which the entire nation, both the
his fellow partisans understood slavery as anything that North and the South, must suffer. In casting blame for the
limited one's opportunity to pursue the American dream, sin of slavery on both of the War's participants and chalto move forward with their lives. Liberty was closely linked lenging both sides (but particularly Northern pundits) to
to economic opportunity and improvement. The Whig have "malice toward none and charity towards all,"
party defined itself against the yeoman,
Lincoln avoided the rhetoric, popular
decentralized, small-scale republican Lincoln ... understood among many of the nation's leading theoloperspective of Thomas Jefferson (which still slavery as anything gians, that God was on the side of the viewhad much influence in the antebellum
that 1· ·t d
,
rio us North. His message was seasoned with
· Party o f An d rew J ac k son )
zmt e ones
h um1·1·1ty an d av01·d e d t h e temptatiOn
·
.
to
D emocratlc
because such an agrarian vision kept white
opportunzty
exalt America as an exceptional or chosen
to pursue the
nation. But in the process, he made it clear
people imprisoned by place and black people
imprisoned by chattel slavery. While most American dream.... that the spiritual discipline of repentance
Whigs abhorred African slavery, it was for
would not be assigned to a specific region of
the same reasons that they abhorred the effects of a local the country, but rather to all of the United States. (My
agrarian economy upon the ambitions and opportunities of understanding of Lincoln's "Second Inaugural Address"
young people.
draws on Ronald C. White's Lincoln's Greatest Speech: The
Whigs also championed the cause of moral reform- Second Inaugural Address.)
anti-slavery advocates, temperance reformers, middleOne cannot deny that Abraham Lincoln was a great
class Victorians, and religious revivalists were all part of president, a prophet, if not a martyred redeemer, of
their ranks-in an attempt to bring a sense of Protestant American nationalism. The Northern victory was a
civilization to America. Lincoln was skeptical about the triumph of Lincoln's Whig vision for the country.
Christian agenda of his party (a difficult pill for some of my Economically, the South would need to reject their "backstudents), but he nevertheless believed that the goal of any ward" agrarianism and rebuild their economy by mirroring
enlightened society was reform, progress, and the advance- Northern industrial capitalism. On the constitutional and
ment of civilization. He could thus agree with the moral political front, the war decided the question of states' rights
vision of the party without embracing its Protestantism. If once and for all. Individual states had some degree of
Christianity contributed to the improvement of society, sovereignty, but they were not sovereign enough to secede
then Lincoln was all for it. But he also believed that from the Union. Morally, Lincoln ended slavery, allowing,
Americans, like all human beings, needed to break down at least in principle, the opportunity for freemen and freethe limits imposed by tradition and overcome the back- women to transcend the limits of bound labor and pursue
wardness that prevented the pursuit of liberty and some sense of the American Dream not previously afforded
freedom. In this regard, one had to look no further than the to them prior to the Thirteenth Amendment. By rooting the
way Lincoln attempted to transcend his humble agrarian "Gettysburg Address," perhaps his most important
roots in Kentucky through self-education, social mobility, oration, in the American founding ("Four score and seven
and the rejection of his parent's Calvinist faith.
years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent a new
Lincoln's Whig beliefs about America informed the nation ... ") he gave his understanding of the Union histormost important decisions and public proclamations of his ical justification. America was not only a "new" nation,"
presidency. His stated purpose for fighting the Civil War but it was a nation "conceived in liberty and dedicated to
was to bring the rebellious states of the Confederacy back the proposition that all men are created equal."
into the Union and force them to submit to the progressive
direction in which the country was moving. For example, in the classroom
Many American college students would hardly blink an
the Emancipation Proclamation, while certainly one of the
most important humanitarian gestures of any American eye at this portrayal of Lincoln. But as I presented this
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material during the first half of my course, I began to detect Other students asked, "Did these soldiers really believe in
a growing rift among my students. For some, especially my their respective causes so deeply that they were willing to
evangelical students, this was the Lincoln that they had face certain death?" One student, visibly disturbed as she
always known and admired. Lincoln's America was the wandered around the "High Water Mark" (the northernAmerica that their great-grandparents encountered as they most point of the Confederate army's advance into the
passed through Ellis Island at the turn of the twentieth Union line) wondered if "stupidity" was the appropriate
century. It was an America of social mobility and economic word to use for what happened here one hundred and forty
opportunity-the very ideals that allowed them to pursue years earlier.
a college education in the first place and guaranteed their
HEN WE RETURNED TO OUR CLASSROOM THE
position in the middle-class. For many of them, Lincoln's
following Monday morning, I asked the students
Whig vision for America set the country on the road to
becoming a world super-power and an international
if all of the bloodshed was worth it. As
defender of liberal values. I could see the light bulbs go on Northerners, I wondered if the preservation of the Union
in students's heads as they linked the Union victory with the and the triumph of American nationalism was worth dying
coming of the "American Century,"one hundred years of for. Could the "preservation of the Union," as opposed to,
American economic, military, political, and cultural power perhaps, the defense of American soil after an attack by a
that led to victories in two World Wars, the defeat of foreign power, be understood as a "just" cause for war?"
communist tyranny and the rise of democracy around the When Lincoln arrived at Gettysburg in November of 1863
world, the ubiquitous spread of global capitalism, and even to deliver what became the "Gettysburg Address," he
the more recent efforts to defeat Saddam Hussein and strongly affirmed that, indeed, it was worth it. The blood
reconstruct Iraq.
at the Battle of Gettysburg was shed on behalf of the noble
For others, especially my students who were of an cause of the United States of America and a "new birth of
Anabaptist mindset, a close study of Lincoln and the Civil freedom." We were now beginning to "come to terms with
War raised red flags . Once these students realized that Abraham Lincoln."
Lincoln had sought to carry out a war not to free the slaves,
Lincoln's understanding of the battle has dominated
but to preserve the Union, they began to have some serious how it has been portrayed in popular culture, particularly
qualms about whether his handling of the war, and even his in Michael Scharra's Pulitzer Prize winning novel, Killer
prospects for America, deserved all the moral praise it has Angels (1974) and the feature film Gettysburg, Ted Turner's
so long received in our collective historical consciousness. 1994 adaptation of the novel. Both Scharra (through
The first significant classroom debate on these issues masterful prose) and Turner (through award-winning
occurred following a field trip to Gettysburg. I thought it music and epic battle recreations) focused on the courage,
was important to walk a battlefield, talk about generals, valor, and determination of Northern and Southern
regiments, and weapons, and discuss the details of what soldiers and their willingness to die for their respective
happened at this most pivotal engagement in the war. I was causes and "countries." Predictably, this was also the
concerned that such an emphasis on battle tactics and troop perspective that many of my students took when asked if
movements might undermine real conversation about the the fighting at Gettysburg was indeed "worth it." One
moral and cultural significance of what happened at student thought the willingness to die for one's country was
Gettysburg, but such fears dissipated quickly as we "honorable." Others wrote in reflection papers that they
traversed the fields.
were "moved" by their visit to Gettysburg and felt a greater
As we stood at the Virginia Monument to Robert E. appreciation for what it took to make America the "great
Lee, the spot where on the third day of the battle Lee nation" it is today. Another student (the child of Cuban
ordered the final assault on the Union lines stationed about immigrants) movingly linked his first visit to Gettysburg to
a mile to the East on Cemetery Ridge (the starting point for the ongoing process of "becoming American." In a sense,
what is commonly called "Pickett's Charge"), several all of these students were correct. The Civil War did offer a
students wondered what motivated soldiers to engage in "new birth of freedom" for America, setting the nation on
headlong rushes that they knew would probably result in a course that would allow George W. Bush, in the days
their deaths. While such questions could be asked about following September 11,2001, boldly to declare that "free
any modern war, the massive number of casualties and the people will shape the course of history."
seemingly suicidal style of fighting associated with the
Yet others, in good Anabaptist style, were cautious
American Civil War made these questions particularly about fully embracing what happened at Gettysburg (or
pertinent and appropriate.
any other Civil War battle, for that matter). While they
While enjoying lunch in "General Pickett's Buffet," admired the courage and moral certitude of the soldiers,
one perceptive student fired the first query: "How does the they realized that their blood was shed for a vision of
religious zeal that these soldiers had for the cause of the American nationalism that, in the Whig mind, was intriUnion differ from the religious zeal we have for God?" cately bound with a flag-waving loyalty to the nation that
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could usurp a loyalty to God. More disturbing for others, aggressive policies as Commander in Chief with the words
however, was the fact that Lincoln's understanding of the of]esus, "blessed are the peacemakers." It was clear that we
nation was informed by the idea of a capitalist system that needed to reflect more deeply, more Christianly, about this.
by the eve of the twenty-first-century had grown out of Such moral quandaries could not be resolved in the course
control. Lincoln's nationalism, articulated so beautifully in of a fifteen-week semester, but most of us were engaging in
the "Gettysburg Address," was rooted in the "proposition what I believed to be meaningful historical inquiry. This
that all men are created equal;" but such a vision of liberty was the kind of intellectual labor I had hoped to be doing
and equality relied upon a free market economy driven by when I decided to invest my life in teaching in a Christian
the values of wealth, power, and self-interest. Industrial college.
capitalism, at least the corporate, post-bellum variety that
But for me, and for at least a few of my students, there
would emerge with force in the generation following was still more to grapple with concerning Lincoln's legacy.
Lincoln's death, not only exploited its workers and created As we reflected on the period of Reconstruction following
class conflict, but also destroyed local communities and the War, we were forced to come to grips with what the
redefined the American dream in terms of consumerism South had lost as a result of their defeat. Would it be
and the material comforts that such consumer necessities possible to offer a more radical critique of Lincoln, a
afford. As a result, these students questioned whether or critique that drew on ideals and values that were embedded
not the industrial triumph of a Whig - - - - - - - - - - - in the American tradition, but had become a
Union, along with the economic power
For all his
significant minority position with the Northern
and imperialism that came with it, could
victory in the Civil War and the consequential
commitments to rise of modern life?
be described as "good."
The arguments of those who were the Enlightenment,
What was the cultural significance of the
Northern Republican victory for the course
willing to critique Lincoln and his Whig Lincoln was in no
that the United States would take in the second
policies took on added historical weight
when we began to examine Lincoln's way willing to fight half of its history? Even as Lincoln called for
belief in "Total War." For all of his a "civil" Civil War. both North and South to repent of their roles in
commitments to the Enlightenment,
this devastating conflict, his Whig vision had
Abraham Lincoln was in no way willing to fight a "civil" clearly won the day. As Allen Guelzo makes clear, Lincoln's
Civil War. It was not until the end of the war that he found Enlightenment was a "liberal" and "individualistic" one.
generals-Ulysses S. Grant and William Tecumseh He believed that improvement required a "conquest of
Sherman, in particular-who were willing to prosecute a nature" that "alienated" people from local community,
war to destroy the Confederate armies, rather than to tradition, and the land, all in the name of progress. Whigs
capture territory that, in Lincoln's assessment, the Union built roads, bridges, canals, and railroads so that people
already owned. Grant put thousands of troops at risk in could be mobile and free, not enslaved to particular places.
order to exploit his superior numerical advantage over The impact of this vision on the defeated South, as it began
Lee's Army of Northern Virginia. In the process, he gained to be reconstructed in the image of the industrial North,
a reputation from both Northerners and Southerners as a was perhaps more devastating to their way of life than the
"butcher." Sherman took the war to civilians and burned war itself.
To Lincoln's credit, he believed, as a good Whig, that
Southern towns and cities to the ground in order to crush
Confederate morale. After Grant ordered Union Brigadier the rampant acquisitiveness associated with Whig capiGeneral Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain's Maine regiment talism needed to be tempered and even controlled with an
to burn homes near Petersburg, Virginia in 1864, ample helping of virtue drawn from the teachings of
Chamberlain wrote to his sister: "I am willing to fight men contemporary moral philosophers. He also favored a capiin arms, but not babes in arms." And Lincoln sanctioned it talism driven by small businessmen, not international
all. This, he believed, was the only way to achieve his goal conglomerates. Never could he have imagined how his
of preserving the Union. Total war was ugly, but effective. vision of a national economy driven by industry, free
After hearing about Lincoln's commitment to total war markets, and free labor has been corrupted by corporate
and seeing photos of Sherman's marches and Grant's blood capitalism; he would be shocked to find that most
baths at Cold Harbor and the Wilderness, even the Americans have become deeply dependent on the corpostaunchest supporters of Lincoln and the valor of war had rate world to supply them with food and the stuff that is
to step back and think about it all. Some students still felt supposed to make them happy. And Lincoln, moreover,
comfortable with this approach to military conflict, as long would be surprised to see how a system of superhighways,
as one could make a legitimate historical argument that the railways, and airways has made his United States the most
Civil War was about the emancipation of the slaves. But if mobile society in the world, although I am not sure he
the War was primarily about preserving the Union, then it would have been disappointed by such a development.
Many of my students seemed to think that if Lincoln is
became increasingly more difficult to reconcile Lincoln's
20
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going to get the credit for the emergence of American
nationalism, he must also shoulder the blame for at least
some of the economic consequences that this Whiggism has
had on American life. The Northern victory unleashed a
devastating assault on a Jeffersonian version of agrarianism
that connected happiness and human well being to real
communities and real places. Liberty, as defined in terms of
"improvement" or "mobility," has resulted in a rootless
cosmopolitanism that has produced millions of people
who claim to "love humankind," but who do not live in one
place long enough to know, let alone "love," their
neighbor. Moreover, the national infrastructure built to
connect people and unify the nation economically and
culturally has come at the expense of the environment. The
results of a "Whig" economy has produced an everexpanding commercialism that tempts people with products to fulfill their every desire, all in the very American
quest to "pursue happiness." Such consumer capitalism, as
one of my students made clear from his own life experience, makes it all the more difficult for American Christians
to practice virtues of self-restraint.
Of course, any such critique of the legacy of Lincoln's
presidency must be advanced with great care and caution,
and with a constant awareness of all that we enjoy as
Americans because of Lincoln's commitment to preserve
the Union. It was important to me that my students realize
this. As the grandchild of immigrants and a first-generation
college student who was able to "improve" myself and
experience Lincoln's American dream, it was important
that I too realize and remember this.

America would not be the superpower that it is today and
thus would not be able to help "oppressed" people to better
themselves. Some students connected Lincoln's definition
of liberty to the consumer choices provided by chain
department stores and fast food restaurants. Another
called attention to the advances in technology and medicine that the rise of market capitalism allowed Americans to
obtain.
A few students lambasted Lincoln, in some cases
unfairly and unchristianly, for sending so many soldiers to
die for the cause of capitalistic nationalism. At least two
students argued for a moderate agrarianism, as long as such
a position could be intellectually defended apart from a
commitment to the institution of Black chattel slavery and
the racism that went with it. And, sadly, some of my
students failed to engage with Lincoln at all. Rather than
basing their analysis of his wartime presidency on rational
arguments, they concluded that what they believed about
Lincoln's America was right because it was what they "had
always been taught."

I

T HAS BEEN MY EXPERIENCE AS BOTH A STUDENT AND

teacher that the best courses on the American Civil War
are those that have a nice balance of Northern and
Southern students. Since I have only taught and studied the
Civil War in the North, I have always enjoyed having
Southerners in the classroom who are willing to defend
Secession, the Confederacy, or the Southern "lost cause."
While I had a few Southern sympathizers in the mix this
semester, it is safe to say that this course became a stimulating educational experience for both me and my students
not because of the region from which the students came,
but because of the reflective religious faith that they
brought with them. By using the past and Christianity as
tools of social criticism, the classroom took on a dimension
that was more conducive to vigorous and weighty debate
than if the students had been evenly divided between the
most vocal of Northern and Southern sympathizers.
These students were co-laborers with me. We grappled
with Lincoln's America as if the ideas we discussed and
debated could help us live better lives, both as Americans
and people of faith. As a result, there was clearly something
at stake in taking Boritt' s challenge and connecting the past
with the present. In the end, my students helped me not
only to "come to terms with Abraham Lincoln," but also to
be a better historian, a better teacher, a better Christian,
and a better human being. I hope I was, in some small way,
able to do the same for them ...

Lincoln as if it matters
By the end of the semester, as my students started to
come to grips with Lincoln, some had changed their minds
about him. Conservative evangelical students started to
sound like Anabaptists, and at least a few Anabaptists, if
their exams are any indication, praised Lincoln for what he
was able to accomplish as a wartime president. One
Anabaptist student appreciated Lincoln's attempt in his
"Second Inaugural Address" to avoid delving into the rhetoric that relates American exceptionalism to the will of
God. One evangelical student, writing with a sense of
Christian history and eschatology, wondered if the Whig
legacy of economic progress and improvement was
suspect, despite the fact that many of its moral tenets
seemed to mesh well with her Biblical faith.
Others re-affirmed the convictions that they brought
with them to the course. A few praised Lincoln and his
Unionism, suggesting, as Lincoln did in the "Gettysburg
Address," that the United States was indeed "one nation, John Fea teaches history at Messiah College in Grantham,
under God." One student thought that without Lincoln, Pennsylvania.

.
ever ancient, ever new
Jeffrey Stout's Democracy and Tradition
Eugene Me Carraher
Stout wants neither a public square closed off to religious
the spirit of Alexis de Tocqueville, American intel- citizens, nor "a faith which embraces generalities only."
ectuals at the shrine of democracy should Confronting both the unease of secularists and the resigremember Orestes Brownson. Caricatured by Nathaniel nation of religious writers who, in his view, abandon all
Hawthorne as the scheming reformer Hollingsworth in hope for democratic discussion and do not enter there,
The Blithedale Romance, Brownson remained a mercurial Stout contends that both democracy and religion can
religious seeker, traveling from the bourgeois manse of flourish only in the open air of vigorous public encounter.
Unitarianism, to the transcendentalist commune of Brook This is a charitable and attractive argument, and while I
Farm, to the embattled cathedral of Victorian Catholicism, am not convinced that capitalist democracy can sustain
where he joined Newman, Lammenais, Montalembert, Stout's ideal of engagement, or that the piety he attriband Dollinger as Catholic friends of modern democracy. utes to democratic life is so readily reconciled with
(As the author of "The Laboring Classes," one of the most Christian faith, Democracy and Tradition deserves our
eloquent and incendiary of American political tracts, he study for its provocation toward that "powerful and
also belongs with Paine, Cobbett, Marx, and Morris in the living synthesis" that Brownson considered the assignpantheon of pamphleteers.)
ment of every turbulent era.
Obsessively engaged by religion and politics, "the two
A professor of religion at Princeton, Stout has been a
great concernments of human beings," Brownson feared sympathetic interlocutor for religious intellectuals for two
that their separation would sap the vitality and meaning decades. His two previous books, The Flight from
from both. "Religion and politics run perpetually into one Authority (1981) and Ethics After Babel (1988) surveyed the
another"-that "run into" suggesting, both conflict and disheveled state of moral thought in the wake of religious
convergence. Though a forerunner of such Catholic unity. Against religious Cassandras who saw the firmament
''Americanists" as Isaac Hecker, Brownson recoiled from falling and relativists who cheered its descent, Stout
the pabulum to which liberal democracies so often reduce insisted that secularization, the erosion of religion's privithe expression of religious conviction. "A faith which leged cultural and legal status, does not anoint every person
embraces generalities only, is little better than no faith at a pontiff. With broad but not facile erudition in theology
all." Against this "imbecile eclecticism," Brownson posed and moral philosophy, Stout argued that moral truth and
the dexterity of robust theology, locating its transformative order in modernity could arise from common, rational, and
personal and public force in its capacity to create a open-ended discussion that combined elements from our
"powerful and living synthesis" of old and new. Only this religious and secular heritages, "moral bricolage," as he
kind of regenerative fidelity, occasioned and tested in the dubbed it.
But how can this multitude of voices coalesce into a
forum of open controversy, could inspire devotion,
sharpen the mind, tame the fanatic, humble the skeptic, democracy? And what would prevent democratic convercultivate respect for adversaries, and avoid the vacuity to sation from becoming a chorus of monologues? Here,
which a regime of what we now call "civility" is especially Democracy and Tradition becomes the concluding volume
prone. Averse to centrists whose moderation camouflaged in a triptych of democratic theory. Democracy-the colleca passionate commitment to the status quo, Brownson, like tive "taking responsibility for the justice of our social and
any genuine partisan, preferred "energetic, uncompro- political arrangements"-is the political order of moral
mising enemies."
bricolage. But like all ambitious theorists, Stout intends his
It is disappointing that Brownson goes unmentioned in book as a moral and political act, for he considers the condiJeffrey Stout's magnificent new book. (But it is refreshing tion of our democracy "canker'd, crude, superstitious, and
to see someone write a book about democracy without rotten," in Walt Whitman's bitter quartet. While acknowlfeeling compelled to honor the tedious and over-praised edging the dangers posed by terrorists, Stout perceives
Tocqueville.) Appearing at a time when religion and poli- more numerous and intractable threats to democracy from
tics "run perpetually into one another" with great visibility, within: in the servility we display toward the wealthy,
violence, and import, Democracy and Tradition should bosses, and experts; in a mass culture that commodifies
become this generation's seminal work of political philos- everything, even dissent; in an increasingly loutish and
ophy. Yet unlike the preponderance of secular intellectuals, venal citizenry who love belligerence and scandal.
ATHER THAN PAY YET ANOTHER MITE OF HOMAGE TO

Ri
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Conservatives such as Edmund Burke have long
harrumphed that you can't throw democracy before the
popular swine, while a certain kind of leftist, say, Theodor
Adorno, has retreated into the tenured despair of "theory."
Rejecting both the conservative's "failure of imagination"
and the angry radical's inability "to leave the people whole
at the end of the day," Stout upholds the pragmatist tradition that embraces (in Cornel West's geneology) Ralph
Waldo Emerson, William James, and John Dewey; an
American bardic lineage that features Whitman, Ralph
Ellison, James Agee, and Meridel Le Suere; and a British
republic of democratic criticism that includes Paine,
Cobbett, William Hazlitt, George Eliot, and George
Orwell.
Pragmatism-or "democratic traditionalism"-exemplifies the qualities indispensable to democracy: a talent for
unsparing but not debilitating criticism; a passion for
experimentation; an appreciation of historical vicissitude
and contingency. The bards relate what Whitman called the
"unrhymed poetry" of everyday life, the capacity of those
condescendingly called "ordinary people" to see things
with more hope and less self-deception than the learned,
the rich, or the conventionally pious. To Stout's ears,
Ellison's "bluesy comedy" sounds more euphonious than
T. S. Elio's "elegant moaning"; in Stout's democratic vista,
the Harlem Renaissance can regenerate the Waste Land.
Meanwhile, the company of democratic critics envisions a
modernity at once popular and heroic. When rooted in our
quotidian marvels, these democratic modernists have
comprised a popular front of the moral imagination. In
Whitman's words, "the priest departs, the divine literatus
comes."
THIS ALLUSION TO DIVINITY SUGGESTS, DEMOCRACY

aises fundamentally religious questions, and Stout
ddresses them with a sympathetic intelligence rare
among left-liberal intellectuals. Citing Augustine's dictum
in the City of God that true virtue rests on true piety, Stout
agrees that the basic issue of politics is "how the sources of
our existence and progress through life should be imagined
and how we ought to respond to those sources in attitude
and action." Gesturing toward Emerson's transcendentalism and Dewey's "common faith," Stout contends that
any sensitive democrat will exhibit some kind of gratitude
toward the "natural and social circumstances without
which [we would] be nothing," and that this acknowledgement of one's most fundamental and un-payable debt both
ensures against the idolatry of the nation-state and prompts
solicitude for the institutions we build in common. Such
gratitude, Stout writes, "is the better part of piety."
Stout's recognition of "piety" separates him from
liberal intellectuals such as John Rawls and Richard Rorty
who insist on the complete secularization of democratic
discourse. Though sensitive to their concerns, Stout maintains that their project is untrue to American history and
untenable as an account of reason. The long line of religious reformers discredits Rorty's haughty claim that reli-

gion is a "conversation-stopper." As for Rawls's defense of
a "public reason" whose terms all citizens, religious or not,
accept as binding, Stout maintains that we have never had
and never will have any such terms, and that such protocols
would be impossible to determine given the variety and
historicity of the communities inhabiting our democracy.
Rather than secularize public discussion, we should, Stout
argues, encourage religious citizens to articulate their positions in their own irreducibly theological terms, demand
that other citizens respect the integrity of these terms, and
cultivate the talent of "immanent criticism":
I draw you into Socratic conversation on the
matter, take seriously the objections you raise
against my premises, and make a concerted effort
to show you how your idiosyncratic premises give
you reasons to accept my conclusions.
This poses an eminently shrewd and sensible alternative to
"imbecile eclecticism" and "generalities only," and it
should trump every boilerplate lament about "mixing religion and politics."
Of greater concern to Stout, though, are certain religious intellectuals preaching what amounts in his view to a
gospel of democratic default. In what arguably constitutes
the book's center of critical gravity, Stout engages these
"new traditionalists"-especially John Milbank, Alasdair
Macintyre, and Stanley Hauerwas-who issue sweeping
anathemas against democratic modernity as the solvent of
tradition and the graveyard of virtue. Stout impugns the
veracity and coherence of their anti-modernism, and
argues that their opposition of modernity to tradition is
false and politically harmful. They cannot agree, he notes,
on the chronology of declension: Macintyre and Milbank
date our malaise to the early modern era, while Hauerwas,
following the Mennonite theologian John Howard Yoder,
traces it to the Constantinian bargain of late antiquity. At
the same time, they rely on a "secularization thesis" which
scholars abandoned a generation ago, and their account of
an utterly secularized modernity becomes an unduly "intellectualist" tale.
As indebted as I am to these three, I have to say that
Stout hits the bull's-eye several times . Macintyre does
obscure his debts to the very Enlightenment traditions he
bemoans-Marxism especially. Milbank (toward whom
Stout seems especially bilious) does distort nineteenthcentury intellectual history by making John Ruskin into a
lonely Christian prophet. Anyone familiar with Raymond
Williams's imperishable Culture and Society (1958) knows
that Victorian social criticism, even in its secular socialist
forms, was leavened by a moral sensibility rooted in
Christian theology. And Milbank can't, it seems to me,
assert that all of life is "imbued with grace" and deny that
liberal democracy can be so leavened.
Stout's respectful but barbed analysis of Hauerwas will
probably receive the most attention from Christian
readers. After providing a useful exposition of Hauerwas's

development, Stout sets about demolishing a political
theology which enjoins Christians to be "resident aliens" in
American democracy. In Stout's view, Hauerwas's work,
for all its audacious rhetoric about "the church as a social
ethic" and "the politics of Jesus," issues in a pretty tame,
even conservative, practice. Dismissing the oft-made and
tiresome charge of "sectarianism," Stout enters a more
subtle and devastating indictment: that Hauerwas's appeal
is directly proportional to the "imprecision of the sacrifice"
entailed by resident alienation. Hauerwas's enthusiasts
snort at justice as a liberal ruse, Stout suspects, because they
"know perfectly well how much it would cost them."
While I think that punch lands below the belt-impugning
motives requires, at the very least, some evidence-it
should force some sacrificial and political precision.
Otherwise, as Stout implies, Christians become a pious
gated community, enveloped in the moral glamour of alienation.

A

GAINST BOTH RESIDENT ALIENATION AND A VACUOUS

"public theology," Stout calls for a revitalized "religious left," upholds "doing theology publicly" as a
way to avoid empty and evasive generalities, and poses the
1934 Barmen Declaration of anti-fascist theologians as a
model for political theology. Written primarily by Karl
Barth, this document urged Christians not to withdraw
into self-righteous enclaves, but to "discern the difference
between true and false words being lived and spoken
outside the church." Exemplifed in the work of the
Princeton theologian George Hunsinger, such discernment
requires both a distinctive theological prism through which
Christians view the political landscape and an aversion to
the cant and caricature endemic to anti-modernist traditionalism.
"No aspect of the created world, in
[Hunsinger's] eyes, has ever been outside the reach of
God's grace or ever will be." In what Brownson might
consider at least the beginning of a "powerful and living
synthesis," Hunsinger's fusion of democratic engagement
and doctrinal integrity demonstrates, to Stout, that you can
have it both ways.
Any critique this pointed invites the suspicion that the
critic himself is imprecise and unfair. Stout, for instance,
advocates public ownership of the media, public financing
of elections, and "workers' control" of enterprises-all of
which he is reluctant to name democratic socialism.
Indeed, like so many "progressives," Stout fudges the
whole issue of capitalism-a word that does not appear
even once in this book. We get references to "commodification" and "consumerism," the latter an especially hackneyed and obfuscating term. We read about the "rich," the
"wealthy," the "business elite" or the "corporations," all of
them straight from populist central casting. Yet Stout also
suggests that "future members" of the "business elite"
should spend "a few weeks" imaginatively projecting themselves behind Rawls's renowned "veil of ignorance," the
better, one presumes, to "understand" the hardships of
their future subordinates. A few weeks? Future members of
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the elite? (What then does "workers' control" mean?)
Maybe this passes for radicalism at Princeton, but this thoroughly modest and undemocratic proposal-late-bourgeois slumming to discover "how the other half lives"epitomizes the decaffeinated politics of contemporary
liberalism, whose trust in the benevolence of enlightened
moneybags is the most well-funded of faith-based initiatives.
It is a misplaced confidence that Stout arguably inherits
from the very pragmatist tradition he celebrates. There is
much to treasure in James and Dewey, and I would not want
a generation of Christian intellectuals to cast them in the
ash-heap of perdition. But there's also James's discomfiting comparison, in "The Social Value of the CollegeBred," of university graduates to "the aristocracy in older
countries;" there's Dewey's blase avowal, inA Common
Faith, that the culture industries were the new "seat of intellectual authority." In other words, pragmatism has also
served to ratify the cultural hegemony of precisely that
professional-managerial class whose unchecked expertise
Stout identifies as a threat to democracy. (On this score,
Stout might have benefited from perusing Lewis
Mumford's trenchant critique of pragmatism in The
Golden Day.)
As readers of their work know, Macintyre and Milbank
have not evaded the issues of capitalism and its professional-managerial ideology. (Hauerwas doesn't seem
comfortable with the subject of economics.) Macintyre's
youthful Marxism has left an indelible and I think salutary
mark on his career, and I often wish that he'd revisit it, for
many of the vices he attributes to liberalism are more properly charged to the account of capitalism. And Milbank's
more theological analysis of capitalism is explicitly
indebted to Marxism. Both men might agree that Marx got
it right: our "heavenly ecstasies" are "drowned in the icy
waters of egotistical calculation." I raise these points, not
so much to defend "the new traditionalists" as to suggest
that they have taken the relationship between capitalism
and modernity with greater seriousness than Stout has, and
that his avoidance of the very word indicates a distortion
every bit as misleading as anti-modernist caricature.
One doesn't have to subscribe to an acidulous antiliberalism to note that Milbank and Hauerwas have repeatedly given Stout precisely what he claims he wants: that is,
"doing theology in public," religious interventions in
cultural and political discussion which are forcefully
expressed in a particular theological idiom. While both
have insisted that theology must be the lingua franca of
Christian political thought and action, neither has ever
counseled Christians to desist from democratic participation. (Milbank has alluded in print to his Labour-Green
politics and, like Hunsinger, has openly called, especially in
his recent Being Reconciled, for critical but extensive
collaboration with the secular left.) So when Hauerwas
writes, in a postscript to Performing the Faith, that Stout's
position is one with which Christians can "do business," the
real problem he has resides in printing up and backing the

currency of that exchange. How can Christians begin to do
this? If spiritual formation is a political consciousness, then
I would urge comparing the prayer, study, and liturgy of
"the church as polis" to the left political culture once vigorously fostered by newspapers, book clubs, night schools,
union halls, and summer camps. Like the sadly attenuated
socialist movement, or like the remarkable social
Catholicism of the nineteen-thirties and forties, churchly
polities could conduct a political education that shaped "a
new society in the shell of the old," a vision articulated by
anarchists, socialists, and Catholic Workers.
What William Cavanaugh has called a "thea-political
imagination" also suggests how Stout's account of piety
runs against his endorsement of an "ethics without metaphysics." Stout asserts that Christian claims about divine
love and neighbor-love do not figure in anyone's life as
"conclusions of a metaphysical argument." Perhaps as faith
lives and dies daily, that's right; but Stout also recognizes
that these convictions do derive from the premise, at once
metaphysical and faithful, that "God Almighty made
heaven and earth." It's a conviction articulated by
Ja nathan Edwards-a figure absent from Stout's genealogy
of democratic piety-in his remarkable essay The Nature of
True Virtue, where we read that our "consent and good will
to Being in general" must be directed to a loving and
majestic Creator. And the love and power of that Creator
are blasphemed on day one of instruction in capitalist
economics with the axiomatic assertion of the world's
fundamental scarcity, a dogma, Milbank reminds us, which
directly contradicts the Christian conviction of creation's
essential abundance and peace. So Christian piety depends
on the belief that the "sources of our existence" are a
certain way-loving, bountiful, socially and aesthetically
harmonious-and that our proper response must assume
certain forms.
Ethics and metaphysics are inextricably linked; true
virtue arises from true piety. So Stout is quite wrong to

assert that Milbank's claims for Christian socialism are
"much less radical than they are made to seem." There is a
chasm separating a Christian-and democraticsocialism, rooted in divine and charitable plenitude, from a
democracy, capitalist or socialist, embedded in a secular
imaginary of scarcity. And that chasm can be measured by
the difference in the pieties that determine and nourish
their respective virtues.
Which is to say that Augustine, Christianity's seminal
theologian of history and politics, is the relevant arbiter of
democracy and tradition. Stout remarks, rightly but not
very helpfully, that "there are Augustinians and
Augustinians," and reminds us that Augustinian democrats
must always be ambivalent about any political order
created by sinful humanity. Milbank would agree; but
while reminding Christians of their citizenship in the
"heavenly city on pilgrimage through this sinful world," he
would also affirm Augustine's demand for Christian participation in the politics of the earthly cities they inhabit,
however temporarily and critically-a participation
mandated, guided, and limited by the "true religion and
piety" fostered in the civitas Dei. It is a dual citizenship that
Brownson would never have relinquished, and it's one that
any Christian must embrace if she abjures the narcissisms of
resignation. I would wager that, as the one who assured us
that God's work in history was "ever ancient, ever new,"
Augustine would second Brownson's democratic hope for
a "powerful and living synthesis." That's a new traditionalism worthy of the name, and when that labor of piety
finally arrives, we will owe Jeffrey Stout a great measure of
gratitude. f
Eugene McCarraher is an assistant professor of humanities
at Villanova University. He is writing The Enchantments of
Mammon: Corporate Capitalism and the American Moral
Imagination. Jeffrey Stout's Democracy and Tradition is
published by Princeton University Press (2003).

Votive
"... and he came in to her. .. "
Luke 1:28
Coming in the angel
sees a woman thin
as a girl, straight
as the cylinder
on the table, translucent, whose white
wax, at belly level,
already burns.

Gayle Boss

-------------------------.

IEilim
a pearl of great price
Crystal Downing
NLIKE MOST OF jAN VERMEER'S PAINTINGS WHICH

U

place individuals in highly detailed interior spaces,
with hangings in the background and meticulously
rendered domestic objects in the foreground, "The Girl
With a Pearl Earring" (c. 1665) surrounds its subject in
black: a background as dark as our knowledge of the pearlwearing girl's life. In her novel Girl With a Pearl Earring,
Tracy Chevalier paints a background in words, inventing a
woman named Griet who narrates how, at age seventeen,
she became a servant in Vermeer's household. Hired to
wash clothes and clean the painter's studio, Griet is secretly
recruited by Vermeer to help him grind colors for paint and,
eventually, to sit for the portrait. When the artist's wife,
Catharina, discovers that her own pearl earrings were worn
by a servant girl in the secret painting, she evicts Griet from
the house. While it is quite clear from Griet's narrative that
she has fallen in love with Vermeer, his feelings toward her
remain enticingly ambiguous.
Chevalier's 1999 novel, a New York Times Bestseller,
was made into Girl With a Pearl Earring (2003 ), one of those
rare films that enhances its literary source, largely due to
the exquisite visuals. The art direction-a well-earned pun
in this case-captures interiors reminiscent of seventeenth
century paintings by Jan Steen, Pieter de Hooch, and
Nicolaes Maes, as well as by Vermeer himself. In addition,
warm yellows and reddish browns often bathe the mise en
scene, generating the aura of Rembrandt van Rijn. This is a
stunningly beautiful film, earning accolades for its relatively unknown director, Peter Webber, and Oscar nominations for art direction, set decoration, cinematography, and
costume design. Significantly, the novel is about visual
perception, and it seems only right that we see Girl With a
Pearl Earring rather than merely read it. The film, in fact,
does a better job than the novel of getting us to think about
the different ways people look at art.
One element from the novel becomes especially
provocative when it appears on the screen: a portable
camera obscura. Histories of both painting and film often
discuss this primitive ancestor of the movie camera.
Originally, the camera obscura (the phrase means "darkened chamber") was a dark room with a hole in one wall,
such that daylight entering from the outside would cast an
inverted image of whatever was before it onto the opposite
wall of the room. By Vermeer's day, the camera was a
portable box with a viewing porthole and lenses: one lens
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was attached to the hole and another inside the box turned
the image right side up. Chevalier, who researched seventeenth century Holland as well as Vermeer, discovered that
the artist employed a camera obscura to help him conceptualize how arrangements of subject matter might look
when rendered on canvas. As Arthur K. Wheelock, Jr.,
explains it, "A number of optical effects visible in the
camera obscura seem to have attracted Vermeer, particularly its accentuated perspective, heightened colors,
contrast of light and dark, and halation of highlights."
In Girl With a Pearl Earring, both the novel and the
film, Vermeer invites Griet to look into a camera obscura
set up in his studio. Shocked by how the image in the
camera intensifies the scene that the artist has arranged to
paint, Griet, in the novel, thinks of the image on glass as "a
painting that was not a pain tin g." The same could be said of
scenes within the film: arranged by a set designer and then
captured by a movie camera, they are paintings that are not
paintings, viewed on the surface of the screen. Significantly,
in the film Vermeer describes the camera obscura image as
"a picture made of light."

G

IRL WITH A PEARL EARRING, THEN, IS ABOUT SEEING,

but especially about the seeing of Griet-in both
senses. The novel, narrated by her, not only
communicates what she sees, but also how people look at
her, especially men, who often make unwanted advances.
As she says of Vermeer's lascivious patron, van Ruijven, "I
did not like the way he looked at me." In the film, the seeing
of Griet is visualized when characters, including Griet,
appear behind door jambs as they watch activity in a room,
their viewing emphasized by medium shots as they face the
camera, one eye hidden behind the door frame. At one
point Vermeer, half his face hidden, surreptitiously watches
Griet expose her seductive hair, and he leaves only when
she sees him watching. In addition, several times we see the
one eye of Cornelia, a Vermeer daughter, spying on Griet
around a door frame.
Cornelia is the one who tells her mother about the
secret painting. When the outraged wife storms the studio,
the shot focuses on another painting van Ruijven had
commissioned simultaneously: a Vermeer work called
"The Concert" (c. 1665-1666). The annoyed Vermeer pulls
"The Concert" off its easel, and we see Griet standing
behind it, framed by its now empty limbs. The point, of

course, is that the easel is not empty; it contains the form of
Griet, the subject matter of Vermeer's secret painting,
hidden behind the other commission. This framing by the
easel, not mentioned in the novel, visualizes the novel's
sense that Griet has become the focus of art, something far
removed from her service to the Vermeer household. This
echoes our experience of the film, where an actress, the
extraordinary Scarlett Johanssen, has become something
far removed from her service to film: a seventeenth century
maid. We therefore see, as though through a camera
obscura, both Scarlett Johansson and Griet become "The
Girl With a Pearl Earring."
By exploring different ways Griet is seen, the novel and
the film thus comment on different attitudes toward art.
Van Ruijven, for example, gropes Griet's body every
chance he gets, squeezing her breast as she hangs out the
wash, running a hand up her thigh when she serves him at
dinner. His attitude toward art is the same; it is the object of
his desire, something that he wants to possess, to control.
Owning paintings, like groping Griet, adds to van Ruijven's
sense of power. When Griet repeatedly rebuffs his
advances, van Ruijven commissions a painting of her: the
portrait that becomes "The Girl With a Pearl Earring." If he
can't have her one way, he'll have her in another.
In stark contrast is Maria Thins, Vermeer's mother-inlaw, who, true to historical accounts, owns and runs the
house where the painter lives with her daughter, Catharina.
Unlike the flamboyantly dressed van Ruijven, who wants to
possess art, the angular Maria, always dressed in Puritan
black, only wants to sell art. For her, Vermeer's painting is
not about beauty, it is about income. Deciding that Griet is
"useful" because she helps the artist paint faster, and hence
earn money more quickly, Maria, behind Catharina's back,
allows Griet to help Vermeer prepare paint, going so far as
to abscond with her daughter's earrings so that Vermeer
can add them to Griet's portrait.
Catharina considers both art and Griet a nuisance:
impediments to intimacy with her husband. Indifferent to
the beauty and income-generating power of his paintings,
Catharina is interested only in herself, showing very little
affection even for her children. Constantly pregnant (historians note that she delivered at least eleven babies),
Catharina responds to Vermeer the man, but seems to fear
Vermeer the artist. He, in fact, will not allow her to enter his
studio because her carelessness-in both senses of the
word-interferes with his art.
This is quite a contrast to his attitude toward Griet.
Recognizing her passionate love for artistic beauty,
Vermeer arranges for her to sleep in an attic connected to
his studio so she can better serve his work. Not only does
Griet help mix paints, she makes valuable aesthetic judgements. At one point in the novel, she becomes disturbed by
a subtle lack of balance in a scene that Vermeer is painting"A Lady Writing" (c. 1665-1666)-and therefore
rearranges a blue cloth in the still life. The film uses a

different painting, "Young Woman with a Water Jug"
(1665-1666), showing that Griet, who wears the same
white cap as the woman in the picture, inspired the image.
After intently surveying "Young Woman with a Water Jug,"
holding her hand in front of its various shapes, Griet finally
drags a chair out of the subject matter scene. Vermeer, in
both the novel and the film, changes his painting to incorporate Griet's aesthetically astute alteration.
Thus, while Catharina's body meets Vermeer's sexual
needs, Griet's body meets his artistic needs. In the novel this
is symbolized by the way Griet cleans his studio (something
the film could have better visualized). Having been
instructed not to disrupt his still life arrangements, Griet
uses her body to make sure she returns dusted items to their
correct locations: "I measured each thing in relation to the
objects around it and the space between them. The small
things on the table were easy, the furniture harder-1 used
my feet, my knees, sometimes my shoulders and chin with
the chairs." The film, instead, shows luminous rapture on
Griet's face every time she looks at Vermeer's art.
An erotic connection, then, is established between
Vermeer and Griet not through body love but through
beauty love. Consummation occurs not in the flesh but
through art, seen as the two interact over color and form, as
well as when she becomes his art, his "Girl With the Pearl
Earring." In order to wear the earring, however, Griet must
have her ears pierced. While in the novel she does the task
herself, the film shows Vermeer piercing her ears with a hot
needle, implying that he penetrates her with his art rather
than his flesh.
This is not to suggest that Griet feels no fleshly desire
for Vermeer. While the novel can make explicit Griet's
hidden attraction to the artist through the way she writes
about him, the film had the more difficult task of suggesting
unspoken, undemonstrated sexual desire. One way it does
so is through smoldering looks passed between the painter
and his servant-his lingering, hers furtive, reflecting their
stations in life. Once again, it is about the eye. But even
then, Vermeer's eye is that of the artist, and in both texts it
is not clear whether it looks at Griet sexually as well as
aesthetically.
Played with brooding virility by the incomparable
Colin Firth, the film's Vermeer evinces a submerged
passion that erupts when Griet is accused of stealing his
wife's comb. In a scene not in the novel, he throws around
the house's furnishings in search of the comb, making us
aware that a wild animal is caged under Vermeer's
restrained demeanor. Hence, when the fingers of Griet and
Vermeer accidentally touch while preparing paint, we sense
electricity between them.

T

HE EROTICISM REACHES ITS HEIGHT AS GRIET SITS FOR

the portrait, wetting her lusciously full lips with her
tongue in response to his request. Later, he tenderly
wipes away tears generated when he inserts the pearl

earring into her infected ear. The film captures Grier's
description of the incident with erotic power: "His fingers
brushed against my neck and along my jaw. He traced the
side of my face up to my cheek, then blotted the tears that
spilled from my eyes with his thumb. He ran this thumb
over my lower lip. I licked it and tasted salt." However, as
soon as Griet turns toward Vermeer with lip-swollen
desire, he turns toward the canvas to capture her aroused
beauty. Immediately after the sitting, therefore, she goes in
search of Pieter, a young butcher who has been courting
her, in order to offer her virginity to him. Significantly, in
the novel Griet tells us that the first time Pieter kissed her,
he was "so eager that he bit my lips. I did not cry out-1
licked away the salty blood": an obvious foreshadowing of
the salt licked from her lips as she sits for Vermeer.
The butcher does for Griet, then, what Catharina does
for Vermeer: satisfy the desires of the body, desires that only
dimly reflect the erotics of art. The novel makes the parallel
explicit, not only by describing both Catharina and Pieter
with blonde curls, but also through a knife motif. The first
time we see Griet in both texts, she is cutting vegetables for
her mother with a huge knife, arranging the pieces into a
pleasing pattern. Intensely engaged with the beauty of her
creation, she is interrupted by the entrance of the Vermeers,
who want to hire her as a servant. During the interview,
Catharina accidentally knocks the knife off the table,
disrupting the aesthetics of the vegetable pattern, something she doesn't even notice. Then, two years later, when
she discovers the painting of Griet in her husband's studio,
Catharina grabs his palette knife and attempts to destroy
"The Girl With a Pearl Earring." Vermeer catches her by the
wrist just before the blade cuts into the eye, the organ that
regards art.
Pieter also wields a knife in total disregard for art. His
knife, of course, is part of his profession as a butcher, and he
seeks to lure Griet away from Vermeer's palate knife
through a proposal of marriage, asking her to join him in his
profession. Though such a union would elevate Griet's
status, it is clear that she would rather have her hands
stained red by the vermilion of Vermeer's business than the
blood of Pieter's, drawing attention, once again, to a
tension between the illusion of art and the desires of flesh.
The film symbolizes the tension when Griet watches clouds
out the kitchen window after Vermeer has taught her to see
their color. The cook, seeing Grier's rapturous expression,
teases, "Thinking of your butcher boy, eh?"
The novel also sets up a related tension that the film
only touches upon : one between Roman Catholicism and
Protestantism. When Griet is first hired, she worries about
living with the Vermeers in "Papists' Corner, where the
Catholics lived," so she returns to her family every Sunday
in order to attend Protestant services in a church that Pieter
starts frequenting. However, she can't escape paintings of
the Crucifixion hanging in the Vermeer house. Believing
that religious paintings are idolatrous, since only "the
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Word" is necessary for Christian worship, Griet tries to
cover a crucifixion scene by her bed with an apron. Though
the offensive paintings were not by Vermeer, who was an
art dealer as well as a painter, Griet asks him ''Are your
paintings Catholic paintings?" Vermeer responds, "It's not
the painting that is Catholic or Protestant ... but the people
who look at it, and what they expect to see. A painting in a
church is like a candle in a dark room-we use it to see
better. It is the bridge between ourselves and God. But it is
not a Protestant candle or a Catholic candle. It is simply a
candle."
Consonant with the overarching theme of Girl With a
Pearl Earring, Vermeer thus addresses the way we look at
paintings, how we see art. Even a painting in a church might
be used self-interestedly, to create ecstasy, for example, the
way van Ruijven attempts to use Griet. Or it may be valued
only for its price, reminiscent of Maria Thins. It may be
regarded with indifference, as by Pieter, or resentment, as
by Catharina. To see a painting as a bridge between
ourselves and God, however, may be to recognize the
imago Dei in its creator. As Nikolai Berdyaev argues in The
Destiny of Man (193 7), "Free creativeness is the creature's
answer to the great call of its creator. Man's creative work
is the fulfillment of the Creator's secret will." Significantly,
Vermeer goes on to tell Griet, "Paintings may serve a spiritual purpose for Catholics, but remember too that
Protestants see God everywhere, in everything. By painting
everyday things-tables and chairs, bowls and pitchers,
soldiers and maids-are they not celebrating God's
creation as well?"
The elimination of this conversation from the film
might seem an unfortunate oversight, or worse, a concession to the Maria Thins of Hollywood. However, I would
suggest that the film practices what the novel preaches.
While Chevalier's book is Protestant like Griet, reliant on
the word even to the point of describing famous works of
art, the film is Catholic like Vermeer, reliant on the visual to
mediate the message. Indeed, the Vermeer of the film
speaks one tenth as much as that of the novel and Griet,
who narrates the tale, speaks hardly at all in the film.
Instead, she martyrs herself for love of Vermeer and his art,
pierced not in the hands and feet, but in the ears, leavi~g the
world she loves after her martyrdom is complete.
Unlike the angular words on the pages of the novel,
black on white like the severely dressed Maria Thins, the
film gives us a painting that is not a painting-"a picture
made of light"-its accentuated perspective, heightened
colors, contrast of light and dark, and halation of highlights
intensified by the darkened chamber-the camera obscuraof a movie theater. t
Crystal Downing teaches at Messiah College. Her
book, Writing Performances: The Stages of Dorothy L.
Sayers, was recently published by Palgrave Macmillan.

Redemption
for Rebecca

I The Accident
Darkness at five o'clock, late November, supper
on the table: chili, cornbread, glasses of milk.
And then the phone call: everything shatters, time stops.
You've fallen from your horse, the horse has fallen on you,
you're dead, you're paralyzed, no one knows. How I
drive
the few miles to the barn, I'll never know,
it seems like hours, the dark hills, the dirt road,
stones flying, unable to tell sobbing from prayer.
You're lying on the cold dirt, moaning, fighting
the attendants as they try to strap you to the stretcher,
collar your head, attach IVs. The ambulance leaves,
its siren tears the night into two equal parts.

II TheComa

IV Setback
Late at night, when your father turns to hold me,
I push him away because I can't breathe.
The nurses have put your hair in a ropy braid,
a stairway to heaven.
Then, pneumonia. The red-violet shadows
under your eyes deepen. You twist and cough
around the tubes, thrashing like a large carp.

V TheWait

Hands dry, papery. Lips cracked.
Your hair, that river of red and gold curls, dull
and matted. You open one eye, its green opacity
frightening. Who is in there?

I am the ghost of the 6th floor. Shifts end, doctors,
nurses, technicians come and go, but I stay, unwilling
to leave you alone. The cashier in the cafeteria
gives me the employee discount.

Your eye's as flat and blank as a fish;
hooked to these lines,
the hospital holds us in its net.
Here, in the white glare,
night never falls.

One night, driving home for clean clothes
and a hot shower, I see our house on the hill, its yellow
lights, the dusty sweep of stars over pines.
I think it is in another country, where families
eat dinner, and laugh together. How can those stars
glitter, those people put up lights for Christmas?

I think the sun's gone out of the sky,
so near to the solstice;
there is no light left in this world.
You, with your sun-colored hair,
no one here knows how beautiful you are,
how smart, how funny.

III Surfacing
Agitation sets in. You look at me, I think,
with recognition and fear. "Hang on, Becky," I plead,
"Come back."
Your sister promises to take you to the mall, turn
our thermostat to 85°. Caught on machines, you are
the hospital's hostage. One error, and the future's
a flat line.

VI Christmas
But the busy world spins on without us.
There, in the parallel universe, people prepare
for the holidays, send greetings, bake cookies,
buy presents. In our house, no tinsel,
no silver, nothing red or green.
Prayers are being said in all of God's many names:
rosaries chanted in cathedrals and monasteries·
'
in synagogue, your name is recited with the morning
prayers;
even atheists are praying, a hundred candles
flickering in the dark.

VII The Awakening
Your first words, mouthed around the breathing tube:
"Mom, what happened?"
You sit there in a diaper, a big happy baby.
I look at you, hands drawn up,
see children I know with cerebral palsy.
You babble on, oblivious, sound so brain damaged,
I think we've lost you forever.
The nurse hands you toast and jelly, which you smear
all over your face and gown, chortle when some of it
reaches your mouth.
Then, inch by inch, you swim
to the surface.
In the end, the telephone
is the lifeline, as memory returns,
complete with phone numbers.

VIII Aftermath
And you come back to us, restored,
just as you were before.

None of us will ever be
just as we were before.
Luck Becky, hair of flame,
a copper bolt bright as a new penny.
Each day, we get a second chance.
The sun is tossed up in the east,
and darkness turns to light.

Barbara Crooker
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purity of rock is to will one thing
]. D. Buhl

I

T WAS A TYPICAL DAY IN THE STOCKROOM: SHOULDERING

boxes, climbing ladders, and engaging in that call and
response of commerce. Then from the radio I hear a
familiar slide guitar and a woman's voice comes forcefully
through the din:
You gotta talk to the one who made you
Talk to the one who understands
Talk to the one who gave you
all that light in your eyes
It was Sheryl Crow's new song, but aside from those
very-George Harrison guitar lines and this curiosity: "If the
world wasn't the way she is now, you'd be mysterious,"
nothing grounds the song in meaning. It is as though having
come up with such a great chorus, Crow was unable to
follow it with anything substantial. Typical of new material
added to greatest hits albums, "Light in Your Eyes" is
pleasant, but no "camp meetin."
It's a thin line between enigmatic and vague. Youth
pastors and camp counselors can really go to town with an
ambiguous "you," looking eagerly for religious meaning in
pop music. But often such matchings of "you" and "You"
are uncomfortable beyond the moment; an initial confusion of the two can bring feelings of release and gratitude as
fleeting as those of pop's usual subject matter, romantic
love.
We could blame it all on Brother Ray. After the death of
Ray Charles, no appreciation failed to mention his styledefining borrowings from gospel music, his ingenious
placing of secular, quite sexy, concerns in sacred settings.
The evolution of rock'n'roll from African- and EuropeanAmerican religious music is well accepted, and rock musics
are often defended as having some sort of "spiritual" core
because of this lineage. There are levels of substitution that
have made and continue to make this possible-the
rhythms and the structures, of course, as well as mannerisms and vocalizations. But the crucial substitution is that of
two syllables, "bay-bee" for "Je-sus." Once this is in place,
it's all over. Whatever "spiritual" driver was running has
been stilled.
Then I heard:

If I traded it all
If I gave it all away for one thing

Just for one thing
If I sorted it out
If I knew all about this one thing
Wouldn't that be something
The song is pleasant; the group is Finger Eleven. But what
is this "one thing"?
In Purity of Heart is to Will One Thing, S0ren
Kierkegaard laments that we are easily deluded, led so wellintentionedly into self-deception, "for pleasure and honor
and riches and power and all that this world has to offer
only appear to be one thing." This is because such rewards
do not remain the same. "Shall a man in truth will one
thing," he writes, "then this one thing that he wills must be
such that it remains unaltered in all changes, so that by
willing it he can win immutability." If the thing being willed
is changeable, then the person willing it becomes changeable. The one thing that remains the same is God: "the
Good that gives itself."
Kierkegaard was interested (as he felt we should be) in
"an absolute relationship to the absolute," the highest
expression of self a human can make. Such a relationship
"is never expressed by once in a while making a great effort,
but by the perseverance by which it is put together with
everything." We are not absolute, but if we take on the
essential character of whatever we will, then personal unity
can be found only in talking to the one who made us, only
in the relationship with God.
I'm sure I could apply all manner of theological hooey
to Finger Eleven's "One Thing," only to find that it's just
about a girl. Fine. Kierkegaard is no stranger to the
metaphorical use of romance. For true love allows no
double-mindedness, and while being in love is not in the
deepest sense the Good, it can be for the lover a "helpful
educator." In faithfully willing one thing-the love-for
which one would live and die, for which one would sacrifice all, and in which one would find an eternal reward,
there is training for willing in truth one thing.
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IERKEGAARD WILL ALLOW THAT ALL WAYS LEAD TO THE

Good when embraced passionately. But the lover is
in danger of aiming for the impressive, instead of
letting him or herself be led to the Good. "The Good is also
in truth the impressive, but the impressive is not always the
Good." And if we are to take the lover as our spiritual guide,

Kierkegaard warns, "God in heaven is not as a young girl's
folly"-God does not reward the impressive with admiration.
Kierkegaard editor Robert Bretall summed up Purity of
Heart as an expose of all "the excuses and evasions of the
human heart confronted with the privilege of loving God
above all else and with the task of expressing this love in
every moment of one's life." Finger Eleven's singer follows
the first chorus with, "I promise I might not walk on by/
Maybe next time, but not this time." It's that "promise I
might" that keeps us finding something other than the
Good for which to live and die.
It is also our signpost to the great lie: rock'n'roll is not
essentially religious, a Saturday-night version of Sunday
morning, but utilitarian, an attempt to maximize pleasure
and avoid pain. Indeed, by divinizing the former and
dwelling on the latter, rock becomes another evasion, a way
of putting off, adding on, dancing the night-or one's
life-away so as never to have to make a real choice. And
for some of us, rock is the best of all evasions because it feels
like it means something; it comes on with Detroit muscle,
tearing down life's boulevards with a hemi-powered
drone, intimating infinite possibilities. But it does not set us
free. While rock seems to invigorate or empower the individual, this is always an individual who is one of many: a
more invigorated, more empowered many. Rock pushes us
further into the crowd, the mass, the audience, to be saved,
as Purity's translator put it, "by identification with a set of
external arrangements."
I'm reminded of the early Kinks, and that power of
intoning "I'm not like everybody else." What a
Kierkegaardian slogan! But when one has a pub full ofl'mnot-like-everbody-elses posing and pumping their fists,
what has one got? Certainly nothing religious in the
Christian sense, but something closer to a revolution. And
what is a revolution but a mass action. In our case, a mass
action of orderly ticket-holders filing into corporatenamed coliseums to pose and pump their fists while the
babysitter babbles with her friends about how she's not like
everybody else.
Mary Pipher wrote in Reviving Ophelia, "The junk
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values of our mass culture socialize girls to expect happiness and regard pain as unusual. Advertising suggests that if
they aren't happy, something is wrong." Rock, as the heart
of junk culture, bears responsibility for contributing to this
delusion, and for correcting it. The choice is always there to
present pain as an anomaly, "that can and should be
avoided by consuming the right things," or, alternatively, as
"an intrinsic and inescapable part of being human."
Brother Ray understood that choice about pain: entertainment arises from treating it like a mistake; soul comes from
letting it be.

~

y CHARLES WAS NOT A RELIGIOUS MAN; HE NEVER

ecorded a gospel album. His was, rather, a classic
ase of a talented, successful person saying, "I'm
blessed," and then doing nothing about that blessing save to
keep on keep in' on. But the lead Raelet who took over that
wailing vocal part in "(Night Time is) The Right Time" was
Mable John, now a minister. "For forty years," Ray told
David Ritz, "she's been trying to save my sorry ass." As he
grew weaker, Brother Ray came to see that he had not been
willing one thing. "I used to think that I'm in control of this
whole motherfucking operation ... [now] God's teaching
me to depend on something I can't see."
Once a music of passion and hope, rock excels at
impassionate descriptions of hopelessness; the implied
1/Thou relationship at the heart of rock's appeal grows ever
more !-centered, ever more sophisticated. And the longing
for deliverance remains, directed at an entity-the lovethat cannot deliver. That's why rock'n'roll is here to stay.
But what about that "One Thing"? There's one song
that points to something beyond itself that trivializes its
indecision, its show. What if one could find there a real
confrontation with the privilege and the task, the true call
and response? What ifl were brought out to face my God as
a single individual, not to promise I might, but to promise I
will? Wouldn't that be something? f

J.D. Buhl hears more music than he'd like in a stockroom in
the Bay area of California.
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sabbath economics
Jon jensen
"Far from being an escape or reprieve from the
hassles or struggles of living, we can now see that
the Sabbath calls us to establish the spiritual and
material conditions in terms of which the integrity
of watersheds, the vitality of soils, the delight of
chickens, and the needs of humanity can all be met
together." -Norman Wirzba

I

HAVE A FEW LANDMARKS ON MY DAILY BIKE RIDE TO AND

from Luther College, key sights or spots that I notice
every day. Crossing the Upper Iowa River is one of these
landmarks. I take note of the water level, look for Great
Blue Herons, eagles, and kingfishers and think about how
I'd much rather be canoeing than heading for my office.
On Montgomery Street is another spot that I always
seem to notice. It's a plain house with a front yard with lots
of vegetation that largely blocks the view from the road. I
probably wouldn't have paid any attention except for the
small sign along the sidewalk. In my hundreds of trips past,
I've never actually seen anyone there, but I think about
these folks often. Why, I wonder, do they post the Ten
Commandments prominently in their front yard?
I stopped the other day to read the sign. Nothing
surprising, though I did chuckle at the www.l Ocommandments.com and wondered whether Moses is the
webmaster. It is, at first reading, quite an innocuous list:
Don't steal or lie, honor your mother and father, don't kill,
no adultery, don't take the Lord's name in vain, no idols or
other gods. But there were two on the list that, though
familiar, caught me short this time and left me thinking
hard for the rest of my ride.
Number Ten is my personal favorite: "You shall not
covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet your
neighbor's wife ... nor anything that is your neighbor's."
In the yard sign, sound-bite version simply, "Thou shall not
covet."
I guess I'm a product of my culture, because coveting is
something I'm very good at. I covet my friend's garden
tools, my neighbor's land, and even my father's retirement.
On the positive side, at least I don't covet my neighbor's
wife, though I'm certain that if I watched more television
soon I would covet her as well.
You shall not covet anything that is your neighbor's.
What a radical notion. We'e not supposed to desire what
other people have. What would happen to our economy if

everyone stopped coveting what their neighbors had?
Maybe that's the point.
How about Number Four: "Remember the Sabbath
day, and keep it holy." On the surface this is easy, especially
for a culture that has achieved a five-day workweek and for
those of us raised going to church every Sunday. But what
does it really mean to take seriously the Sabbath?
While it may not sit well with some who promote the
Ten Commandments, I think remembering the Sabbath
provides a call to rethink our economy and protect the
environment, not just to attend church.
The Hebrew word, shabbat, means to rest, to cease
one's work, and the commandment to honor the Sabbath is
only one part of a larger system of laws rooted in the
Genesis story that God rested on the seventh day after six
days of creation. These laws are a reminder, at least partly,
of a healthy cycle where good work is followed by a time of
rest. They are a call for obedience to something higher than
our work, our money, our time, and a call to slow down,
take time to re-evaluate our lives, our busyness, and our
priorities.
Our academic sabbaticals are derived from the extension of the weekly Sabbath where every seven years is set
apart from the normal cycles of work, of sowing and
reaping, of business as usual. The Biblical notion of a
sabbatical year, however, is about an alternative vision of
our relationship to each other and the rest of creation.
Most Christians conveniently ignore the fact that the Bible
presents a challenging vision of economics and social relations. We engage fully in the modern economy, comfortable in the fact that we tithe regularly to our church and
make an annual pledge to Habitat for Humanity or the
Salvation Army. We give little thought to the effects of our
actions on other people, let alone on other species.
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HE NEED TO HALT OUR WORK TO RETHINK OUR

personal and economic aspirations is at the heart of
the Sabbath laws and serves as a vivid reminder of
the economic obligations of Christian life. Economics, it
seems, is taboo in most churches (unless they are asking for
money to build a new church) but it certainly isn't taboo in
the Bible. Far more than prayer in the schools, posting the
Ten Commandments, or a ban on gay marriage, taking the
Bible seriously means reforming our economic system,
including rethinking a system of credit that sends millions

of individuals into bankruptcy every year and leaves developing nations choking on debt. As theologian John
Haughey notes, "We tend to read the Bible as if we had no
money, and we spend our money as if we know nothing of
the Bible."
The Bible's economic vision is not of scarcity and
unlimited wants, as the economists teach us, but one of
abundance and limits. God's creation, what Wendell Berry
calls "the great economy," is an abundant and miraculous
world, one that can provide for us and all other creatures
while continuously renewing itself. But such renewal is
only possible if we recognize limits, if we learn to say
enough is enough, if we let the land lie fallow once in
awhile, if we take a break from our busyness, our continuous drive to accumulate more, our war with nature.

I GATH ERED
recently with old classmates to celebrate my fifteenth
college reunion. Not surprisingly, the event stirred up
lots of memories of my college years and especially the time
that followed. I spent the first summer after graduation
leading teenagers on canoe trips through the Boundary
Waters of Northern Minnesota before packing my bags and
heading East to join the Lutheran Volunteer Corps in
Baltimore, Maryland. That summer in the wilderness was
a sort of sabbatical for me, but it couldn't prepare me for the
lessons that were to come.
In Baltimore, I lived with five other volunteers in an old
church parsonage just off York Street, next to the Lutheran
Church of the Holy Comforter, a name that still conjures
up the image of a raggedy old bedspread. Our house was
called Casa Caritas, and I spent my days at the St. Ambrose
Housing Aid Center, working with families who were
bleary eyed from weeks of staring at the possibility of losing
their homes and wondering what they could do.
I learned a lot that year-about mortgages, banks,
government programs, and debt counseling, about the
ravages of drug and gambling addictions and the consequences of poor decisions. I saw firsthand what happens
when people who can't afford health insurance see their
lives drained away by medical bills.
These were tough lessons for a twenty-two-year-old
Iowa kid, naive to the workings of the world and the reality
of the new economic order. I cried a lot and spent a lot of
time wondering what kind of world we lived in and how
God could sanction this type of activity.
Many of the lessons I learned that year came from
Frank Fischer, the former Jesuit priest with whom I shared
an office. Frank was in his 60s, and he had seen both a lot of
hardship and quite a few young kids from Lutheran
colleges by that time. He was a slight man with wispy white
hair and reading glasses on a chain around his neck. He
called everyone "brother" and his two favorite phrases
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WAS THINKING OF THE SABBATH WH EN
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were "Keep the faith, brother," and "Hold fast to that
which is good." Frank taught me about people and the city
and the harsh realities created by decades of racism and
greed. He also taught me about love and the promise of a
different world based on love.
For Frank, the notion of a Sabbath was sacred to both
his everyday life and also his lifelong work on inner city
housing. Every day after lunch he would lie down under his
desk, cover himself with my old cardigan sweater, and take
a nap. He was tired, of course, but his naps were more than
that. They were a time to center himself, find his balance,
and prepare for an afternoon of crisis intervention. They
were also a time to be renewed by a vision of a world free
from poverty and oppression.
A similar re-balancing is behind the Sabbath laws, even
the more obscure parts like the command to the Israelites to
release debts every seventh year. It's not a call for charity,
but a time to put things back in perspective, to realize that
God calls us to live justly and that means striving for a world
free of poverty and for a life free from the excesses that
plagued the ancient world no less than ours today.
Biblical economics, with a clear and challenging vision
of social and economic relations, is ultimately rooted in the
call to "keep the Sabbath." Like Frank's naps, the cycle of
work followed by rest helps us to see the way in which our
lives are ultimately tied to the land and the need for equity
in sharing the fruits of the land.
Thus the Sabbath signifies a vision not only for our
time, but also for our money, a way of ensuring both social
justice and a right relationship to the Earth. The Sabbath
interrupts the desire to endlessly accumulate wealth and
signals a truce in the human battle to exploit and control
nature. The Sabbath, thus, provides a grounding not only
for our economic interactions, but also our relations with
the environment, with the land.

T

HERE IS, OF COURS E, NO SEPARATION BETWEEN

economics and concern for the environment. How
we earn and spend our money is the most direct
impact that most of us have on the planet; it's the primary
means by which we harm (or benefit) the biosphere.
Though they are often presented as opposites, economics
and ecology even share the same root; eco derives from the
Greek oikos meaning household . To practice Sabbath
economics requires a rethinking of our role within the
Earth's household and a recognition that protecting and
restoring the land is a sacred obligation.
This environmental aspect of the Sabbath laws is
explicit in the biblical call to allow land to lie fallow every
seventh year. More generally, the very idea of the Sabbath
provides the "spiritual foundations for a viable environmentalism," as Norman Wirzba powerfully argues. Part of
the Sabbath, according to Wirzba, is the understanding that
redemption, a familiar biblical concept, applies to the land
as well as to humans.

At the most fundamental level redemption signifies as a concrete manifestation of help and care. It
results in lives and habitats that are vibrant, whole,
and healthy, and in bonds of interdependence that
are promoted and nurtured .... Sabbath observance provides the indispensable context in which
we learn the health of wholeness, appreciate the
blessing of our memberships with one another, and
reorient our practical living so that the integrity
and well-being of the whole creation can be realized.

Sabbath becomes more than a spiritual practice; it is also a
"comprehensive context and goal for environmental
action." His "Sabbath environmentalism" is a welcome
link between biblical consciousness and environmental
action, a link no less necessary than that between the bible
and economics.
The ultimate message of the Sabbath, that the land and
all that we derive from it are gifts to be shared equitably, is
a message not just for Sunday, but for each of our days. f

As Wirzba here notes, when understood in this way, the

Jon Jensen teaches philosophy and environmental studies
at Luther College in Decorah, Iowa.

One Song
afterRumi

A cardinal, the very essence of red, stabs
the hedgerow with his piercing notes;
a chickadee adds three short beats,
part of the percussion section, and a whitethroated sparrow moves the melody along.
Last night, at a concert, crashing waves
of Prokofiev; later, the soft rain falling
steadily and a train whistle off in the distance.
And today, the sun, waiting for its cue,
comes out from the clouds for a short sweet
solo, then sits back down, rests between turns.
On the other side of the world, night's black
bass fiddle rosins its bow, draws it over
the strings, resonates with the breath
of sleepers, animal, vegetable, human.
All the world breathes in, breathes out.
It hums, it throbs, it improvises. So many voices
Only one song.

Barbara Crooker

JPulipilrc 2UITtd JPcew
metaphorical faith
L. DeAne Lagerquist

I

N AN ELECTION SEASON MUCH IS REDUCED TO CLEAR

options: for or against the referendum items, the
Republican or the Democrat, to vote or not to vote. No
matter how complex a citizen's convictions about the issues
facing the nation, the state, or the local school board, no
matter how nuanced the candidates' positions on those
issues, in the polling booth we must make definite choices.
There is no room for splitting one's votes or for writing in
reservations about voting "no" or the conditions one wants
to place on the "yes" vote.
This election season my attention to candidates and
issues has been interleaved with reading Gordon Lathrop's
elegant and deeply considered Holy Ground: A Liturgical
Cosmology and with a chapel series on "Faith and
Metaphor." Weekly poetry, fiction, dance, and music have
offered glimpses of different ways of seeing. Metaphors do
not homogenize all things into one; rather they set dissimilar things unexpectedly together. Differences strike one
another sending sparks flying; but those sparks are more
like fireflies that delight the eye than like flames that
destroy life.
Key biblical metaphors-the burning bush and the hole
opening in heaven at Jesus' baptism-inform Lathrop's
exposition of a Christian cosmology: an understanding of
the world made and ever loved by God. He asserts the reliable generosity of this cosmos and reminds his readers,
again and again, that God breaks through our logic about
the world by showing life-giving love. That the world is
subject to such breaking in does not make our lives unstable
or frightening. As divine love breaks in and breaks up our
familiar patterns of seeing and acting we are opened to
more compassionate seeing and more merciful acting
toward one another and all that God has made.
EADING THE BIBLE AND PATTERNS OF CHRISTIAN

orship with Lathrop and thinking about faith and
etaphor while hearing presidential debates and
pundits' commentaries have made me acutely aware of my
dual citizenship, both in the United States and in the
kingdom of God. American citizenship in the early twentyfirst century is a potent responsibility. I'm grateful that our
system of government has functioned relatively peacefully
for generations. May it continue to do so for many more.
But as we leave the season of elections and polling places
behind and enter into the season of anticipating the birth of
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heaven's monarch as a child in a stable let us ponder how to
be citizens of this nation while loyal to God's unfolding
reign. I offer my talk in that chapel series to our reflection.

* ** *
ING OF THE CHURCH KEEPING WATCH, NEVER RESTING,

S

waking with fresh hymns of praise as earth rolls
onward into light. ("Awake, My Soul, And With The
Sun") Hear the story of a prophet in frightened flight,
rescued by God's angel, and revived by God's silence. (I
Kings 19)
Day and night. Noise and silence. Them and us. You
and me. Only me, I alone. There are two kinds: two kinds
of time, two kinds of sounds, two kinds of people. Last
Christmas my brother, the soft-ware engineer, received
from our architect brother aT-shirt printed with a version
of the "there are two kinds of people" trope. White letters
on black cotton asserted: "There are ten kinds of people:
those who understand binary thinking and those who
don't." In our family there were people who got the joke
and people who did not. Perhaps there are people whose
faith apprehends God through metaphors and those who
do not.
God who spoke, not in the earthquake or the wind or
the fire, but in silence, sent an angel with a meal of ordinary
food to revive the lonely, weary, discouraged and yet confident prophet.
God whose divine name was revealed from a flaming,
but undiminished, bush protected Moses from the full
power of divine glory by showing the man only the backside of that glory.
God who demanded, "Let my people go!" who held
back the sea, who drowned the Egyptians and their horses,
who gave water from a rock along with manna and quail
from the sky, also led the people with columns of ephemeral
cloud in the daylight and shimmering flame in the night
darkness.
Christ Jesus, the Word who was present when God
spoke the world into being, put on the form of humble
humans and taught them to consider the lilies who neither
toil nor spin but are splendidly clothed by God.
King Jesus, the Messiah who would die, spoke into the
ears of those who had them to hear, "The Kingdom of God
is near you. It is inside you. The kingdom of God is like

yeast that a woman kneads into a loaf of bread."
From the empty tomb, clothed in shinning white, risen
Jesus called Mary by name and told her not to cling to him;
when the women reported what they saw, the others heard
nonsense.
Jesus, the bread of life, who ate with women, tax
collectors, and sinners, gives a banquet for hungry people
who did not have the proper clothes.
These accounts of God's action and self-revelation are
recorded in the one book shared by all Christians. About
this book Martin Luther wrote, "It is the cradle in which we
find the Christ child." Let we who have eyes see. Let us see
both baby and monarch; both the human and the divine;
both the book and God. Let our ears hear our brother in
faith, Paul.
Once, Paul's confidence that he understood God's law
was as strong as an ancient, well-cultivated olive tree. But
even a deeply rooted tree shakes in a mighty rushing wind.
Paul's seeing was transformed when the crucified one, then
risen, appeared to him. Across the divides of religion and
culture, space, and time, Paul speaks. "We have these treasures," he writes, "in earthen vessels." And we read, "For
now we see in a mirror dimly, but then we will see face-toface."
Faith is a way of knowing as well as trusting in God's
love, and the biblical witnesses tell us about God's character and how we know God. We hear God's voice in
silence as well as in the prophet's speech. We see God's
hand at work in the delicate beauty of a trout lily and in the
awesome power of fire against the night sky. We taste
God's care for us in ordinary bread and at the Lord's table.
Like Paul, we are confident that we are God's own. We
know this with all our senses; our community confirms our
experiences. The kingdom of God enters into us and we are
fierce in our loyalty, zealous to do God's work.

There are, it seems, two kinds of people: those whom
God loves and others. Or maybe the two are those who
love God and those who do not: saints and strangers.
Maybe there is us and them; you and me. And then there is
I alone, only I. Just me: hungry, discouraged, hiding in a
cave. I'm frightened by the fire, terrified by the earthquake,
sure that I will die.
Even as I cower in the darkness, the unsleeping people
of God keep watch and pray. A messenger from God feeds
me. God speaks from silence, asking why I am hiding in a
hole in the ground. Jesus invites me to the banquet. The
table, heaped with branches of wild and cultivated olives, is
set for a multitude. Dressed in the rainbow's colors, all the
hungry people are wearing Christ's righteousness. Having
risen and grown large like a loaf of bread, the reign of God
surrounds us. There is no longer any them; there is only us,
only what God has made, what God repairs, what God
loves.
For now we see this only as reflection in polished metal.
What we know of that glorious day are glimpses.
Sometimes the reports seem as nonsense; often the messengers bring metaphors along with bread and water. The
foretaste we receive is fragments of bread and sips of wine
from clay cups. The wine is easily spilled, the cups are easily
broken. Even as God's hand shielded Moses so that he
could see something of God's glory, sometimes it is the very
word of God that fogs the mirror or tips the cup so that we
remember there is more of God we do not yet know.
Finally, there are these two: God's love that draws us in
and God's love that turns us toward the beloved world;
God's love that has been revealed and God's love that is still
unknown.t

L. DeAne Lagerquist teaches theology at St. Olaf College.

gaps and bridges
Kelly]. Clark

I

F I HADN'T REALIZED IT SOONER, I REALIZED IT IMMEDI-

ately upon disembarking the plane: I was facing no
mean task. I had been invited to teach an intensive miniseminar in philosophy of religion to undergraduate
comparative philosophy and graduate philosophy students
at Wuhan University, one of the top universities in the
People's Republic of China. One of those fresh-faced
undergraduates sent to pick me up at the airport asked what
the theme of the seminar would be. I replied, "The rationality of religious belief." He smirked and immediately
replied, "That's a contradiction in terms!" Severely jetlagged by thirty hours of travel and a twelve-hour time
difference, and faced with the wide social and political gap
that separated us, I was tempted to concede the point and
retire to a comfy hotel room. But neither a concession nor a
comfy bed were in my future.
I started this journey in Grand Rapids, Michigan, a
bastion of Dutch Reformed Christians who support a
college named Calvin where I teach philosophy. I teach
Christian students from the standpoint of Christian belief.
Christian belief is rampant at Calvin-assumed, believed,
committed to, and developed. Indeed, Calvin is rather
famous for starting with Christian belief and then unapologetically developing or extending it into various academic
disciplines and scholarship. Not all of our students are
Christians, but most are, and the rest know the score: in
class they will patiently learn the significance of creation,
fall, and redemption for this or that domain of knowledge.
Most of our students were trained in Christian day schools
that taught them not only in the best tradition of elementary education, but also through the songs and stories of
Jesus and the Bible. Jesus-talk is knitted into their bones.
Students in China have not had the privilege of
growing up in covenant communities like these. Their
mothers did not sing Jesus songs to them in their cribs, did
not pray over them, did not read them Bible stories. They
were not raised as members of a community that was jointly
committed to their moral and spiritual development. In
short, these students have not been enculturated into
Christian belief. In fact, just the opposite.
The Chinese, under the early communist governments,
were systematically force-fed atheism. And although
Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and Daoism are the four
officially permitted religions, people were forced to
unlearn their religious beliefs. On page one of the earliest
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reading primer in China, children learn and then repeat:
"Humans are by nature good." Hopefully we in America
are beyond "See Spot run," (Not that this did any lasting
harm to my generation!) but we are still miles away from
inculcating into our tenderest of minds any deep philosophical belief in the nature of human beings. Repeating
"Humans are by nature good" hundreds of ways and thousands of times has made the belief that humans are by
nature good as "obvious" to the Chinese as the belief that
we are "one nation under God" is to us.
On my first foray into China in 1998, philosopher John
Hare and I taught some mini-seminars for post-graduate
students. John developed the theme from his book, The
Moral Gap. The gap he refers to is the gap between our
natural moral capacities (frail, weak, and selfish) and the
moral demand (unwavering, strong, and often otherregarding). This gap between our natural human capacities
and the moral demand can be bridged only by something
like a savior. The Chinese students patiently listened, but
without exception they politely responded: "This is all very
interesting and we've learned a lot about what Westerners
think, but we believe that humans are by nature good."
While this would surely warm the hearts of their primary
school teachers, it was devastating for John's argument. He
was placed in a position never faced before in his academic
career: How do you persuade constitutionally polite and
friendly people who believe they are by nature good of the
truth of the doctrine of original sin (that is, that they are by
nature hopeless rebels who do not measure up to the
demands of morality)? That was my first introduction to
the vast cognitive cultural differences between the West
and China.

T

HERE ARE COUNTLESS OTHER CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

between our two countries, all of which take some
getting used to. While most of the food is
outstanding, I have not yet developed a taste for sea worms
or slugs, duck webs, duck tongue or brain, pig stomach
fondue ("hotpot," in Chinese), and scorpion kabobs. Some
of this food-say sea worm in clear aspic with mustard
sauce-is just not as good as you might think. As for the
drinks, coffee is nearly non-existent but, to my relief,
Starbucks is popping up with increasing regularity.
Although I typically avoid (what is to my mind) the unduly
darkly roasted Starbucks coffees in the United States, I

---------·------------~-----------------------------------------------

enjoy their utter predictability in China, where otherwise
well-intentioned barristas more often than not produce
vile swill and pass it off for a cappuccino. Ubiquitous green
tea is the order of the day ... and the night ... and the
morning; it is high in all sorts of cancer-preventing thing-ama-bobs (which is good, given the horrendous air pollution
in most Chinese cities) but it just does not taste like the tea I
grew up with. I drink a lot of green tea both in China and at
home, but it hasn't passed from a sense of solidarity and
interest in good health to genuine desire. I prefer tenderloin, and they prefer stomach, I prefer duck breast and they
prefer web (salad), tongue (soup), or brain (dessert}; and I
prefer Starbucks consistency and they prefer sipping green
tea out of a glass jar. Which is better seems more a function
of how and where one was raised than what is objectively
good, true, or beautiful.
So, I prefer potatoes and they prefer sweet potatoes, I
prefer Jesus and they prefer, well, not-Jesus. And they don't
have a great Jesus-substitute. They are not all by default
Buddhists. They are mostly atheists, but with a deep need
for something more than the desire for profit that newly
embraced capitalism has inculcated in them.

I

BEGAN MY SEMINAR WITH SOME ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXIS-

tence of God and responded to some of the time-worn
objections to them. I showed how some recent discoveries in cosmological physics point to the beginning of the
universe and that the Beginner of the universe might very

well be best explained as a being with the power and desire
to create a world like this with people like us. And I
admitted that while this was a reasonable conclusion to
draw from the evidence, one might nonetheless reasonably
disagree. Then I talked about how much of what we believe
and even know about the world about us begins with trus-faith, to use a religiously-loaded term--and not with
evidence. I presented some arguments that suggest that
belief in God may be one of those things that we can know
on the basis of trust (or faith}.
Our five three-hour sessions, four two-hour afternoon
public lectures, three two-hour sessions of Q&A free-forails, and lunch and dinner conversations had their effect. At
the end of the week one student read a kind and generous
letter expressing their gratitude, and then the students rose
and gave me a standing ovation. I say this not to boast of my
"winning personality," but to show that some cultural gaps
can be overcome with effort, prayer, good will, and fear
and trembling. I'm afraid that I can't report that all the gaps
were bridged. For my part, I still don't like sea worms in
aspic or duck web salad, and I never found a Starbucks in
Wuhan. But it was an honor and a privilege to swap cultures
with these proud people of a land rich in geography,
culture, and history. t
When he is not sipping a piping hot green tea, Kelly J. Clark
teaches philosophy at Calvin College.

Doe in Knollcrest Woods
Shewasnot
there and then
she was, the color
of everything
around her,
the color of
soft ash, November
dusk. She stood
still as the trees waiting
--would I see?
Mid-step, I did, fixed
by her eyes, unblinded
by the beauty of
invisibility.

Gayle Boss

do you want some company?
Paul Willis

I

HAD PUT IN A LONG DAY AT A WRITER'S CONFERENCE IN

Palm Springs, and returned to my hotel for the night. A
Ramada Inn. Something in me does not like a hotel. I
was only staying here because the closest National I:orest
Service campground was over thirty miles away. In a hotel
room I feel closed in a box, restless, uneasy. The Gideon
Bible seems foreign to me, all those passages arranged for
timely help for the traveler. And the television imposes
itself, asking to be turned on. I do not normally watch TV,
and when I do, I usually regret it. But I noticed that this one
offered movies for a little extra charge, some of them adult
movies. Of course, the better part of me did not want to
watch these movies, knowing I would regret them even
more than the normal fare. But still, there was that opportunity, should I decide to take it.
So I dropped off to a restless slumber, then a deeper and
more peaceful one. Suddenly, I was awakened by a ring.
The clock said itwas3:30 am. I leapt from the covers. I was
thinking ... family emergency. I was thinking... my wife, my
children, my aging parents.
I lifted the receiver. "Hello?" I said.
"Is this room 112?" said a woman. I assumed this was
an operator, the person at the night desk.
"Yes," I said.
There was a slight pause. Then she said, as if it were the
most natural and delightful question she could ask, "Would
you like some company?"
Just like that. Her voice was full of music, fun, and
mnocence.
"No, thank you," I said politely, and hung up.

I

GOT BACK IN BED, NOT QUITE BELIEVING WHAT HAD JUST

happened. What ifl had said yes? She sounded like an
interesting person. She sounded young, and beautiful.
Then the phone rang again.
"Hello," I said.
"Hello there," she said knowingly. We were old friends
by now. Obviously, she had counted on those second
thoughts I had just been having.
"You know," I said, "I didn't call for anyone."
"I know," she said. It was as if she knew all kinds of
things about me. "How old are you?"
When I told my son about this part of the conversation,
he said I should have replied, "I'm 82, and my toenail
fungus is just starting to respond to treatment."
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But I just said, "Good night." And hung up.
A good night for her, perhaps, but not for me. I lay
awake in my bed till dawn. When I got over the oddity of it,
and, to my shame, the undeniable temptation of it, I realized I was mainly feeling two things: fear and anger.
I had no idea how this woman knew I was alone in room
112. Was there a hotel clerk on the take, passing along room
numbers? Or was someone registered as a guest, sipping
drinks beside the pool and all the while taking note of who
emerged from what door? The people in the room beside
mine (by the sound of their voices an older man and two
young women) packed up and left at 5:00 am. Suspicious,
I thought.
I FINALLY GOT A HOLD OF
him a few days later, chalked it up to some highschool kid, making a prank call. "We are a three-star,
family resort," he said authoritatively. "Our employees are
completely trustworthy. This kind of thing does not
happen here."
"Well, it happened to me," I said, cleverly switching
from deduction to induction. ''And the person that called
was poised and practiced. She knew exactly what she was
doing. I think I'd like a partial refund."
The Chamber of Commerce was more sympathetic,
and gave me a complaint form to fill out. The police were
upset that I had not called right away. My wife wants me to
hold out for a full refund, which helps me feel reasonable
about asking for only half of my money back. But the
manager is sticking with his prank-call theory.
"Now you know how women feel most of the time,"
my wife says. And she may be right. This strange little experience, something that made such a good joke while I was
chumming around with other writer guys at the conference, has made me feel sickeningly vulnerable. The voice of
the woman on the phone simply will not fade away. It rests
on the lips of chance women in magazines who are offering
products presumably other than themselves. It wants to be
recognized in a body, and wherever I look, it shape-shifts. It
wants to keep reminding me, just like the Gideon Bible, that
it is not good for a man to be alone. t

T

HE HOTEL MANAGER, WHEN

Paul Willis teaches English at Westmont College in Santa
Barbara, CA. His first collection of essays, Bright Shoots of
Everlastingness, will be published in 2005 by WordFarm.

mary(s):
i have crashed, moon-hungry, into the night.
my clothes shattered, belly swollen,
skin punched hollow by starlight.
my husband looks on
from behind crib bars as i clump
into rooms full of stunned silence,
clicking tongues.
my brother dies, my sister tells me
it's time to do the dishes;
already, the straight-jacket tightens.
these mad sounds will not stop: soft manger-rustle,
stones scraping together, the bang-clang of hammer against nail,
the soft thump of nail against skin.
circles form, the eyes become everything.
i push my way through many voices
webbed with frenzy
to find you scribbling in the sand.
now i am the child, the one buried,
wrapped inside my blood and scarlet letter.
still i come, lazarus-like
in my dirty rags,
waiting to fall at your feet,
my hair gathered and ready:
all you have to do
is touch me once
and i'll be whole.

Nancy Hightower

Mary: antidote for the age
] ennifer Ferrera
OR MOST OF MY YEARS AS A LUTHERAN PASTOR, I GAVE
Mary little thought. Occasionally I would mention
her in my sermons during the Christmas season.
Otherwise, as the kids would say today, "She was not on my
radar." She was not an object of contemplation, let alone
devotion. When I encountered Catholics who had statues
of Mary in their homes, wore medals with her likeness on
them, and even, gasp, prayed to her, I was amused. I
thought such devotion was the result of a combination of
bad theology and imbecility. Fortunately, I did not consider
it my responsibility to correct these Catholics; I simply
smiled at their benighted behavior.
I now see the same all-knowing smirks on the faces of
some of my Protestant friends when I try to tell them about
the importance of Mary. I knowwhatthey are thinking: we
Catholics accord Mary a status she does not deserve, at
times turning her into a goddess. Most Protestants believe
Christ is the only mediator between us and God; we need
no one else to intercede on our behalf. How does one
explain Mary to Protestants? And why bother?
Ironically, two groups with little else in commonliberal Catholics and conservative Protestants-are the two
groups most hostile toward Mary. Their concerns couldn't
be more different. Conservative Protestants think Mary
draws glory and devotion away from God, whereas, most
liberal Catholics know Mary points us away from ourselves
and towards God but want nothing to do with her example
of self-abnegation. Catholic feminists, in particular, downplay the role of Mary because she represents everything
which they strive against. But traditional Christians of all
denominations should look to Mary for guidance, for in
her witness, indeed in her very person, we encounter all
that is antithetical to the rampant individualism which
afflicts this age.
Mary, and this is why the feminists dislike her so, is the
perfect model of human receptivity. She made the consummate act of self-surrender when she said, "Behold I am the
handmaid of the Lord; let it be done to me according to
your word" (Lk 1 :42). Mary's receptivity is misunderstood by feminists to be an example of mindless passivity,
but nothing could be further from the truth. Her response
was courageous; it plunged her into the unknown and into
a life of great suffering, sorrow and self-sacrifice. She chose
to follow Jesus to the foot of the cross. She who is "blessed
among women" reveals to us the way of love.

F
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In a world where we make endless demands for
ourselves, Mary shows us how to love the other. The way
of love begins with the reception of God's Word. In his
recent letter "On the Collaboration of Men and Women in
the Church and in the World," Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger
explains that Mary is an invitation to us to root our "very
being in listening and receiving the Word of God, because
faith is not so much the search for God on the part of human
beings, as the recognition by men and women that God
comes to us; he visits us and speaks to us." This humble
obedience to God's Word gives rise to the human capacity
to live for the other and because of the other. This capacity
is a "feminine virtue," yet it is also a fundamental human
value. As Ratzinger says, "The witness of women's lives
must be received with respect and appreciation, as
revealing those values without which humanity would be
closed in self-sufficiency, dreams of power and the drama of
violence." So many men and women value the power of the
individual above all else; Mary shows us another way.

W

HEN

I

THINK ABOUT THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

from Mary, I am reminded of Sigrid Undset's
literary masterpiece, Kristin Lavransdatter. The
story is set in Medieval Norway, yet the psychological and
spiritual struggles which Undset explores are timeless. The
heroine, Kristin, is a woman of noble birth; she is angry,
stubborn, unforgiving, and proud. She is also generous,
kind, deeply loyal, and passionate about those whom she
loves. The modern reader of the Oprah Winfrey book club
variety might initially mistake Kristin's faults for virtues
because she is a woman of great internal strength and selfwill. In fact, the novel follows her struggles with her own
will until, in one of the most powerful scenes in all of literature, she finally yields to God.
Kristin has raised six sons (two others died as children)
whom she fiercely loves but, at times, has mistreated. They
bear the brunt of her seething anger toward her handsome,
brave, and charming, but also irresponsible and unfaithful,
husband. Following his death, she joins a convent, and
soon afterward, the Black Death sweeps through Norway.
In the middle of the night, dying of the plague herself,
Kristin carries out a promise to retrieve from a dark, rank,
and desolate hut the body of a prostitute who has died of the
plague in order to give her a proper Christian burial.
Kristin, in fact, gives one of her two remaining worldly

r---------------------------------------------- - -- -possessions-her wedding ring-in payment for the
woman's burial. Once the ring is removed, Kristin, who is
fading in and out of consciousness, looks at her finger. "She
thought she could even make out two round circles from
the rubies on either side and a tiny scratch, an M from the
center of the ring where the holy symbol of the Virgin Mary
had been etched into the gold." Kristin then realizes:
She had been a servant of God-a stubborn,
defiant maid, most often an eye-servant in her
prayers and unfaithful in her heart, indolent and
neglectful, impatient toward admonishments,
inconstant in her deeds.
And yet He had held her firmly in His service,
and under the glittering gold ring a mark had been
secretly impressed upon her, showing that she was
His servant, owned by the Lord and King who
would now come, borne on the consecrated hands
of the priest, to give her release and salvation.

In the end, Kristin recognizes that she, like Mary, is first
and foremost God's servant. To follow God's will is a
struggle, an often frustrating, at times agonizing struggle,
yet struggle we must. Like Kristin, we may complain and
grumble, rage and rebel against the life God gives to us. Yet,
if we follow Mary's example in recognizing that we are
God's servants and not masters of our fate, captains of our
souls, all that we are and do will be transformed in ways we
may never understand in this lifetime. This is what I would
say to my Protestant and Catholic friends: To follow Mary
is to follow Christ into the very heart of God's love, a love
which will redeem us and the world. It is the simple, yet
profound answer to the complex sins of the individual soul
and the societal problems that result from our sins this side
of paradise. t
Jennifer Ferrera, a formerly ordained minister ofthe ELCA,
is a Roman Catholic laywoman. She is co-editor of The
Catholic Mystique: Fourteen Women Find Fulfillment in
the Catholic Church (Our Sunday Visitor, 2004).

When For No Reason
When, for no reason, sleep eludes me
I find comfort in the thought that somewhere,
someone this dark night, though pierced
by pain or fear or grief, slips softly into
feathered rest while I lie wakeful, wondering
why. And minutes pass and hours and days,
a lifetime really, so it seems, as my heart beats,
breaks open, rises, sent forth like breath,
or bird, or prayer.

Sarah Rossiter

the big disconnect
A.P.
U ARE AN UNDOCUMENTED MEXICAN IMMIGRANT OUT

f Durango, seeking not a better life in the United
States, but any kind of life at all. Your border crossing
is a three day endurance test across scorched earth, where
nothing was meant to live, in desert temperatures of 110
degrees. You badly twist an ankle along the way, and with no
ice, rest, or therapy, you now limp when you walk. You end
up in the city, sleeping with nine other people on the floor
in a two bedroom apartment. Food is scarce. Mostly, you
eat dry cereal. You sign up for free English classes at a local
social service agency, but the waiting list is seventy people
long. After looking for work for weeks, you land a job on
the night shift at a meatpacking plant where they don't ask
too many questions about your immigration status. But the
plant is twenty miles from your apartment and you need a
car to get there, because with your bad ankle, you can't
make it to the bus stop. So you borrow a friend's car, just for
driving to work and home again.
All is well for the first few months. You make a living
wage and you send home to your wife and children what
you can spare. But then one night on your way to work the
police stop you. You're not sure why. When you give the
officer your Mexican citizen's ID, he looks like you just
handed him a rotting fish. He says something you don't
understand, and then handcuffs and searches you. You're
not sure why you've been arrested. You're no criminal.
They take you to a police station where they fingerprint and
photograph you and give you traffic citations totaling over
three hundred dollars. Another officer, a Spanish-speaking
woman, comes in and explains to you that the tickets are for
driving without a license, having a broken headlight,
displaying expired registration, and for not having a
working lamp on your license plate.
It was your friend's car. You didn't know there was
anything wrong with it. But you come to understand that if
you do not pay or contest these tickets, they will turn into
warrants for your arrest. You are also informed that the
vehicle was towed, and the tow fee will be ninety-five
dollars, with an additional sixty dollar fee for each day the
car remains on the lot. You don't have three hundred
dollars. You don't even have a hundred dollars to get the car
out, because you have wired all of your extra money to your
family. You realize that without a reliable way to get to
work, you are going to lose your job. And your friend is
going to lose his car.
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After you have spent several hours in a jail cell, the
arresting officer tells you that you are free to go. It is four in
the morning, your home is ten miles away, you have a bad
ankle, and no one to call for a ride. So you ask the police for
a ride. Surely if the police are going to take everything from
you-your car, your money, your job-they will at least
grant you something as simple as a ride home. The officer
shakes his head. You tell him, in broken English, that he
doesn't understand what it is like to be poor. He shrugs
indifferently and escorts you out the door into the darkness
and the cold.

Y:

U ARE A TRAFFIC OFFICER WORKING THE LATE SHIFT IN

predominately Hispanic part of town. You see a car
with expired plates and pull it over. The driver
doesn't speak English, but you figure out soon enough that
he doesn't have a driver's license, the car's right headlight
is out, and its registration is expired. The driver hands you
a Mexican ID and you look at it dubiously. It means nothing
to you. For all you know, in Mexico you can obtain such an
ID in three minutes in an instant photo booth. You could
write him tickets on the scene and let him go. But you've
been burned before by phony IDs, including an incident
when a wanted felon gave you the slip under an assumed
name. You've adopted a strict policy that if you can't establish the driver's ID, you arrest them and take them to the
district where their identity is confirmed by fingerprints.
Besides, you like to come down hard on unlicensed drivers
so they stay off the street. After all, there are good reasons
for requiring a license to drive. Unlicensed drivers, often
oblivious to the rules of the road, are the kind of people
who will blow a stop sign, broadside a station wagon full of
kids, and then speed away, fearing lawsuits and arrest. You
don't want these people occupying the same roads as your
family. So you arrest the man and have his car towed,
because there's no one to drive it away and it's parked in a
bus zone. You take him to the district, write him a ticket for
every violation you can think of, and have a Spanishspeaking officer explain the citations to him. When you're
booking him through, he says something about how you
don't understand what it's like to be poor. Yeah, sure, you
think. Whatever happened to obeying the law? Everyone's
quick with an excuse or a sad story, but everybody's got
problems, pal. The alternator on your own car cut out
yesterday and, after your divorce settlement, you're having

trouble keeping up with your mortgage. And if you cut this
guy a break, then, to be fair, you would have to cut everyone
else the same break, and then traffic laws wouldn' t be
enforced and they'd become meaningless. So, no breaks, no
deals. Besides, it's bad enough that illegals place a financial
burden on the economy, but if you're going to sneak in the
country, how about at least learning how to speak English.
Then this guy has the nerve to ask you for a ride home. A
ride home! Like you're his chauffeur. Sure, that's how it
works. We're a full service department- "Can I change
your oil for you?" You break the law and then we whisk you
home in a stretch limo. I don't think so. Here are your
tickets. Here's a pamphlet on how to get that car out of the
tow lot. And welcome to America, the land of promise.
We're glad to have you here.

** **
U ARE A LAW-ABIDING CITIZEN DRIVING YOUR CAR

hrough the central city. You just heard a troubling
eport about police brutality on NPR. You suspect
that excessive use of force by police officers isn't
uncommon in your own city. As you stop for a red light, you
glance across the street and see a man standing alongside
two police officers in front of a motel. The man looks
scruffy and tired, perhaps a bit down on his luck, his hands
shoved deep in his pockets, his hunched body language
signifying someone who has had a really bad day. You can't
quite hear what he's saying, but he appears to be trying to
explain something to the officers, or maybe asking for
directions. Then one of the cops, without warning or
provocation, hurls the man to the hard pavement and
roughly handcuffs him while the man cries out for someone
to help him. The light turns green and the car behind you
lays on its horn. You lurch forward, craning your neck back
to see if the man is okay, confident that there was no reason
for the officers' abuse. He wasn' t resisting. He wasn't
armed. He was just a guy roughed up by the police because
they thought they could get away with it. In that crystallized
moment, all your worst fears about law enforcement are
confirmed. You contemplate calling 911 to report this
abuse, but calling the police on the police? You doubt
anything would come of it. So you go home, and begin a
strongly worded letter to the editor of the local paper about
this episode of police brutality. You hope the abused man
has a good attorney. Something has to be done about this.
U ARE A STREET COP. You AND YOUR PARTNER ARE SENT
o a motel to check on a report of a man causing a
isturbance in the motel lobby. You see a man
matching the description lounging near the busy street
outside the motel. He looks disheveled and nervous and his
hands are deep in his pockets. As you approach, from
fifteen feet away you can smell the alcohol on him. You're

in his line-of-sight, but he's not making eye contact with
you. Not a good sign. There's something else about him
that sets off a little warning bell in the back of your head.
You come closer and ask him to show you his hands. You
want to be sure there's nothing in them that could hurt you.
He ignores you. You ask him again. He tells you that he's
got no time for the police, tells you to go screw yourself. His
hands stay in his pockets. You move closer, and that's when
it clicks. You've dealt with this guy before. Last spring, you
were sent to a bar fight and this man, staggering drunk,
pulled a knife in the middle of the brawl and was nearly shot
by the responding officers. You're almost right up on him
now, too close to disengage, and all the warning signs in
play-your past experience with him, his refusal to show
you his hands, his probable intoxication, and your fear that
he is armed-converge into a snap decision not to let him
make the first move. You take him down as hard as you can,
a full-body slam to the concrete that expels the breath from
his lungs. As you and your partner scramble to handcuff
him, he cries out for help and flails out his arms as if he's the
victim of an unprovoked assault. After a thorough search,
you find a folding knife with a five-inch blade in his front
pants pocket. He's now under arrest for carrying a
concealed weapon. You are thankful you were proactive
with him, especially when you speak with the motel's desk
receptionist who, prior to your arrival, overheard the man
threaten to cut the first cop he saw. You and your partner
will be going home at the end of your shift, alive and unstabbed, one of your very favorite parts of the job. Before
you leave to convey the man to the district, you take a
moment to watch the traffic stream by. You assume some of
the passing motorists witnessed your struggle with the man.
You wonder if they are thankful you are taking guys like him
off the board.

*** *
U ARE A MOTHER WHOSE EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD SON

Anthony was just killed outside your home, the unintended victim of a drive-by shooting. You are laden
with a type of soul-wearying grief that only a mother who
has lost a son can know. You don't know whether to scream
or cry, and there are moments when you are certain you are
doing both. The homicide detectives in your home are
brusque and business-like. One of the detectives, a burly
man, keeps referring to Anthony as Antwone, and each
time he gets it wrong, you feel as if someone has just spat in
your face. They routinely express their regret for your loss
and then ask if your child was involved in drugs or gangs.
You want to shout out that he wasn't, that Anthony was
headed to college in the fall and the closest brush he had had
with the law was a parking ticket, but you answer their
questions numbly and matter-of-factly, matching their
detachment with your own. During a lull in the questions,

you wander away and that's when it happens.
One of the detectives, the one who keeps getting your
son's name wrong, is on his cell phone in your kitchen. He
doesn't appear to see you come in. There's a broad smile on
his face. He says, "Yeah, it's a bad one. Antwone's full of
holes. I can pay off my Durango with all the overtime I'll
chalk up on this one." You lock eyes with the detective and
something hollow opens up inside you. You measure his
words. You run through it again in disbelief-your child,
your only child, full of holes. The money the detective will
make. The money the detective will make because your
child is full of holes. Your dead son isn't a person to him.
He's simply a source of income. And the hollow space in
you is filled with an intoxicating fury that runs through
your arms and legs like electrical current and, damn the
consequences, you want to smash your fist right in the
middle of the detective's smug, grinning face, and then find
out where he lives and take a baseball bat to his damn
Durango. Shatter all the windows, dent in the doors, knock
off the mirrors, crush the headlights. Try paying it off now
you scream, as you swing and swing and swing, each blow
struck in the name of your son, Anthony, not Antwone,
Anthony.

Y!:

U ARE A DETECTIVE WITH FIFTEEN YEARS ON HOMICIDE,

fteen years of seeing things you'd now rather unsee. You have just left a crime scene where a young
man named Antwone, a known drug dealer, was killed,
execution-style, in a cocaine deal gone bad. Now you're at
a fresh scene. Another shooting. An eighteen-year-old kid,
Anthony, killed in street crossfire. You run Anthony's name
and he comes back without a criminal record, but you still
suspect the shooting was drug or gang-related, because
most street homicides are. The kid looks bad, he's been shot
maybe fifteen times in the face and chest, and the mother is
beside herself with grief, but none of it affects you much.
It's not the first, and it won't be the last, mangled body
you'll come across.
It does you no good to get emotionally involved in
cases. Your role is to be an objective fact-finder. You need
distance from the victims. You don't want to come home to
your own family with the weight of a triple homicide or the
burden of another young life, snuffed out, stooping your
shoulders. So you've become jaded, unsentimental. You
wear a suit of emotional armor akin to plate mail. You're a
professional and you're good at what you do, so you investigate every lead and work every angle of the case, but in the
end, this is just a job. It's not who you are, it's just what you
do. While you're talking to the mother, you find yourself
mistakenly referring to her son as Antwone, the name of the
victim from the previous assignment you were on. You
apologize; all these similar killings blur together, especially
when you're tired. After a break in the questioning, you
walk into the kitchen out of earshot of the mother and call
one of your buddies, who is waiting for you at the bar. You
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tell him you won't be able to make it and when you tell him
why, you can't help thinking about the money. Sweet overtime. You have a car to pay off, and as you calculate the time
and a half in your head, spreading it out over six or seven
hours, you unconsciously break out into a grin. Then you
turn and see the mother there, standing in the kitchen, her
face set in a hard mask of sorrow and rage, and you wonder
how much she's heard, wonder if she'll file a formal
complaint against you, as you struggle to remember her
son's name-is it Anthony or Antwone?

*** *
U ARE A SINGLE MOTHER OF THREE CHILDREN, AND A

roperty owner who lives in a respectable neighborood. On Friday night, the new neighbors decide to
throw a party. By 8:00, there are forty people in their backyard and the heavy bass music is rattling the dishes in your
kitchen. You go over and knock on the door and a teenager
answers, standing unsteadily with beer in hand. He pitches
forward and sloshes some beer on your shirt, and then
closes the door in your face before you can get a word in.
You return home, your fuse rapidly shortening, and call the
police to report a loud party and underage drinking. It's
8:30p.m. At 9:00, the police still haven't arrived but the
party is in full swing. At 9:30, still no police, but you look
out the window and someone is urinating in your bushes.
You call the police again, your hands shaking with anger,
and demand a squad. A tele-communicator curtly informs
you that all officers are tied up on other assignments and a
squad will be sent to you as soon as one is available. 10:00
passes. 11:00. No sign of police, but plenty of raucous
laughter outside, and you have to be up tomorrow morning
at six with the kids. It's 11:30. The police aren't coming.
Nobody's coming. All at once, you want to pound on your
alderman's door, get the police chief on the line, and take a
three iron to the revelers outside your window.
Instead you find some earplugs, do your best to
comfort your children, one of whom is in hysterics from
being kept awake by the noise. You try to get some sleep.
You have just dozed off when you hear a loud knock at your
door. You check the clock. It's 12:30 a.m. You stumble
downstairs, look in the peephole, and curse under you
breath. It's the police. Four hours late. You open the door
and an officer asks you matter-of-factly if you called in a
noise complaint. You look next door where the sledgehammer bass and public urination have wrapped up for the
evening and all appears tranquil and orderly. To make
matters worse, one of the officers is looking at you as if to
say, "Why bother us with this, lady?" A look that suggests
you made the whole thing up. You are no longer a human
being. You are now Mt. Vesuvius, and you blow your top. In
a stream-of-consciousness rant, you inform the officers
that you pay taxes and are entitled to prompt police service,

ask them if they consider four hours to be prompt, instruct
them to write down their names and badge numbers, and
then demand a step-by-step accounting of their whereabouts for the entire evening. After all, how long can you
linger in the drive-through? How many donuts can one
person eat? How long of a nap can you take before it occurs
to you that maybe you should be out on the street doing
your goddamn job? When you're done, you're left redfaced and trembling with righteous indignation.

Y.

U ARE A POLICE OFFICER WORKING A CHAOTIC FRIDAY

ight where the gates of hell have opened up and
spilled their contents all over your district. It's 8:30
p.m. and you've already been sent to a shooting and a hitand-run rollover traffic accident that shattered both femurs
of an eight-year-old girl, an accident where no one had
insurance and where the paramedics informed you that the
girl's legs might not be saved. You haven't eaten yet, and
after you clear from your last scene, you pull into the drivethrough for a few quick burgers. Right after you order, you
receive an assignment. Another shooting. You peel out of
the drive-through without your food and arrive on the
scene, where you encounter a nightmarish blur of arterial
spray, combative family members, and evidence being
trampled underfoot. You call for backup, lots of it. They
send two more cars. Now all squads in the district are tied
up. All calls that aren't emergencies have been thrown on
the back burner. You wrap up at the shooting scene just after
midnight. Your shift ended over an hour ago and you're
aching to go home, but the dispatcher holds you over due to
the backlog of calls for service. This is the fourth night in a
row you're not going to be home on time. You have to be up
with your kids at six in the morning, and you know your
night has really just begun, and there's still no time to eat. At
about 12:30 a.m., you are sent to a noise nuisance in a
decent part of town. You check the computer log of the call

and see that it's four hours old. You suspect the caller is
going to be hot that the police didn't arrive earlier, and you
can hardly blame her, but you have no control over which
assignments you're sent to. Although the call is four hours
old, you were just assigned it five minutes ago. You arrive on
scene and don't hear any noise. The only sounds are from
your stomach, growling in protest from not having eaten
since noon. You debate with your partner about whether
even to knock on the caller's door. After all, she's probably
asleep by now and you don't want to wake her. But the
dispatcher informs you that the caller demanded to speak
with a squad, so you knock. After a moment, a woman
comes to the door. Her face is drawn and her eyes are puffy.
You look at her and wince. She will not be a satisfied
customer. And you're right; it isn't long before she's
shrieking. Shrieking something about noise, but the only
noise you hear is her. She starts in about badge numbers and
cracks about donuts and taking naps and then she insists
that you account for all of your time that evening. The
woman has squeezed her eyes shut and you stare at her,
your own temperature rising, and you vow that when she
opens her eyes, you are going to account for your time that
evening. You're going to give her a little window into your
night, take her on a brief tour of a place where the biggest
problem isn't some teenagers blowing off steam at a beer
party, but an uninsured eight-year-old girl with crushed legs
who will probably never bike or swim or walk again. A
night when you respond to a shooting scene and have to
stop an entire family from biting and clawing at each
other's faces, their struggles sending spent shell casings
skittering across the blood-streaked floor. Oh, yes, you're
going to tell her. You wait for her to open her eyes. You wait
to come to an understanding. You wait to connect. f

A.P. is a police officer in a Midwestern city.

JLatw
the college
James Paul Old
HE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 2000 WILL BE REMEMversion of the Electoral College, they rejected popular elecbered as one of the great fiascos of American polit- tion by an even wider margin.
ical history. The absurdities of hanging chads and
However, these votes did not settle the matter. On 19
butterfly ballots embarrassed a nation that considers itself a July several delegates argued that the convention was
model for democracies around the world. Many were giving the legislative branch too much control over the
disturbed that the candidate who received the most votes executive. Gouverneur Morris of Pennsylvania argued that
lost, and this has led to a not uncommon conclusion that the without an independent executive the Constitution would
time has come to address a strange anachronism of include no check on legislative tyranny. Instead, the execuAmerican politics-the Electoral College. Should it be tive "will be the tool of a faction, of some leading demaabolished? Or simply reformed? Or, is the best approach gogue in the Legislature." A President who is elected and
not to tinker with an institution that has served us for over re-elected by the legislature would be unlikely to check the
two hundred years? Perhaps the first step to answering legislature from exceeding its legitimate powers. James
these questions is to recall why the Electoral College was Madison agreed, arguing that "a coalition of the [executive
and legislative] powers would be more immediately and
created in the first place.
At the Constitutional Convention of 1787, an Electoral certainly dangerous to public liberty. It is essential then that
College was not the delegates' first choice. James the appointment of the Executive should either be drawn
Madison's notes on the debate tell us that a proposal to from some source, or held by some tenure, that will give
elect the chief executive by "Electors appointed by the him a free agency with regard to the Legislature."
several Legislatures of the individual States" was voted
These arguments apparently convinced the delegates,
down eight states to two on 17 July. Instead, the states who reversed their previous decision. Popular election,
voted to let the national legislature appoint the chief exec- however, was still too radical a notion. Instead, the deleutive. This decision reflected the delegates' fears that the gates returned to the previously rejected Electoral College
President might become a tyrant. At the time, Americans as a suitable compromise. This approach would free the
had limited experience with chief executives. The national executive branch from legislative dominance while
government under the first constitution, the Articles of avoiding the potential tumult of popular election. Later in
Confederation, had no executive branch, and most state the summer, the pot was sweetened for small states by
governors at the time were relatively weak. When the awarding electoral votes based on each states' total number
notion of a national chief executive was first suggested, the of representatives in the House and Senate-a deal that
idea probably brought to mind images of a monarchy that ensured disproportionate influence for smaller states.
Americans had just fought to be rid of. Thus the delegates
VER TWO HUNDRED YEARS LATER, DOES IT MAKE SENSE
took steps to control the potentially dangerous new office
to keep a system that was built on a compromise
that they were creating.
and that includes such obvious flaws? The
The most direct means to this end was to allow the
legislature to select and reappoint the person who held the Electoral College violates the basic democratic principle
powers. A few radicals argued for the most obvious alter- that the candidate preferred by the most voters wins. To
native to election by the legislature-election by the make matters worse, the constitutional provision allowing
people- but there were many objections. Delegates from states to award their electoral votes through whatever
small states feared that in a popular election only candi- method their legislature chooses effectively disenfrandates from the larger states could win. And many delegates chises millions of voters. Most states try to increase their
simply could not imagine allowing the common people to influence by awarding their votes as a bloc to the winner of
make such an important decision. George Mason of the state's popular vote. Individual votes for candidates
Virginia scoffed, "It would be as unnatural to refer the other than a state's plurality winner have no effect on the
choice of a proper character for chief Magistrate to the nationwide outcome. This leads most candidates to focus
people, as it would, to refer a trial of colors to a blind man." their campaigns on swing states and to ignore voters in less
On the same day that the delegates first voted down a competitive states. No one can know how many minority
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party voters (Democrats in Utah or Republicans in
Massachusetts, for example) conclude that voting simply is
not worth their time.
These flaws in the Electoral College are undeniable,
but there are also strong arguments for keeping it. One is
that a nationwide, popular election might create even more
election chaos. After a disputed election-especially one as
close as the 2000 election-we might have to recount every
precinct nationwide. Every butterfly ballot and minor
mistake by election officials throughout the country would
be the subject of litigation. If the 2000 election had taken
place under those circumstances, we might still be sorting
things out. Instead, recounts were necessary only in
Florida. Under the Electoral College, minor irregularities
in states where the popular vote was not close, although
important matters of local concern, will not provoke a
national crisis. The Electoral College system compartmentalizes our national elections and thus makes them more
manageable.
Another argument in favor of the Electoral College is
similar to the one made by small state delegates in 1787. In
a nationwide popular election, enough votes could be
found in large population centers to make campaigning in
less-populated areas strategically unwise. Presidential
candidates likely would tailor their campaigns to the interests and concerns of urban voters and ignore issues that
matter to the rest of the country. Of course, many parts of
the country already are ignored under the current system,
but once the candidates focus on a particular state they
canvas its every corner. A trip to a tiny farming community
in northwest Iowa would be a waste of time during a nationwide popular election, but in the Electoral College it could
secure Iowa's seven electoral votes. To this argument, Yale
political scientist Robert Dahl objects that the particular
minority groups most overrepresented in the Electoral
College (primarily white voters in agricultural or natural
resource rich states with low population densities) are not
those most disadvantaged by other aspects of the American
system. Why should rural voters in places like Wyoming
and Alaska have an advantage over the urban poor in New
York and Chicago? Dahl's objection ignores the fact that
the voters advantaged by the current system are not necessarily those in small states, but those in states with competitive elections. Candidates are drawn to rural voters only
when the election in their state is close, and the urban poor
are no less likely than anyone else to live in states with
strong two-party competition. Although under the
Electoral College, many voters are left out of the campaign,
nevertheless, candidates are likely to build a broader electoral coalition than they would under a nationwide popular
vote.
One last argument in favor of the Electoral College is
its ability to produce decisive elections. Narrow victories
of a few percentage points can translate into Electoral
College landslides. Of course, these are largely phantom

landslides that produce no mandate. George W. Bush, his
Electoral College majority not withstanding, was hardly
legitimized by a system that selected him over a candidate
who received more votes. However, a nationwide popular
election would have a similar problem. If a candidate could
be elected with a simple plurality, a fringe figure in an election with several competitive candidates could win the
Presidency with as little as fifteen or twenty percent of the
vote. Plurality winners are not uncommon under our
current system, but the complexities of the Electoral
College reinforce a two-party system by favoring large
organizations that can compete in many different parts of
the country at once. This discourages fragmentation of the
electorate and keeps our Presidents' electoral percentages
reasonably high. Not since 1860 has a candidate won the
Presidency with less than forty percent of the popular vote.
Some reformers have suggested a two-stage election in
which the top two candidates in the first stage would
contest a run-off election. Unfortunately, this idea is
quickly confronted by the political reality that has
protected the Electoral College. Any substantial change
would require a constitutional amendment, and any such
amendment could easily by blocked by states that prefer the
current system. If the impetus for change that existed after
the 2000 election was not enough, it is hard to imagine a jolt
strong enough to make the difference.

T

HERE ARE OPTIONS FOR REFORM SHORT OF ABOLISHING

the Electoral College. Two states, Maine and
Nebraska, already choose not to award their electoral votes as a bloc. In these states, a candidate receives one
electoral vote for winning the popular vote in each congressional district and two for winning statewide. This Election
Day, voters in Colorado decided a referendum to award
their electoral votes proportionate to the state's popular
vote. If either approach were adopted by the remaining
states, millions of Americans currently living in noncompetitive states would find that their votes suddenly
mattered. This change could be made without sacrificing
the Electoral College's current advantages of compartmentalization, regional balance, and producing clear winners.
However, many states believe that they benefit from
awarding their electoral votes as a bloc and would be
unwilling to change. Even this relatively simple reform will
not occur without a constitutional amendment forcing it on
the states, and no constitutional amendment is likely to pass
any time soon.
Perhaps some visionary statesman will broker a new
Great Compromise, much like the compromise that
produced the Constitution of 1787. If the small states gave
up their disproportionate Electoral College representation, perhaps the large states would give up the advantage
of bloc voting. Electoral votes could be awarded to each
state based on the size of its delegation in the House of
Representatives alone, and each electoral vote could be

awarded individually. Although the nation would be better
off if it accomplished reform along these lines, the political
obstacles remain. For the time being, the Electoral College
will not be changed. The smallest states will continue to
have a disproportionate number of votes; large and
competitive states will continue to receive a disproportionate amount of attention. Many voters in the remaining
states will continue to feel ignored, and some will choose
not to vote. Presidents without popular majorities are
likely to be the norm, and occasionally we will have a
President lacking even a popular plurality. All this will be

frustrating, but our democracy will survive. For over two
hundred years, the Electoral College has done the job.
Elections in the United States have never been perfect, but
they almost always have been peaceful. They are likely to
continue to be so. That is not a good argument against
reform, but it is an accurate assessment of our political
reality. f

James Paul Old teaches political science at Valparaiso
University.
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Ryan L. Futrell
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piety and politics
Jeanne Heffernan
IGHLY COMPETITIVE PRESIDENTIAL RACE IS BOUND TO

et off rhetorical fireworks, typically generating
ore heat than light, and this election season has
been no exception. What is noteworthy, however, is the
amount of heat (and precious little light) generated
regarding the topic of religion and politics. Two recurring
claims merit particular attention, since they bear upon our
most basic understanding of religious commitments and
the nature of democracy. The first is the claim that public
officials should not appeal to their religious beliefs in
making policy decisions; the second is that churchmen
should not interfere with the decision-making of public
officials. The former will occupy me here.
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.'s recent polemic against
President Bush is a good example of the first claim. (See
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "Holy War," Playboy, November
2004.) The eminent historian rails against what he
considers Bush's aggressive religiosity, insisting that it
marks a dramatic departure from his predecessors. While
previous presidents have on occasion referred to religion
and, more rarely, to their personal convictions, Schlesinger
considers Bush's religiosity unique-and troubling. He
catalogues several features of this presidency that reflect a
problematic blend of religion and politics: Bush's public
avowals of Christianity, confidence that his election was
marked by divine appointment, and his recourse to divine
guidance on political matters.
Schlesinger's first objection recalls Teddy Roosevelt's
opposition to the motto "In God We Trust" on the nation's
coinage. T. R. was not concerned about violating the establishment clause. Rather, his disapproval of the motto was,
as Schlesinger himself has pointed out, aesthetic, not
constitutional. (See Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "When
Patriotism Wasn't Religious," New York Times, 7 July
2002.) There was something unseemly to him about this
application; seeking to promote religious devotion, it, in
fact, trivialized it.
The Roosevelt example is an important one in two
ways. It reminds us, first, that not every criticism of civil
religion rests on First Amendment grounds and, second,
that a concern for piety, not the secular state, can prompt
resistance to public religious professions. So when
observers object to Bush's frequent invocation of God, it is
important to tease out the basis of the objection. It is
possible, though in most cases unlikely, that the critics are

animated by a respect for religious belief.
Schlesinger's second and third objections are more
serious. And they have been echoed not only by partisan
Democrats, but also by Republican loyalists like Bruce
Bartlett. The two-part criticism runs along these lines:
Bush's confidence that his presidency is a divinely
appointed mission gives him a dogmatic certitude on policy
judgments that admits of no scrutiny. Describing Bush's
"faith-based presidency," Ron Suskind notes that rather
than offer explanations of his decisions to various
inquirers-including high-ranking Congressional leaders
and even cabinet members-the president has simply said
that "he relied on his 'gut' or his 'instinct' to guide the ship
of state, and then he 'prayed over it."' More troubling still
for Suskind is that "[o]nce he makes a decision-often
swiftly, based on a creed or moral position-he expects
complete faith in its rightness."
If these critics have the facts straight, they have identified a real problem. If Bush's modus operandi has been
rightly characterized, it bespeaks a basic misunderstanding
of the relationship between religious faith and political
leadership. Indeed, even if political decision-making were
not at issue, the mode described above-a kind of individualistic pietism-would still be problematic. Spiritual
masters of the Christian tradition exhort the faithful to test
the fruit of individual discernment in light of scripture,
Church teaching, and the praying community; they urge
their brethren to seek the counsel of the wise and holy,
those further along in the Christian life. Decisions
regarding individual vocation are, in important respects, a
communal matter.

T

HE PROPER MODE OF DISCIPLESHIP, THEN, IS APPROPRI-

ately concerned with progress in living in accordance with eternal truths. How much more fitting,
then, is a searching and deliberative mode in the realm of
politics, which concerns the application of different levels
of principle in a world of contingencies? To have a gut
instinct, even one prayerfully discovered, is not enough.
The instinct may be right and the prayer genuine, but a
sound political decision will only be reached through
rational analysis. And most often, this requires common
deliberation and argument, especially the more complex
the issue. Providing explanations, entertaining criticism,
seeking the counsel of the wise, even revising policy deci-

sions when necessary is not a show of weakness but of
prudence.
Bush's critics err, however, in judging his "faith-based
presidency" a violation of the separation of church and
state. This is a basic category mistake. The establishment
clause, rightly understood, bars the creation of a national
church; even liberal jurisprudence, which has vastly
expanded its terms, restricting states, local governments,
and schools, has not gone so far as to constrain the decisionmaking process of individual officials. So the hue and cry
over the wall of separation in this instance is misplaced.
A deeper error should be of greater concern. Beyond
the criticism of Bush's public use of religious language and
his certitude-borne-of-faith, is the charge that the president
has illegitimately applied a religious test to public policy.
Religion, it is implied, should not inform political judgments. Schlesinger, for instance, criticizes Bush's foreign
policy, faith-based initiatives, opposition to abortion and
embryonic stem cell research as religiously driven. In each
of these instances, he insists, Bush has failed to keep the
spheres of religion and politics properly separate.
UT HOW VIABLE IS THIS DISTINCTION? CAN OUR POLITical and religious concerns be so neatly distinguished? Various examples from American politics
suggest otherwise. And given that those most likely to
sound the constitutional alarm on church-state issues are
liberal, it's instructive to draw upon progressive examples.
Consider John Kerry, who declared in the third presidential
debate, "I think that everything you do in public life has to
be guided by your faith .... That's why I fight for equality
and justice. All of those things come out of that fundamental teaching and belief of faith." Bracketing the glaring
inconsistency in Kerry's position-his faith animates his
political action on poverty and the environment, but not on
abortion-Kerry has publicly claimed the relevance of religious faith to public policy. Taking an earlier example,
Martin Luther King's political activism was borne of
Christian conviction and a clear sense of prophetic mission.
As is evident in his Letter From Birmingham Jail, the epistemic clarity of King's position was yielded by religious
insights. One of the most famous documents in American
letters appeals directly to Augustine and Aquinas for its
understanding of law and political action. Likewise, the
progressive movements of the nineteenth century were
decidedly Christian in inspiration. It was precisely a religious conviction about equality that animated leading
abolitionists and women's suffragists like Wendell Phillips
and Lucretia Mott. In both cases there was a theologically
informed appraisal of a moral evil matched by a corresponding resolution to defeat it. Ultimately, these reformers
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would not be satisfied until the foundational principle of
equality, illuminated by Christian revelation, was
enshrined in public law. No neat separation of religion and
politics here.
It is on the gravest issues of public life, in fact, that the
strict distinction between secular and religious breaks
down; so, too, does the restriction on the public discourse
of religious believers. Issues of great moment, such as
slavery and abortion, inevitably implicate our vision of the
cosmos, or what Reinhold Niebuhr called the nature and
destiny of man. When these matters are the subject of
public law, it is reasonable that citizens and legislators alike
consider a range of resources at their disposal. And theological resources are especially apt here, for they uniquely
shed light on the foundational questions at the heart of
these issues.
Just as religious wisdom should be considered a legitimate source of guidance on political subjects, the field of
democratic deliberation should be wide open to people of
faith. As Jonathan Chaplin has argued, upon entering the
public square, religious believers ought to be free to invoke
"confessional discourse" in their political advocacy, so long
as the goals they pursue are properly political, that is,
pertain to the public interest and not to sectarian advantage. While prudence, he notes, might counsel the use of a
different discourse, religious citizens should not be
impeded from invoking the deepest sources of their convictions. When these believers articulate what changes in law
and policy are required by their confessional beliefs,
however, they will, like every citizen, have to make political
arguments.
ELIGIOUS MOTIVATION, GUT INSTINCTS, AND PRAYER DO

R

not a statesman make. Nor are they incompatible
with it. For Christians, they are indispensable to
sound leadership, but they aren't sufficient. These
elements need the accompaniment of political prudence.
Looking back again historically, we find an example of this
rare combination in Abraham Lincoln, whom Arthur
Schlesinger describes as having "the most acute religious
insight" of all American presidents. Possessed of a deeply
religious sense, humility, and keen moral vision, Lincoln
found slavery to be a contradiction of Christian principles
and an offense against the founding premise of the
republic. And he engaged in distinctly political deliberation on the matter, entertaining challenges to and
providing lengthy arguments for his position-Christian
citizenship and democratic discourse at its best. f
Jeanne Heffernan now teaches in the humanities program
at Villanova University.

century on the morality of warfare.
Each of these new volumes
collects shorter essays, although
O'Donovan's opening chapter is a
Michael Walzer, Arguing about War. series of four connected lectures first
New Haven & London: Yale delivered at the University of
Aberdeen. Of his essays, Walzer
University Press, 2004.
writes : "None of these essays was
published in a standard academic
The
moral
understanding journal. ... They are all political acts."
governing recourse to war and what In the essays one will find Walzer
may be done in war is very old and commenting on and arguing about
quite complex, but it is also constantly many of the places where in recent
developing in response to changed years warfare has been waged-the
Kosovo,
conditions. Weapons systems change, first Gulf War, Iraq,
recourse to terror becomes wide- Israel/Palestine. O'Donovan's essays
spread, old problems (such as ethnic are less occasional, but they still
divisions) resurface, international address many particular problemsbodies such as the U.N. become simul- e.g., biological weapons, war crimes
taneously more important and less trials, economic sanctions-with
credible. In the face of such changes considerable attention to detail.
one goes back to the moral rules that
It would, however, be fruitless in a
have developed over time, but one short review to analyze our authors'
goes back not just to apply these rules views on the many particular issues to
but also to rethink them. That is which they attend. Readers can do this
precisely what Oliver O'Donovan, an for themselves, and, in doing so, they
Anglican theologican at Oxford will encounter in O'Donovan a
University, and Michael Walzer, a well powerful theological mind, and in
known political theorist in this Walzer a graceful and realistic analysis
country, attempt in their recently offered by a man on the political left.
published books.
Here I will focus on just a few general
Each author has written previ- issues that frame each author's
ously on the morality of warfare. concern and that, in addition, accenO'Donovan's Peace and Certainty tuate the rather different points from
(1989} offered a theological critique of which their reflection upon warfare
the desire for what Kant called begins.
"perpetual peace" -a desire that,
Among the most interesting
O'Donovan argued, lay (disastrously) aspects of Walzer's essays are the
behind the policies of deterrence that changes of (his own) mind that he
had been adopted in a nuclear age. notes and explains. These may be
Walzer's just and Unjust Wars (first especially interesting for anyone who
published in 1977 and reissued in has read Just and Unjust Wars, but
second and third editions since then) Walzer's prose is lucid enough that the
has been one of the most widely read issues will come alive even for those
and influential works in the last half who have not read his earlier work.

Oliver O'Donovan, The Just War
Revisited. Cambridge University
Press, 2003.

Three changes in particular are worth
noting here.
At several places in different
essays Walzer notes that he has gradually become more open to the possibility of military intervention (especially but certainly not only by the
U.S.) for humanitarian purposes, even
when such mililtary action is not a
defense against any immediate threat
to the intervening country. The
horrors of our world sometimes (too
often) require such intervention. ''All
states have an interest in global
stability and even in global humanity,
and in the case of the wealthy and
powerful states like ours, this interest
is seconded by obligation."
The difficulty, though, is that it
may be harder to get out than it was to
get in. "Exit strategies can rarely be
designed in advance," as Walzer notes,
"and a public commitment to exit
within such and such a time would give
the hostile forces a strong incentive to
lie low and wait. Better to stay home
than to intervene in a way that is sure
to faiL" The standard view of humanitarian intervention-which Walzer
himself explicated and defended in his
earlier work-depicts intervention as
having a simple, negative aim: to
remove a tyrant doing bloody
(perhaps genocidal) work. And,
having removed him, to withdraw.
"Help them, and then leave them to
manage as best they can by themselves." Alas, however, we live in a
world in which many "failed states"
are so riven by internal divisions and
resentments that a quick withdrawal is
simply a recipe for the reappearance of
brutality. Hence, Walzer has also
become increasingly willing to defend
long-term military occupations.

Just as interesting is Walzer's new
readiness to consider the complexities
of "preemptive" war (though he did
not consider the U.S. decision to
invade Iraq a genuine case of preemption). What he sees, though, is the way
notions of imminent threat must be
rethought in a world in which there
will be no time to respond defensively
if certain weapons are fired first.
"Perhaps the gulf between preemption
and prevention has now narrowed so
that there is little strategic (and therefore little moral) difference between
them."
Finally, Walzer notes, while traditional just war thinking has focused on
jus ad bellum (the justice of going to
war) and jus in bello (justice in war),
we must now increasingly begin to
think about jus post bellum (justice
after the war). Though it may be
unlikely, it is possible, Walzer thinks,
"to fight an unjust war and then
produce a decent postwar political
order." To the degree such an upshot is
possible, our moral analysis must not
stop with debates about the justice of
going to and conducting war. "We
have to be able to argue about aftermaths as if this were a new argumentbecause, though it often isn't, it might
be. The Iraq war is a case in point. The
American debate about whether to
fight doesn't seem particularly relevant to the critical issues in the debate
about the occupation: how long to
stay, how much to spend, when to
begin the transfer of power-and,
finally, who should answer those questions."
Perhaps the most important way
to bring Walzer's analysis into contact
with O'Donovan's is to focus on what
is, in most people's minds, the first
justification for war: defense of a
people's common life when it is threatened-a justification that Walzer, in
particular, affirms, though it creates
difficulties for him. He wants to grant
that nations may do things for the sake
of their collective survival and their
"way of life" which we would never
permit to individuals, but he struggles
to find a justification for this that does
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not make "a fetish," an object of irrational reverence, of one's society.
O'Donovan begins not from any
need that our way of life or our
communities should survive but with
the claim that God's peace is the ontological truth of creation and the goal of
history. Ways of life-and peoplesare not ultimately set over against each
other. We could not learn this,
however, from any natural law, which,
O'Donovan believes, could only teach
us that many of the most important human virtues-self-sacrifice,
contempt for death, magninimity in
victory-are most likely to be cultivated in the midst of conflict. Hence,
reason cannot demonstrate that
warfare undermines the development
of human culture and nobility.
(Indeed, those who think so must be
encouraged to read the Iliad.) The
opposition to warfare is, therefore,
what O'Donovan terms "a distinctively evangelical rejection," a practical demand laid upon us by the
gospel. "Christians refused to go
along with this controlled recognition
of antagonistic praxis and its associated virtues." (We might note in
passing that some may find jarring the
notion that there could be evangelical
"demands," but what O'Donovan's
discussion makes clear is that without
a willingness to speak in this way
Christian political practice will very
likely draw its shape from the
surrounding culture rather than from
anything distinctively Christian.)
Having used the language of evangelical counter-praxis, O'Donovan
might now be expected to move-as,
for example, John Milbank and
Stanley Hauerwas do-to some
version of Christian pacifism. His
next move, however, is far more interesting, and far more deeply connected
to the central themes of Christian
political thought. Although commitment to God's peace takes "pastoral
shape as mutual forgiveness," that is
not its only shape. It includes also the
secular power of "judgment"
bestowed by God upon government" not final judgment, but judgment as

the interim provisiOn of God's
common grace, promismg the
dawning of God's final peace. This,
too, is a word (not the first or last
word, but an interim word) of evangelical proclamation." That is to say,
the political act is fundamentally
"judgment," and God uses such acts of
provisional judgment to preserve the
creation toward the kingdom he
creates through the risen Christ.
These political acts of judgment are,
therefore, measures by which a
gracious God preserves the world
toward the peace that is its final goal.
From this angle, warfare is not some
special activity existing beyond the
boundaries of ordinary morality, but,
rather, "an extraordinary extension of
ordinary acts of judgment." It should
be waged not simply for reasons of
self-defense-or, even, communal
survival--but in the service of universal
justice. Indeed, in his discussion of the
war against Iraq, O'Donovan suggests
that-since the purpose of war must
be judgment rather than selfdefense-a war undertaken purely for
purposes of self-defense must be questioned. This invites us, though, to
wonder whether political authorities
are placed and authorized by God
simply to make judgments in general,
or whether their acts of judgment
ought to pay special attention to the
needs of those whom they govern and
for whom they are responsible. It is
not clear, to me at least, that anything
in O'Donovan's general view should
rule out such special responsibility.
O'Donovan is especially good at
placing our thinking about war into a
theological context without permitting that context to destroy important
distinctions. Thus, for example, in his
very illuminating discussion of the
requirement that non-combatants not
be targeted in warfare, he pauses to
wonder why we should think this. "In
the eyes of God the soul of a soldier is
of no less value than the soul of a
milkman: why hesitate, we may
wonder, to kill the milkman, if we do
not hesitate to kill the soldier? But
then, in the eyes of God the soul of a

criminal is of no less value than the present or the obsession with experisoul of an innocent citizen: why hesi- enced and remembered past?
tate to imprison the innocent citizen, if Whatever it is, it manifests itself in and
we do not hesitate to imprison the through relationships, the achievecriminal? In enacting judgment we are ment of which brings new life and the
not invited to assume the all-seeing failure of which compounds hopelessview of God, before whom no man ness.
"Peace forces us to invent our
living is justified, though we may
never forget that God does, in fact, future selves," writes Aldred Leith,
have that view. We have a specific one of the principal characters in
human duty laid upon us, which is to Shirley Hazzard's The Great Fire, in a
distinguish innocent and guilt as far as letter to an erstwhile brother in arms.
is given us in the conduct of human Throughout the remainder of the
affairs, not in order to question the book, which represents Hazzard's
equality of all human persons before much-ballyhooed return to fiction
God, but in order to respect the limits novels after a two-decade hiatus, the
which God sets upon our invasion of characters go about this process of
other people's lives."
invention with differing degrees of
Moralists, including ecclesiastical success. Unlike so many novels about
ones, are, as O'Donovan emphasizes, people trying to make it through a war,
"without authority." That is, their this book narrates the struggles of
thinking and reasoning can and should those trying to make it through the
do no more than clear a clarifying peace.
While the context of war brings an
space within which those entrusted
with political responsibility can actu- intensity to everything, making it
ally make decisions, engage in acts of through the peace requires the manujudgment. Churches all too often facture of that intensity, even in relaforget these limits, preferring simply tionship. What is it that makes relato offer conclusions-and, as a result, tionship so satisfying? Is it not the
are far less helpful than they might be. ephemerality, the prospect of evenBut for anyone interested in serious tual, if not imminent, loss? Each of the
practical reasoning about the morality characters in the novel betrays a restof warfare in our world, these two lessness for relationship that circumbooks-written from quite different stances, or their own neuroses, render
perspectives-will generate insight difficult to achieve and maintain.
and deepen understanding.
"One reason men go on fighting is
that it seems to simplify." Hazzard
Gilbert Meilaender
gives us characters who are complex,
perhaps because they have stopped
fighting, and we are to sense a certain
loss in this. Victory may be as hard to
Shirley Hazzard, The Great Fire: A swallow as defeat. War made all work
Novel. New York: Farrar, Straus & seem meaningful and urgent; peace
makes even the necessary seem
Giroux, 2003.
mundane, and home is never what it
Each of us knows someone whose seemed to be in the homesickness of
life has been defined by one, often the trenches. Yet the impulse is to go
traumatic, event. For many that have home and embrace the mundane.
lived through war, there is no escape After war, it seems indeed that many
from the long shadow it casts. It colors are "settling for a future without cointhe remainder of their life in a distinct cidence or luck."
hue, a hue that cannot be defined, only
This novel treats us to characters
described. Is it sadness of or indiffer- who think of themselves not as heroes
ence to loss, the relief or guilt of but as survivors, and this is how the
survival, the resolve to live in the reader is compelled to view them,

either because the characters lack the
confidence that one expects from a
hero or heroine, or because we come
to know each of them and their flaws
too well.
The novel is set in 1947 and the
centerpiece of the narrative is the love
between Aldred Leith and Helen
Driscoll. We are never sure what to
make of this love; Aldred, a WWII vet,
is thirty-two years old and seems out
for another adventure and "discoveries to which he sensed himself accessible; that would alter him, as one is
altered, involuntarily, by a great work
of art or an effusion of silent knowledge." For the moment, this meant a
stint as an observer of post-atomic
bomb Hiroshima. Helen is only seventeen, but wise and perhaps sad beyond
her years. She is always found, by her
parents' design, at the side of her
terminally ill brother, "an abuse,"
which "was as yet her sole salvation."
Torn apart by circumstances, Aldred
and Helen spend much of the narrative nearly as far apart as possible, he in
England and she in New Zealand.
Other characters are written into the
mix but none as well developed or
memorable as this lovesick couple.
Hazzard reveals the dislocation of
war without discussing the war itself in
any detail. The shadow of the recently
ended conflict and the birth of the
Cold War seems a plausible explanation for everyone's woes, exonerating
their own poor choices or character.
Many good authors have the
ability to make observations that
everyone has thought but not articulated. Hazzard has a talent for observations that require you to think a bit
before you conclude that they do have
a ring of truth. What color is a man's
voice? Is it true that "the capacity for
affection must be kept current if it is
not to diminish into postcards?" Her
insistence on the importance of
gender differences, when accounting
for responses to events and stimuli, is
thought provoking and refreshingly
free of an oppression hermeneutic.
She is even able to indulge in the
kind of post-colonial snobbery that

only a colonial cosmopolite could
hope to get away with. As she describes
rural New Zealand: "Remoteness had
generated a fear of occasion, and the
populace clung to the safety of its small
concerns, just as their forebears had
clung to these islands, greeting them as
rafts and spars in the wild ocean,
rather than as a destination."
The Great Fire demonstrates an
ease with historical detail that reveals a
knowledge earned first hand. Indeed,
one senses that this book could only
have been written by a person of
Hazzard's generation and experience.
She is as comfortable navigating the
thicket of languages and historical and
geographical references in Asia as
those of Europe or the Antipodes.
For all its considerable merits, the
book is surprisingly easy to put down.
It is difficult to say whether it is
because of the lack of a particularly
engaging story line or the sadness that
permeates the account. Yet one cannot
lay the book aside without moments of
reflection on some of Hazzard's more
profound insights. A thick but
rewarding read.
Brent Whitefield

Robert W. Jenson, On Thinking the
Human: Resolutions of Difficult
Notions. Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2003.
We get one or two minds like this
in a generation. And it is the quality
and character of Robert Jenson's mind
that constitutes the attraction of the
short book before us.
In the final phase of his career,
Jenson is Senior Scholar for Research
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at the Center of Theological Inquiry at stimulating and helpful in all six of his
Princeton
University.
Given chapters, two are worthy of note. The
Princeton's historic links to the first one-in which the author invites
Reformed tradition, this is a perfect readers to try to imagine their own
place for him. Somewhat hidden deaths, and then carefully observe
among Jenson's many distinguished what follows-contains a special
works is America's Theologian (1988), energy. It was written first, and
a recommendation of and profoundly provides a paradigm for the remaining
Reformed theological engagement chapters.
with one of Princeton's early presiThe writing of the chapter on
dents-Jonathan Edwards. This is an wickedness was begun the Monday
indicator of Jenson's intellectual after September 11,2001. The result is
range, because as many of the readers surely one of the most fruitful, short
of this journal will know, his theolog- meditations that you will ever read on
ical slant on the Reformation is the evil of that dark day, laced with
Lutheran and-to an extent- intriguing references to an early
Lutheran dispute about original sin
Catholic.
As the book's subtitle implies, On and to the role that the commonsenThinking the Human is about six sical substance/accident schema,
puzzles everyone seems to encounter inherited from Aristotle, still plays in
when thinking about themselves, and our thinking about ourselves.
about the capacity of the Christian
Finishing the book, I did find
doctrine of the Trinity to help myself wishing for a little more intelbelievers resolve them. So doggedly lectual generosity of spirit from Dr.
does Jenson stick to this formula that, Jenson. When he disagrees with a
as he writes in the Preface, the reader major thinker, as he does with
may find herself saying around Heidegger in the opening chapter,
chapter three or four: "Here we go Jenson's tone can turn patronizing and
with the Trinity again!" To which almost dismissive. Compared with
Jenson imagines himself replying, other theologians of similar rank, such
"Well-Yes."
as Douglas John Hall, Jenson occaSo, particularly given the book's sionally is not as fair as we expect that
brevity, we do encounter a certain he could be.
But if you have yet to read
predictability here. In more ordinary
hands, such a design would be a recipe anything by Jenson, this is a good place
for boredom, for a bad book. But to start. I am not saying that it is a good
again, these hands are not ordinary place to start because it is easy. Start
ones. In On Thinking the Human, we here, rather, because the book introfind ourselves wrestling with a series duces you to one of our finest living
of real questions that provoke a first- theologians, and to the discipline of
constructive theology itself.
rate mind.
How are we to think about our
own death, or about consciousness, or
freedom, or reality, or wickedness or
love? Though Jenson's reflections are Wayne G. Boulton

rchce Arc:rticc
"and glory shone around" & Christmas busy-ness
(first published in December 1955)
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VER THE PAST TWO MONTHS, WE

have been re-reading the
Gospels according to St. Luke
and St. John, trying to get a clearer
picture of the Man Whose birthday is,
even today, the world's most universally celebrated holiday. We tried to
read the accounts of his life and
preaching as though for the first time,
setting aside as well as we could whatever interpretations men have put
upon them. Naturally, we found it
impossible to come anywhere close to
a full realization of our objective.
Nevertheless, the experience was a
rewarding one, and what follows are
some impressions and some musings
that arise out of having made the
attempt.
One impression, perhaps not a
very significant one, that struck us
with surprising force in re-reading the
Gospels was that of a certain divine
cantankerousness in our Lord. People
talk about "gentle Jesus, meek and
mild." We don't know where that
picture of Jesus derives from, but it
certainly does not derive from the
Gospels.
A second impression-indeed
more than an impression, a clear-cut
conviction-is that Jesus of Nazareth
most certainly did claim to be the
Messiah ofJewish hope and prophesy,
the Son of God. This is evident both
from His own words and from the
reactions of the Jewish people. It is
impossible to read the Gospels and
come up with the fatuous conclusion
that His disciples claimed for Him a
divinity which He Himself had not
claimed. His contemporaries knew
well enough what He meant when He
asserted, "Before Abraham was, I am."
Such a claim, spoken within the

context of Jewish thought, could only
have been a) reprehensible blasphemy
or b) the ranting of a lunatic or c) the
self-revelation of the true Messiah.
These are also, for all practical
purposes, the only legitimate conclusions that modern man can arrive at as
he confronts the person and claims of
Jesus of Nazareth.
It is hard to believe that God could
or would have lived on earth as man.
Worse still, it is not a happy thought
that He could have walked the earth as
man, and yet remained God, for His
having done so would suggest that
man, as man, has the capacity for
containing the divine. This plays hob
without pleasant rationalization of
man as an imperfect creature struggling up toward perfection and
suggests that perhaps man really is a
fallen creature, a caricature of what he
once was and of what he was meant to
be. God could not have taken on the
form of a devil, or of an elephant, or of
a tree, and manifested His glory. But
He was "manifest in the flesh."
Christmas, then, shines and
sparkles with the glory of God. But it
shines and sparkles also with the glory
of man.
Lost and condemned
mankind may be, foolish and vain may
be all of men's thoughts, but it is nevertheless true that "the Word was made
flesh and dwelt among us," and that in
this flesh "we beheld His glory, the
glory as of the only-begotten of the
Father."
It is against the background of the
Incarnation of our Lord that Christian
people and the Christian Ch.urch view
and judge man. Even Spengler himself
could not have been more aware of the
demonic in man and in mankind than
is Christianity, but the Christian view

of man asserts that while men have
been possessed by demons our human
frame was once the habitation of the
Eternal God.
Man is not, therefore, an animal to
be driven or pushed around. He is "a
figure like unto the Son of God." At his
highest, man is a creature whose
company God desires through eternity. At his lowest, man is a horror in
the universe whose very presence is an
affront to God. But let it be said that
man could not be such a horror if he
had not been created with so grand a
potential. God does not damn the
boar to eternal punishment, possibly
because the boar has no capacity for
disordering the universe. Man has
capacity and, therefore, must be
denied the opportunity.
Seeing, as we do, through a mirror
darkly, we can speak only in images
and in jerky, disconnected sentences.
But certainly there is in the story of our
Lord's Incarnation a whole world of
significance which we Christians have
only barely begun to explore and
which our non-Christian friends have
not even suspected might exist. It is
pleasant for children to concerntrate
upon Baby Jesus lying in the stall but
we who are no longer children are
called to wrestle with the Christmas
story. Here is God, lying in a stable,
while the heavens rejoice. Why is He
here and why should the heavens care?
Why did He have to, or want to,
complicate matters by becoming one
of us?
Perhaps, at the moment, it is
enough that we thank Him that, for
whatever reason, He did become one
of us. But as we move away from the
angel songs and the glory shining from
the heavens, as we move on towards

Gethsemane and the place of the skull,
the questions will rise with new
urgency and insistence. All of this
means something, not merely in the
musings of the theologian or the
sermons of the pastor, but in the
moment-by-moment living of our
lives. It is the greatest concern of the
Christian to understand, a little better
every day, what that meaning is.

** * *

I

F THERE SHOULD BE A REVISION OF

the litugy anytime soon, we would
like to suggest that there be added
to the Litany a petition which would
run something along these lines:
"From the officiousness of wellmeaning brethren, good Lord, deliver
us." And we are not trying to be
humorous, either, for one of the great
hinderances to the living of a devout
and holy life in the Twentieth Century
is the sheer pressure of the demands
made upon our time by churchconnected activities which, while not
actually wrong, are of doubtful value.
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These activities are most pressing at
the very season of the year when one
could most wish to have a little time
for quiet meditation, Christmas.
In a typical family in a typical
congregation, Christmas time means,
for the father, planning organizing,
and staging the Men's Club Christmas
dinner, helping to decorate the
church, transporting offspring to
rehearsals for the Sunday School
program and the day school program,
perhaps rehearsing with the choir, and
perhaps helping out with the
Christmas seal drive, plus of course
parallel community Christmas activities; for the mother, working on the
Church's community Christmas
display, perhaps serving at church
organizations' Christmas dinners,
baking cookies for the school's
Christmas party, perhaps rehearsing
with the choir, perhaps attending
Sunday school program rehearsals.
Much of the real burden, however,
falls upon the children who are
expected to present, annually, more
polished performances of more intricate songs and pageants. A certain
number of the children can be

expected to crack under the pressure,
but the show must go on and it must
reflect credit upon teachers and
parents.
Behind all of this hoorah there is,
we know, a kindly disposition and a
real desire to add to our enjoyment of
the happiest and most blessed season
of the year. But that is just the point.
Within reasonable limits, we would
like to enjoy the privilege of capturing
the joy of the season in our own way. It
doesn't particularly warm us to sit at a
long table in an overheated hall and eat
ham with 300 other people, even
though they be our brethren in the
faith. We get less pleasure from a
troupe of prematurely adult children
performing
medieval
Slavonic
Christmas chants than we would get
from listening to the kids, in their
sweetly off-key natural way, shouting
the old standby carols. And as for
decorations, skip the cute lighting
effects and the galvanized scrub evergreens and give us a big cedar hung
with gaudy ornaments.
And above all else, give us some
time to think, to remember, and to
reJOice.
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front coverElaine V. Lasky was a landscape painter and art therapist until she made an extended sojourn to Assisi, Italy, where the
spirit of St. Francis inspired her to dedicate her life and her work to God. Since that time her creative work has focused exclusively on the production of religious icons. A third order Franciscan, she lives with her husband in relative seclusion in the
wooded hills of southern Indiana.
Her icons have been exhibited in numerous galleries in the Midwest, and have been permanently installed in churches and
monasteries throughout the country. She has studied under two master iconographers: Xenia Pokrovsky and Fr. Andrei Davydov.
Having spent a number of years mastering the ancient techniques of iconography, Elaine is now concentrating her efforts on
creating a new art form-icon fusion. She strives to express a modern vision of the sacred while incorporating the traditional
iconographic emphases on technique and visual scripture. The result is a contemporary iconography that blends the subtlety
of the ancient with the freedom of the modern . Elaine's work can be viewed at http:/jwww.home.att.netj-ikons.
The icon on the cover, The Nativity, is based on an eighteenthth century Transylvanian icon . The joyous celebration of the
birth of Christ is given an unusual vitality and vibrancy with the bright and festive simplicity of the Romanian tradition. The
bold use of pattern and color convey the celebration of the birth of the Son of God.
The use of the cave as the birth scene is typical in Eastern icons. Here the cave holds a happy Joseph and Mary with the
Christ child. The Three Wise Men stand in homage above as the shepherds resound in song below.
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